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PROGRAMME

1ST DAY 5 JULY

0800 Registration - Lecture Room SH5t Senate House3 University of the
Wituatersrand.

0845 OPENING ADDRESS

Dr WL van Wyk - President of the Geological Society of South Africa.
RESOURCE EVALUATION AND MANAGEMENT

Session Chairman - Dr MP Mulder

0900 Analysis of pumping tests in the Ghaap Plateau dolomite, Northern
Cape Province.
AS Barley (SRK)

0930 Municipal water supply from Jagersfontein mine, OFS.
TS Kok and BL Venter (DWA)

1000 Artificial recharge of reclaimed wastewater into an unconsolidated
coastal aquifer.
G Tredoux and WC Tworedk (SIM)

1030 TEA

1100 Hydrogeology of the Kalahari Karoo of Botswana.
JL Farr (Wellfield Consulting Services) and C Neumann-Redlin (Geological
Survey, Botswana)

1130 Geophysical and hydrogeological investigations of ground water
resources of Hereroland SWA/Namibia.
JH de Beer (NPRL)

1200 A geophysical- geohydrological study along the Kuruman River in the
Kuruman and Gordonia districts.
R Meyer, AWA Duvenhage and JH de Beer (NPRL)

1230 LUNCH

DEVELOPMENTS AND TECHNIQUES IN GEOHYDROLOGY

Session Chairman - Mr A Stone

1330 Borehole development and rehabilitation.
J Kirchner (DWA3 SWA/Namibia)

1400 Maintaining safe water supplies.
MN Sara (Dames and Moore)

1430 The use of resistivity methods to evaluate ground water pollution
in South Africa.
JN Faurie (SRK)

1500 TEA

1530 The contribution of groundwater and subsurface flow to the stormwater
hydrograph as indicated by the results of a rainfall-runoff plot.
GJ Mulder (Univ. of ZuluUmd)

1600 Optimizing the conjunctive use of surface and ground water.
BJ Middleton and C Langhout (SRK)

1630 Die toepassing van kriging in grondwaterstudies.
GJ van fonder (UOFS)

1730 COCKTAIL FUNCTION ON CAMPUS

o O o —



2ND DAY 6 JULY

0830 Keynote address -
Professor SN Davis - Ground water dating : uses, limitations and

new developments.

HYDROGEOCHEMICAL STUDIES AND POLLUTION

Session Chairman - Professor FDI Hodgson

0930 The isotope hydrology of ground waters of the Kalahari, Gordonia.
B Th Verhagen (NPRUJ

1000 Geohydrological investigation of an uranium anomaly near Vanzylsrus
in the Northern Cape Province.
M Levin (AEB)3 AS Talma and JC Vogel (NPRL)

1030 TEA

1100 Solution-mineral equilibria in the Stampriet artesian basin.
G Tredoux (NIWR)

1130 Abnormal high pH-values in some Kimberl i tes .
GJA Potgieter

1200 Die chemiese besoedeling van water as gevolg van mynaktiwiteite.
LHW Verhoef (DWA)

1230 LUNCH

MINING AND GEOTECHNICAL ASPECTS

Session Chairman - Mr RJ Connelly

1330 The geohydrology and ground water resources of the Sishen compartment.
1M Dziembouski (DWA)

1400 Environmental isotope observations on Sishen ground waters.
B Th Verhagen (NPRU)

1430 A developed correlation model for predicting the future drawdown.
J Willemink (DWA)

1500 TEA

EXHIBITION OF INSTRUMENTS AND EQUIPMENT

oOo



3RD DAY 7 JULY

MINING AND GEOTECHNICAL ASPECTS (contd)

Session Chairman - Professor S Maske

0830 Reduction of mine inflow in the vicinity of caved areas.
C Louis (CSE)

0900 A case history of open pit mine dewatering at Letlhakane mine,
Botswana.
RJ Connelly (SRK)

0930 Dewatering in strip coal mines in South Africa.
R lelf (SRK)

1000 Hydrological disturbances associated with increased underground
extraction of coal.

FDI Hodgson (UOFS)

1030 TEA

GROUND WATER MODELLING

Session Chairman - Dr PJT Roberts

1100 Recharge to the Ghaap Plateau dolomite aquifer, Mothibistat,
Bophuthatswana.
AS Harley and. GT Barnard (SRK)

1130 Construction of a finite difference model of the Atlantis aquifer
and a discussion of preliminary results.
DB Bredenkamp (DWA)

1200 Grondwaterpotensiaal van die Grootfonteinkompartement volgens 'n
wiskundige model.
VE Cogho and DB Bredenkamp (DWA)

1230 LUNCH

1330 Evaluation of stress related fissure flow into underground workings
using finite elements.
GS Esterkuizen and JAC Diering (SRK)

1400 Finite element modelling of two-dimensional solute transport in
groundwater.
ACS Smith, JAC Diering and JB Shopley (SRK)

1430 Groundwater modelling : Present and future.
JF Botha (UOFS)

1500 TEA

1530 CLOSING ADDRESS
JR Vegter - Chairman : Ground Water Division.

oOo
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1ST DAY

- RESOURCE EVALUATION AND MANAGEMENT

- DEVELOPMENTS AND TECHNIQUES IN GEOHYDROLOGY



ANALYSIS OF PUMPIHG TESTS IN TiiE G-IflAP PLATEAU DOLOMITE,

NORTIiERN CAPE PROVINCE

by

A S Harley

Steffen, Robertson and Kirsten (Civil) Inc

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Punping tests were carried out on four fully-penetrating boreholes in a

fractured-rock, multilayered dolomite, aquifer over an area of 0,9 km2. Two

of these boreholes were sited on major fractures, and up to- twelve adjacent

boreholes were used for observation.

PUMPING TESTS

The tests carried out were continuous 60-min step-drawdown, 24h to 4Sh constant

discharge, and recovery. Steps had to be abandoned on two boreholes when 'it

was apparent that there was not enough available drawdown for the required

minimum of four steps. The constant discharge tests were programmed to run

for 48h, but were terminated earlier where near-equilibrium conditions were

maintained for a reasonable period of time. Recoveries after the constant

discharge tests were monitored until they reached 0,5 per cent of the original

static water level in the pumping boreholes.



ANALYSIS

Step-drawdown tests

The steps ware analysed using Jacob's equation, but the coefficients have been

redefined (Figs 1A and 1B). Other methods of analysis, such as Sheahan (1971),

have been used previously but produced questionable results.

The data from borehole W216 showed a good straight-line fit up to 35 m3/h, and

then rose significantly to the point at 57 m3/h (Fig 1A). Whereas borehole

W142 had an initial lower laminar-loss factor, but showed a steep exponential

rise above 25 m3/h.

The steep rises are thought to be caused by increases in the turbulent flow

losses, due probably to exceeding the critical Reynold's number both within

the borehole and in the adjacent formation fractures. The different characte-

ristics between W142 and W216 may be'related to the difference in fracturing,

it is possible that in W142 the openings are larger, but fewer in number,

hence the laminar losses at the lower discharge rates are smaller. However,

once the critical Reynold's number is exceeded, turbulent losses then become

significant, with a corresponding decrease in borehole efficiency.

Another complication is the effect of leakage, which will depress the magni-

tude of drawdown. During the constant discharge tests leakage in the obser-

vation boreholes generally occurred within 20 min from start of pumping, but

its start could not be easily identified in the pumping borehole because of

the effects of well losses. As the magnitude of leakage cannot be quantified

in the pumping borehole the results must be treated with caution. However/



as is discussed later, the propensity for leakage is greater in W142 than

W216, which might be a contributing factor to the different curves of the two

examples.

The results of W216 were conpared with that from a numerical non-leaky radial

flow model (Rushton and Redshaw, 1979) using the calculated average aquifer

parameters (Fig 1A). The model laminar-loss factor is higher than that cal-

culated from the straight-line analysis, which suggests that either the model

transmissivity should be higher or that leakage has depressed the true

drawdowns.

Comparison of the model and constant discharge drawdowns indicates that the

borehole efficiency in W216 at 60 min is only 50 per cent for a discharge of

57 m3/h, and would be lower if leakage has effected the observed drawdown.

Although it was not possible to do steps in W205 the 60 min constant discharge

(6,4 myh) drawdown was compared witn the non-leaky radial flow model. The

results showed that, in spite of leakage, the pumping borehole had a calcula-

ted efficiency of only 17 per cent, due probably to excessive turbulent losses.

Constant discharge tests

The time-drawdown data were analysed using the Jacob method for log/linear

plots, and Walton or Theis methods for log/log plots. Since the majority of

boreholes gave a leaky artesian response to pumping Walton's method was the

most commonly used, especially as t checks on the early-time data indicated

that the transmissivities calculated by the Jacob method were invalid.



However/ due to increased drawdown caused by borehole losses and formation

turbulence the pumping borehole results could only be analysed using the Jacob

method. The results are suspect because of the unquantified effects of

leakage.

Most observation boreholes in the four tests gave a characteristic leaky

artesian (semi-confined) response to reach near-equilibrium conditions, as

shown by Figs 2A and 2B.

Figure 2A is typical of the results in 8 out of 12 observation boreholes in the

W216 test. It also shows that in spite of several temporary breakdowns in the

early part of the test it was still possible to draw a suitable curve.

During the test on W205 the discharge rate was increased slightly twice, and

Figure 2B shows the drawdown response monitored in 5 of the 8 observation bore-

holes. The faster response and greater drawdown after tine second siraller

increase in discharge nay be due to a significant increase in formation flow

losses. An interesting feature is the apparent recovery back to the leaky

artesian curve, which suggests that the discharge increases were fully

compensated by an increase in leakage.

Pumping borehole SP37 was on a major fracture with the observation borehole

SP2 sited midway to another major fracture to the east. Fig 3A shows that

at least two discharge boundaries were intersected and that leakage occurred

throughout; similar effects were seen in three other observation boreholes.

Graphical analysis indicates that the fracture to the east is the first

boundary, but the identities of the subsequent boundaries are unknown.



The few observation boreholes that gave non-leaky responses also had a signifi-

cant time-lag between start of testing and drawdown/recovery response, smaller

drawdowns, higher transmissivities, and different drawdown to recovery graphs.

It is suggested that these boreholes were not monitoring the main aquifer zones

but were showing the response of leaking horizons. The high transmissivity

values could be explained by the fact that the leaking horizon was only contri-

buting part of the total borehole discharge.

Recoveries after the constant discharge tests were relatively rapid, and the

speed of recovery appeared to be directly related to the time to reach near-

equilibrium in the drawdown phase. Their plots closely resembled the drawdown

curves, and were generally analysed using the Theis recovery method. However,

the results were not used in the calculation of the aquifer parameters because

of the effects of leakage.

Leakage

The leakage factor (L) describes the contribution of leakage into a semi-

confined aquifer, and is defined by:

L = (Tc)1/2 (Kruseman and de Ridder, 197(5)

T = aquifer transmissivity

c = resistance of the serni-parvious layer to leakage

thus, when all other factors remain constant, the value of r/L of the time-draw-

down curves will increase automatically with distance from the pumping bore-

hole. Furthermore, the greater the value of the leakage factor at constant

transmissivity the less the ancunt of leakage.



A leg-log plot of leakage factor against transraissivity should give a straight

line whose position is determined by the resistance. Figure 3B shows the data

point for each borehole, and the straight-line plots of the mean c value for

each pumping test network of observation boreholes.

The mean c plots show that resistance to leakage decreases from W216 to W142.

This appears logical since both W142 and SP37 are located on major fractures.

Some idea of the spatial leakage contribution to the aquifer can be gained

from the positions of the individual borehole plots relative to the appropriate

mean c line.

Figure 3C indicates that there is a direct relationship between leakage factor

and distance from the pumping boreholes. Theoretically, however, there should

be no relationship as the leakage factor is dependent only upon the aquifer

transmissivity and the thickness and vertical permeability of the semi-pervious

layer.

This apparent relationship may be due to the fact that the aquifer is a

secondary fractured-rcck type, rather than a primary intergranular aquifer for

which the theoretical model was developed. However, since the amount of

leakage is proportional to the head difference between the main water-bearing

zones and the semi-confining beds, leakage will decrease with distance from

the borehole and this may be influencing the results.

CONCLUSIONS

. Most boreholes gave a semi-confined response to pumping to reach near-

equilibrium conditions. This type of response is considered to be due



to the variations in fracture permeability of the different lithological

units that make up the dolomite aquifer.

Boreholes showing atypical responses are thought to be monitoring

leaking horizons rather than the main aquifer zones.

Step-drawdown tests showed that turbulent losses increased significantly

at higher discharge rates, due probably to flow exceeding the critical

Reynold's number in both the borehole and adjacent formation.

Leakage factor-transmissivity plots showed that resistance to leakage

throughout the aquifer is very variable.

There is an unexplained direct relationship between the leakage factor

and distance from the pumping borehole.

Although the aquifer is anisotropic, a transmissivity of 22 m3/day/m

and storage coefficient of 7x10-5 are considered to be representative,

but higher transmissivity values are found in localised areas.

From our general assessment of the aquifer it. is considered that longer

tests would show that the aquifer is in fact semi-unconfined, rather

than semi-confined.
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MUNICIPAL WATER SUPPLY FROM JAGERSFONTEIN MINE, ORANGE

FREE STATE

by

T.S. KOK AND B.L. VENTER

Division of Geohydrology, Department of Environment

Affairs, Pretoria

ABSTRACT

At Jagersfontein, groundv/ater is abstracted from an aban=

doned diamond mine from a depth of 220m (rest water level

approximately 183m) at a rate of 17,5 Z/s in order to

alleviate shortages in water supply from boreholes with

yields of 4 Z/s tapping secondary fractures in the contact

zones of Beaufort shale and dolerite intrusions. It is

estimated that annual recharge to the mine amounts to

approximately 264 000m'.

Analyses of groundwifters indicate that water from a spring

near the mine is recently recharged, whilst the water from

the mine is older, having been resident underground for a

longer period since the time of infiltration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Jagersfontein is situated approximately 110 km South-west of

Bloemfontein, and the surrounding area is drained northwards

by a tributary of the Riet River (Fig. 1).

At least 5 Kimberlite pipes occur in the area, one of which,

located on the Townlands, has been mined since 1871 by various

Mining Groups and individuals. In 1944, De Beers Consolidated

Mines took over the lease of the mine, and mining continued

down to a depth of approximately 750m. In order io keep the

water level below this depth, some 64 OOOmVmonth were

abstracted at a continuous rate of 26 Z/s .

Due to a decrease in the grade of diamonds with depth, the

mine was eventually closed down in 1971, and in 1980 the

Company gave permission to the Town Council of Jagersfontein

to abstract water from the mine for municipal supply and



Figure 1
L o c a t i o n a n d g e n e r a l g e o l o g y o f J a q e r s f o n t e i n ar&a
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consumption.

II. GEDHYDRDLOGY

The geology or' the area surrounding the town consists of

shales of the Adelaide Subgroup of the Beaufort Group

(SACS, 1980). These shales are intruded by numerous

dolerite sills and dykes. The occurrence of Kimberlite

pipes has already been mentioned. It is interesting to note

that the Kimberlite pipe on the Tounlands, i.e. the intrusion

under discussion, must have "blasted" its way through 180m

of dolerite (Fig. 3). A vertical exploration borehole in

the mine penetrated granite at a depth of 1019m from the

surface (De Beers Consolidated, 1969).

The contact zones betv/een the shales and dolerite intru=

sions usually exhibit fracturing, and yields in the order

of 4 Z/s can be obtained from boreholes tapping these zones

(Venter, 1979). The adjoining shales, however, have low

transmissivitics (50-100m2/d) and low storage coefficients

(1x10 ). The abstraction of u/ater for municipaJ supply frcr.i

such boreholes during below average rainfall years (average

annual rainfall equals 425mmjresults in yields diminishing to

such an extent, that water has to be rationed. This occurred

regularly at Jagersfontein before abstraction from tha mine tias

introduced. However, automatic water-level records indicate

that the water levels in such deuatered boreholes recover

rapidly in the wake of rainfalls in excess of 25mm (Kok, 1975).



I fyurcr t.

Locality pian of Jagersfcintein mine urea



S-N section through Jagersfontein mine
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III. ABSTRACTION

The town has a population of 800 Whites and 3300 Blacks.

The average water consumption amounts to approximately

800m3/day if and when rationing is not applied.

During the period 1971 to 1980, the water level in the

abandoned mine rose to approximately 183m from the surface, and

it was decided to pump from a depth of 220m from the surface,

using the shaft, and thus allowing for a possible water-level

drawdown of the order of 37m at an abstraction rate of 17,5 Z/d.

The data in Table I and Figure 4 indicates that the duration

of pumping varied between 218 and 560 hours per month, uith

abstractions of between 14000 and 36000m3 per month, and

resulting in a monthly drawdown of water level varying between

4 and 66cm, depending on the time of the year and the amount of

precipitation.
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TABLE I

Water-level fluctuations, monthly rainfalla and quantities

abstracted at Jagersfontein mine.

Month

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov .

Dec.

Jan. 81

Feb.

March

April

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan. 82

Feb.

Total

Waterleve1
(m)

183,12

183,16

183,21

183,58

183,64

183,76

183,74

183,20

183,31

183,29

183,22

183,35

182,69

183,20

183,25

183,46

183,36

133,70

183,94

-

Rainfall
(mm)

29

26

7

65

33

80

B2

134

14

64

26

0

121

0

28

33

103

10

16

0,968

Duration
of pump=
ing (hrs)

243

218

451

454

471

600

287

421

379

372

336

383

313

372

494

534

479

560

470

7837

Quantity
abstracted

(m3)

15369

13732

28150

28090

29144

36528

17372

25475

22882

22937

21007

25949

21177

25041

32488

34853

31332

36174

25600

497308
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IV. RECHARGE

Recovery of the water level after rain, and with some

passible storm-water inflow, was as much as 54cm during

March 1981, and 66cm during August 1981 (Table I and Fig.4),

Using the data in Table I, the annual groundwater inflow

is calculated as follows:

Period under consideration:

Uater-levïJ. drawdown:

Rainfall:

Total water-level drat/down:

Volume of water in l,78flmin ths mine

with an area of 45220m1:

Quantity abstracted:

Groundwater inflow:

Inflow for 12 months:

Average inflow per month:

1/8/80 to 23/2/32

183,94-133,12 = 0,E2,TI

968mm

0,82+0,963=1,788m

45220x1,7SB=80853m3

497303m3

4 97308-80853=416455m3

416455x~| = 263823m3

approx. 22 000m3

V. WATER CHEMISTRY

From the chemical analyses of water obtained frcm a borehole,

a spring and the mine shaft (Nrs. 4, 3 and 2 respectively on

Fig. 2), the percentage equivalents per million of the cations

Ca, Mg and Na, and the anions Clo» 50^ and HCt)-,, have been

plotted on a Piper trilinear diagram (Fig. 5).

Generally, the top half of the diamond contains static and

other unusual waters high in Mg/CaCl» and
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Triltneor Piper diagram of groundwoter composition
in the Jagersfontein mine area



TAOLf I I

Ch?nicol composition of Jaqersfontein qrounduaters

Lab. n r .

Source

Date sampled

Nr. on Fig. 5

lexis

NA+

K+

Mg2+

Ca2 +

Sum of ca t ions

cr
S 0 4 2 "

HCO3-

r"
MO-"

Sun» of anions

SiO„

P

Sum of items

pH

81411763

Shaft

290981

(2)

«J,

0

236

9

13

37

296,

42

408,

170,

0,

o,
623,

12,

0,

931,

7,

ft

,02

,03

,15

,30

,60

,10
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The lover half contains those waters normally found in a

dynamic groundwater environment (Johnson, 1975).

The position of sample Nrs. 3 and 4 on the diamond

indicate that those waters are recently recharged. In

contrast, the water from the mine shaft (Nr. 2 on the

diamond in Figure 5) has been resident underground for a

longer period, and can be classified as being on the border

of dynamic underflow water and stagnant water.

VI. CONCLUSION

Groundwater in the mine at Jagersfontein is recharged

at an estimated average annual rate of 264 000m3. The water

from a nearby spring and borehole is recently recharged,

whilst that from the mine is much older.
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ARTIFICIAL RECHARGE OF RECLAIMED WASTEWATER INTO AN UNCONSOLIDATED COASTAL AQUIFER

by

G. TREDOUX and W. TWORECK

National Institute for Water Research, P.O. Box 109, Sanlamhof, 7532

INTRODUCTION

The increasing demand for water in the Cape Peninsula necessitates the exploita-

tion of all available sources. In the proposed water plan for the Greater Cape

Town area provision is made for utilisation of groundwater in the Cape Flats as

well as for the use of reclaimed water to a projected maximum of 30 % by 1995

(Pretorius and Van Robbroeck, 1979). Subsurface storage of the reclaimed water

may be required to cope with diurnal and seasonal fluctuations in the supply and

demand of water. In addition, development of a groundwater scheme would demand

counter measures for prevention of seawater intrusion into the Cape Flats aquifer

and the regulation of water table fluctuations in areas where minimum levels are

to be maintained.

The results of initial infiltration and abstraction studies which were carried out

to verify the suitability of the aquifer for artificial recharge and abstraction

of groundwater are described. An experimental site was prepared with the neces-

sary infiltration basins, observation and abstraction wells, instrumentation for

water-level recording and automatic samplers for continuous monitoring of water

quality.

GEOLOGY, GEOHYDROLOGY AND PHYSIOGRAPHY

The aquifer consists of recent deposits underlain by essentially impervious Malmes-

bury Shales or Cape Granite. Sedimentation initially occurred in a shallow sea-

water environment, subsequently progressing to intermediate beach and windblown

deposits, and finally to aeolian and peat layers. A feature of the sediments is

the presence of shelly material over most of the area. As a result, the ground-

water is saturated with respect to calcium carbonate, which in turn is responsible

for caicrete deposits mostly occurring near the water-table.
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The Cape Plats aquifer extends over an area of some 630 km2. It is generally un-

confined, has a maximum thickness of 45 to 50 a near the False Bay coastline, and

wedges out northwards (Gerber, 1981).

The climate is typically mediterranean with natural groundwater recharge taking

place during the winter rainy season from May to August. The average rainfall

recorded at various stations in the Cape Flats ranges from 500 to 700 nan p&r annum.

ARTIFICIAL RECHARGE FACILITIES

Five open basins were constructed on the perimeter of a 100 m radius circle. Two

abstraction wells were located near the centre of the circle while a network of

thirty observation wells covered the rest of the area. The abstraction wells were

equipped with 200 mm diameter steel well screens (Johnson) while the observation

wells were fitted with 150 mm diameter plastic filters (Boode).

The thickness of the aquifer at the artificial recharge site ranges from 28 to

37 m and the thickness of the unsaturated zone from 3 to 13 m . In the western

half of the site, the lower 10 in of the aquifer is confined and separated from

the upper, phreatic part by a practically impervious peat layer 1,5 to 2 m thick.

Oxidation pond effluent was readily available in the vicinity of the artificial

recharge site (Table 1). Treatment of the effluent consisted of orechlorina-

tion (7 mg Cl2/£), algal sedimentation using ferric chloride coagulation (225 mg

FeCl,/£) and polyelectrolyte (0,5 mg/£), and stabilisation by lime addition to

pH 7,5. Prechlorination was required to prevent flotation of the algae in the

settling tank. An adverse effect of the high ferric chloride dosage was the pro-

nounced increase in chloride concentration from 98 to 255 mg/£ and the conversion

from temporary to permanent hardness. However, a benefit of the marked increase

in chloride concentration was that it could serve as an excellent chemical tracer

to monitor the subsurface passage of the recharged effluent (Table 1).

Electronic instrumentation was developed to facilitate reliable monitoring of

water levels. The system was capable of sensing and printing water levels at

intervals ranging from 30 s to 240 min in each of up to 24 wells used concurrently.

Mechanical recorders (A.Ott) were used for continuous monitoring of water levels

in the recharge basins.
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Sampling from the unsaturated zone was effected using porous cups. Groundvrater

samples were taken using small submersible pumps activated by a battery-operated

sampler, or by an air-lift unit activated at pre-set intervals by a Lea recorder.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Infiltration runs were carried out during three periods, each lasting several

months. To obtain reference values for the recharge capacity of the various in-

filtration basins, groundwater abstracted in the vicinity was used as a recharge

source. Recharge rates varying between 3,.5 and 15 m/d were recorded over runs

lasting up to six weeks.

Infiltration xuns using partially renovated oxidation pond effluent with turbidity

below 2 NTU were successful and proceeded at rates similar to those observed with

groundwater. Turbidity values between 3 and 5 NTU, however, caused rapidly de-

clining rates and complete clogging of the sand surface within 14 days.

Indigenous water quality at the infiltration site is given in Table 1. The

analyses show that ammonia, chloride and potassium concentrations were considerably

higher in the renovated effluent than in the indigenous groundwater, while the

reverse was true for calcium and alkalinity values. Due to the acidity of the

pretreated water, calcium carbonate present in the sandy deposits was dissolved-

causing an increase in pH, alkalinity and calcium content of the water even before

it reached the saturated zone, bringing the water into equilibrium with respect to

calcium carbonate.

The abstraction well received water from all directions and eventually the re-

charged water constituted a maximum of 67 % of the abstracted water (Table 1).

The abstracted water was of good bacteriological quality and no E.coli were

isolated at any stage of the experiments.

CONCLUSIONS

Algal pond effluent of extreme quality can be treated successfully to serve as a

viable supply for basin recharge, but due to the high chemical dosages required,

this practice is not recommended for full-scale application.

Both natural groundwater and the blended product abstracted from the aquifer can
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be treated by simple physical-chemical means to provide a softened product which

complies with the recommended standards for potable water.

Turbidity of the feed-water is the most significant factor determining infiltra-

tion rates. Recharge rates varying between 3,5 and 15 m/d are attainable pro-

vided the turbidity is maintained below 2 NTU.

Mechanical removal of the top layer (50 mm) of the infiltration surface is the

only appropriate means of fully restoring the recharge capacity in the event of

clogging.

Chloride proved to be the only indigenous component of the recharged water which

could serve as a reliable tracer to monitor dispersion after infiltration. It

was established that the retention time of the recharged water in the quifer

varied between 60 and 200 days.

The only significant change in chemical composition of the recharged water occur-

red under conditions of intermittent infiltration and constituted conversions

between the various compounds of nitrogen.

While artificial recharge was in progress, E.coli organisms were transmitted

through the sand over distances not exceeding 27 m . These organisms never

reached the abstraction borehole (100 m) and also disappeared at the observation

boreholes after cessation of recharge.
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TABLE 1 : Quality of Various Waters (Median values)

Chemical parameters

Electrical conductivity mS/m

Dissolved solids at 105°C mg/l

Suspended solids at 105°C mg/l

COD mg/l

COD (Filtered) mg/l

Ammonia as N mg/l

Organic nitrogen as N mg/l

Nitrite as N mg/l

Nitrate as N mg/l

Chloride mg/l

Sulphate mg/l

Total Alkalinity as CaCO. mg/l

Total phosphorous as F mg/l

Sodium mg/l

Potassium mg/l

Calcium mg/l

Magnesium mg/l

Iron, total mg/l

pH (at sampling)

Turbidity NTU

Algal pond
effluent

86

493

126

279

142

29,8

16,9

0,02

0,4

98

43

238

8,0

76

16,8

37

6,4

0,7

7,7

76

Partially
renovated
effluent

104

540

12

46

37

29,8

2,1

< 0,01

0,2

255

40

62

0,4

75

16,7

37

5,6

2,4

6,4

2,4

Indigenous
ground-
water*

88

ND°

ND

<10

<10

< 0,5

< 0,5

< 0,01

< 0,1

125

58

222

< 0,1

68

2,4

108

9,6

0,3

7,3

0,6

Abstracted
blend+

(Feb. 1981)

116

ND

ND

16

16

14

ND

< 0,01

< 0,1

212

55

205

< 0,1

78

11,5

108

9,0

0,2

7,2

ND

* Abstraction well No. 225

• ND - Not determined

+ Ratio of infiltrated to natural
chloride concentration

groundwater is 2:1 based on
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HYPROGEOLOGY OF THE KALAHARI KAROO OF BOTSWANA

Authors: John L". Farr.Wellfield Consulting Services

Gaborone, Botswana
(formely G.S. Dept, Lobatse)

Christian Neumann-Redlin, Geological Survey
Dept, Lobatse, Botswana

1. REGIONAL OCCURRENCE OF THE KAROO IN BOTSWANA

The ICaroo of Botswana consists of a sequence of stratiform consolidated

sedimentary rocks, predo-inantly arenaceous in nature and partially

capped by basaltic lava, which were laid down on the supercontinent

of Gondvanaland in a largely terrestrial environment during the vpper

Carboniferous to Lower Jurassic period. Controlled by major pre-Karoo

tectonic features the deposition is restricted to three major and

several minor basins (Fig. 1). The maximum thickness of Karoo rocks

in Botswana is unknown but is thought to be of the order of 1000-1200

metres in axial regions of Central Basin and in parts of the Southwest

Basin.

Surface outcrop of Karoo strata, particularly earlier units, is infrequent

and is restricted to limited areas. on the east and northeast margins

of the Central Basin; Elsewhere the Karoo is obscured by a cover

of terrestrial Kalahari deposits, which comprise • a sequence of

aeolian, often calcretised, sands, calcrete, silcrete, and marls.

Such deposits .possess marked lateral "and vertical variations and

highly variable overall thickness (10-150 m).

This paper draws predominantly on the results of groundwater investi-

gations carried out on the northeastern (Orapa), eastern (Serule,

Serowe, Lephephe) and southeastern (Letlhakeng) margins of the Central

Basin, where the Kalahari Bed mantle is thin or absent. In other

regions underlain by Karoo strata there exists insufficient information

on which to make even preliminary hydrogeological assessments.

2. HYDROGEOLOGY OF THE.MAIN AQUIFER UNITS

Within the '-Karoo, the Ecca and- the Cave Sandstone are recognised

as the two principal aquifer units, with the Stormberg lavas forming

a lower potential, but locally important and productive, subsidiary

aquifer. Of the remaining three units of the Karoo, the Dwyka, Beaufort

and the Red Beds, their lithological nature (argillites), discontinuous

distribution and their hydrogeological characteristics as deduced

from existing information, tend to indicate poor aquifer potential.
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They may therefore be regarded as of little hyrogeological significance

except possibly in their role as aquitards.

2.1 Ecca

The Ecca sequence is extremely variable in lithology both laterally

and vertically. On a macro scale a general distinction in overall

potential can be drawn between the argillaceous lower parts

of the succession, the more arenaceous coal bearing intermediate

horizons and the mixed argillaceous/arenaceous strata forming

the upper portion of the unit. Locally, however, lithological

variations are complex and may be present within the • domain

of a single well.

As. a result of such inherent variability a positive statement

on the position within the sequence of the "Ecca aquifers" is

difficult to make.- However, there are indications that the

grits and arkoses of the lower, Middle Ecca are apparently

fairly widespread in their development and constitute the most

consistent productive aquifer horizons within the sequence.

Other, less regionally developed, aquifer units have also been

identified amongst the Upper Ecca strata (Letlhakeng) and in

some areas have been shown to be extremely productive.

As a result of the inherent variability of the Ecca, 'typical'

values for borehole yields and aquifer parameters are not easy

to decide upon. However some basic facts can br given. From

250 boreholes drilled into the Ecca (pre-1974) an average yield

of 1.7/t resulted while an overall success rate 42% is recorded.

The transmmisivity of the Ecca formations, as may be expected,

varies tremedously. On the margin of the Central. Basin (Serule ,

Serowe) T-values, are generally below 5 mz/d while in the southern

Letlhakeng area the transmmissivity of Upper Ecca (deltaic sand-

stone) sediments has been found locally to be about about 530

m'/d. However, these latter high values are possibly enhanced

by fissuring and are not solely the result of interstitial perme-

ability.

On the southwestern and northern margins of the Central Basin

groundwater in the Ecca aquifer appears to be totally confined,



while on the eastern and southern margins semi-confined to uncon-

fined conditions occur. As a result aquifer storage parameters

vary widely. In the Serule area aquifer tests established storage

coefficients of: between 1.4 x 10 " 3 and 7 x 10 ~ 5 while further

south in the Letlhakeng area, where the Ecca is not overlain

by younger Karoo strata, storage coefficients vary from 1 x

10* to 7 x 10" (semi-confined) with an unconfined specific yield
-2

at about .2-3 x 10 . As may be expected Groundwater quality

in the Ecca is regionally variable. On the southern margin

of Central Basin (Letlhakeng) where Ecca deposits are at subcrop,

groundwaters are primarily calcium bicarbonate type with a Total

Dissolved Solids content of around 500 mg/1 and chlorides less

than 200 mg/1, becoming more sodium enriched down gradient.

Increased mineralisation (NaCl waters) is also present locally

in the vicinity of pans. Generally poorer groundwater quality

occurs on the basin's eastern margins (Serule, Serowe) with

higher Total Dissolved Solids and chlorides content due to the

overlying argillaceous Karoo strata via which ion exchange takes

place. At present, little information exists about the hydro-

chemistry of the Ecca strata in the Southwest Basin but poor

quality may be expected.

As a result of the overall hydcogealogical variability of the

Ecca, estimates of the groundwater resources are difficult in

the extreme. However, recent work has proved that on the southern

margin of the Central Basin in the Letlhakeng area groundwater

potential is high and water quality good while on the eastern

and northern margins potential is moderate to poor with only

poor quality water present. On the northern margins of the

Southwest Basin moderate to good potential is evident but with

water quality variable. Similarly on the eastern and southern

margins of this Basin there is some evidence that groundwater

potential may also, be good but that water quality is likely

to be poor.

2.2 Cave Sandstone

The most widespread unit of the Karoo in Botswana is the aeolian

sandstone of the Cave Sandstone stage, which is itself frequently

overlain tsy Stormberg lavas. The overall sequence (generally

100-130 m thick) may be divided into an upper 70 - 90 m thick
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unit consisting of uniform finegrained sandstone or siltstone

which is considered to be the main aquifer of the Cave-Sandstone

unit. With depth the frequency of siltstones and mudstones

increase (Transition Bed) until the Red Bed stage is encountered.

At the upper junction with the overlying Stormberg basalt the

sandstone, is often indurated by contact metamorphism for several

metres. However the hydrogeological role of this lava/sandstone

contact has been found to differ from area to area. If fractured,

aquifer tests indicate this horizon to be very permeable and

to provide hydraulic continuity between basalt and sandstone

but if unfractured the indurated zone acts as an aquiclude

between the two units. Lateral aquifer geometry, and hence

groundwater flow, is controlled by tectonically generated boundaries

such as faults which are frequently dyke unfilled. Regional

observation of groundwater levels indicate, however, that such

dolerite dykes do not act as totally impermeable boundaries as

as a result of their discontinuous and somewhat fractured nature

but that within the regime of an individual borehole the flow

of groundwater through a dyke will be negligible and local barrier

conditions will exist.

Under confined .conditions with basalt cover the mean yield from

Cave Sandstone boreholes is about 2 1/s with a success rate

of 97%. When the aquifer is unconfined the mean yield falls

to about 1.3 1/s with decreasing success rate since frequently

the productive upper parts of the sandstone sequence have been

removed by erosion.

The transmmisivity of the full sequence is in the region of

15-35 m2 /d while "storage coefficients- vary between 1 x 10 ~ 4 and

2 x 10 . ' Specific yield values obtained from aquifer tests

are of the order of 5%, but considerably higher values (1556)

have been determined by centrifuge laboratory techniques. Ground-

water derived from the Cave Sandstone aquifer on the eastern

margins of the Central Basin is of calcium bicarbonate type

with a Total Dissolved Solids up to 700 mg/1. There is evidence

that towards the axis of the basin groundwater salinity increases

both laterally and with time.

Where the Cave Sandstone is at subcrop beneath the Kalahari
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cover much of the more permeable portion of the sequence has

often been removed by pre-Kalahari erosion with a consequent

loss of groundwater potential. Thus the highest potential can

be attributed to that part of the Cave Sandstone adjacent to

the basin margin, but covered by a minimum thickness of Stormberg

lava. In the more central parts of the basin the probable presence

of finer grained aquifer material is expected to reduce groundwater

potential and water quality will be poorer.

2.3 Stormberg Lava

Volcanic rocks of the Stormberg Lava stage are widespread in

the northeast and Central Basins. They consist of finely crysta-

lline dark grey and black basalts whose thickness depends to

a large degree on the form of the pre-extrussion land surface.

However despite the large areal extent of the Stormberg lavas

only small portions of the sequence, both in a vertical ' and

lateral sense, are aquiferous, with the occurance of groundwater

depending solely on the presence of subvertical fracturing

and weathered and fissured interflow horizons. Aquifer tests

conducted in the Lephephe area indicate that the most productive

interflow horizons occur within the upper 60 m of the^ lavas.

The yield of boreholes in this area show extreme variations

from almost zero to over 7 1/s, within a mean yield of 1 1/s.

Transmissivity values have a similar wide range from 1 m*/d

to over 400 m*/d, but aquifer test calculations must be treated

with caution due to the secondary nature of the aquifer. Calculated

values of storage are high and indicate "specific yield" groundwater

conditions in which groundwater is released by gravity drainage

from fracture horizons and not from intergranular porosity.

Groundwater quality in the Stormberg aquifer is generally good,

with Total Dissolved Solids content ranging from 200 to 700

mg/1. In areas of minimum Kalahari cover, waters are predominantly

of Ca-Mg-HCO 3 type but With increasing overburden they become more

alkaline (Na-K-HC03 ).

Despite the fact that the Stormberg lavas are the highest of

the Karoo units only relatively small, isolated, portions are

likely to be significant in terms of groundwater potential.
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At present there is insufficient data to indicate areas with

greater or lesser potential but it is possible that synclinal

axial zones may possess reasonable potential if Kalahari cover

is thin and the complete lava sequence, with more frequent and

thicker late stage interflows,-• is. present.

3. RECHARGE TO THE KAROO AQUIFERS

In the Kalahari 'Thirst land' of Botswana where the cover of Kalahari

deposits is virtually ubiquitous and rainfall is low (250-650 mm/annum),

the occurrance or otherwise of recharge to the groundwater body "is of

vital importance in the evaluation of groundwater resources. However,

present evidence indicates that if the Kalahari sand cover exceeds

6 metres, no recharge is currently possible, and only where sands

are thin or replaced by calcrete/silcrete bodies will 'excess rainfall'

potentially occur and:recharge groundwater. The presence of significant

aquifers in the Karoo does indicate, however, that historic recharge

during major pluvial periods was of considerably greater magnitude

than that occuring under the present climate regime.

Potential current recharge zone for the Ecca aquifers appears to be

at subcrop around the margins, although even here the thickness of

Kalahari deposits and the lithological nature of the bulk of the Ecca

sequence may inhabit or completely preclude this. Therefore any abstrac-

tion of groundwater from Ecca strata should be regarded as "mining"

an essentially "fossil" resource.

The current recharge zones of the Cave Sandstone aquifer appear to

be more widespread in areas where the thinnest sequence of both the

volcanics and Kalahari cover coincide. Groundwater mounds.-appear to exist

on the eastern margin of the Central Basin with the direction of ground-

water flow being to the east and northeast. Nevertheless, the absolute

amount of recharge to groundwater in the Cave Sandstone is likely

to be small and every major abstraction must rely predominantly on

'mining' of groundwater reserves .

Where the Stortnberg lavas are exposed or at very shallow subcrop parti-

curlarly in Pandamatenga and Lephephe areas, significant recharge

apparently takes place and>.depending on the nature and thickness of

basalt direct recharge to the underlying Cuv« Sandstones may

also occur.
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To summarise, it is apparent that under present climatic conditions,

recharge in the Kalahari region is small and that therefore

the significant potential of the Karoo aquifers must, preforce,

be based almost entirely on fossil groundwater.
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GEOPHYSICAL AND HYDROGEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
OF THE GROUNDWATER RESOURCES OF HEREROLAND

SWA/NAMIBIA

J.H. de Bee**
Geophysics Division, NPRL-CSIR, P.O. Box 395,

Pretoria 0001

Hereroland is situated in the central eastern part of South West Africa/

Namibia along the western margins of the outcrop area of the Kalahari Group

of late Cretaceous to Tertiary age. The Kalahari Basin occupies a total

area of more than 2x 10s km2 in central southern Africa and stretches in a

north-south direction from just north of the Orange River across Botswana

and Zambia into Zaire. East-west it extends from Zimbabwe and Zambia across

Botswana into South West Africa and Angola.

Hereroland is characterized by an extremely erratic annual rainfall of less

than 400 mm on average, most of which takes place during the summer months,

with an inferred annual potential evapotranspiration for short crops in ex-

cess of 2 000 mm (Louw and Kruger, 1968), There are no perennial streams

but some of the major rivers or "Omurambas" can carry substantial flood-

waters for short periods during the height of the wet season when they form

an active part of the endoreic river system associated with the Okavango

Swamps. The predominant drainage feature is the Omuramba Omatako which runs

just inside the northwestern boundary of Hereroland,

The only permanent water resource in Hereroland comprises groundwaters

stored within the Kalahari and underlying formations. Approximately 500

boreholes have been drilled this century. Because the Kalahari sandveld

generally obscures the aquiferous strata, the majority of these wells have

been sited on a wildcat basis. This has resulted in less than 40 per cent

of the boreholes being capable of sustaining a measurable yield. Of those

boreholes which were "successful" in terms of yield, a proportion supplied

saline waters which were unsuitable even for livestock. The majority of



useful boreholes are confined to the western and southern margins of the

territory to which they have lent some stability of habitation.

The groundwater conditions in Hereroland have been investigated over the

past nine years by means of Schlumberger electrical soundings, rectangle

profiling measurements as well as hydrochemical, hydrological and petro-

physical surveys (Worthington, 1977, De Beer et al. , 1981).

The surface resistivity method is generally not a good detector of the

water table because it is, in effect, a transition zone from partial satu-

ration to complete saturation and does not constitute a distinct geoelec-

trical boundary in many cases. Consequently, the distribution of ground-

water head levels in Hereroland has of necessity been based solely on

measurements of the standing water level within the boreholes. The ground-

water head levels are relatively shallow along the western and southern

perimeters but can be more than 200 m deep in the interior. The contour

distribution of measured potentiometrie levels clearly indicates the domi-

nant recharge mechanism of the groundwater system of Hereroland. There is

a strong replenishment from the basement outcrops to the northwest and

south of the area.

The resistivity survey comprised some 900 Schlumberger electrical soundings.

Where possible, soundings were carried out at boreholes for calibration

purposes. Because of the extensive vegetation, the soundings had to be

carried out along tracks, river courses and at a few other accessible places

such as pans. The maximum current electrode separation attained varied from

750 m to 7 km, depending on local conditions, with an average value of 3 km.

A comparison of electrical sounding curves with applicable borehole records

showed a clear relationship between lithology and the various geoelectrical

units (Table 1). The investigation showed that the Kalahari Group can be
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subdivided into three zones, viz. the Upper Kalahari, the Middle Kalahari

and the Lower Kalahari.

The comprehensive geoelectrical survey, interpreted in the light of charted

water-well locations and the measured distribution of standing water levels,

has led to the recognition of two distinct aquiferous units within the

western part of this territory. Both aquifers form part of the Kalahari

Group. The lowermost unit, the Lower Kalahari, is an argillaceous sand, be-

coming marly in many places, which contains brackish to highly saline waters

that are present in erratic quantities. The overlying Middle Kalahari is

better developed as an aquifer, is significantly mors permeable, and con-

tains groundwaters of acctotable quality. Where it occurs below the water

table the Middle Kalahari unit therefore constitutes the most promising

aquifer in terms of both the quality and quantity of the available ground-

waters,

A conservative estimate of the average specific capacity of boreholes which

draw exclusively upon the Middle Kalahari is approximately 9 m3/d/m. The

quality of groundwaters abstracted from the Middle Kalahari has been found

to reflect an average TDS value of about 990 ppm which is acceptable for

human consumption.

Laboratory investigations of core specimens obtained from a borehole samp-

ling the Middle Kalahari succession in northwestern Kereroland have fur-

nished an average effective porosity of about 23 per cent and an average

intergranular permeability of around 0,4 m/d at 20 °C. A pumping test at

a nearby borehole indicated an average permeability of 0,45 m/d which agrees

remarkably well with the laboratory data. These values for the porosity

and permeability have been used to evaluate the groundwater reserves and

the groundwater resources, respectively, of western Kereroland.
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TABLE 1

Inferred Geoelectrical Succession

Geologicai/Geoelectrical unit

Kalahari Group.

Surficial dune sand

Calcrete
Upper Kalahari
Middle Kalahari (upper zone)
Middle Kalahari (lower zone)
Lower Kalahari

Karoo Seguence

Kalkrand Formation
Etjo Formation
Omingonde Formation

Damara Sequence

Weathered Damara
Unweathered Damara

Range of resistivity
(fi'Dl)

200 - 15 000
200 - 15 000

5 - 100
60 - 1 500
7 - 70

3

>600
20 - 200
4 - 20

60 - 800

Usually >800

In the eastern part of Hereroland, with the exception of the southern bor-

der area, the groundwater head levels lie within the basement rocks under a

cover of Kalahari sedimentary strata. Under these conditions the Schlumber-

ger sounding technique is not the optimum geophysical tool to locate possi-

ble water-bearing structures. Another geoelectrical technique, the rectangle

profiling method, proved relatively successful in locating boreholes in this

area.
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A GEOPHYSICAL-GEOHYDROLOGICAL STUDY ALONG THE
KURUMAN RIVER IN THE KURUMAN AND GORDONIA DISTRICTS

by

R Meyer, A U A Duvenhage and J H de Beer
Geophysics Division, NPRL of the CSIR, Pretoria

A 125 km long stretch along the dry river bed of the Kuruman River between

Vaniylsrus in the east and Witdraai in the west has been surveyed geophysi-

cally. In the central part the investigation v/as extended south to Tellery

Pan which resulted in a total survey area of approximately 2200 km2. This

area was ".urveyed by means of about 500 Schlumberyer electrical soundings.

The project is being conducted in close collaboration with the Geohydrology

Division of the Directorate of Water Affairs with the objective of locating

areas where thick Kalahari Group sedimentary strata saturated with good

quality groundwater occur.

As the semi-arid study strip is devoid of surface water and has an average

annual rainfall of about 200 mm, the farming community is entirely depen-

dent on groundwater. The location of potable water supplies has always

been a problem in this region and over the years the farming community has

approached the Government on several occasions with requests to establish

a water distribution scheme hy pumping water from the Orange River or from

the Langeberg Mountains. Due to the high cost involved in such a scheme

the possibility of supplying the farming commiinity from groundwater sources

had to be investigated to establish whether sufficient good quality ground-

water is present in the area. An extensive borehole survey delineated an

area where groundwater containing less than 3000 mg/£ dissolved solids

occurs. The geophysical survey was therefore confined to this region.
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Sedimentary strata of the Kalahari Group form the surface geology over

the entire study area with the exception of an outcrop of quartzite be-

longing to the Groblershoop Formation in the Kuruman River to the west

of Vanzylsrus and some isolated Karoo outcrops. From the results of the

geoelectrical survey, boreholes drilled during this period, and borehole

data assembled during a number of previous investigations of the area, a

map of pre-Kalahari geology was compiled. From this map it is clear that

over the entire area, with the exception of the extreme eastern part, the

Kalahari beds are underlain by Karoo Sequence rocks of the Dwyka Formation

and Ecca Group.

The electrical soundings were mostly done along profiles traversing the

area where groundwatei* with relatively high resistivities (>2 Q-m) is known

to occur. Electrical resistivity techniques allow a relatively rapid sur-

vey of the geological succession in sedimentary basins. However, the sur-

vey had to cope with several problems, both in the execution of the soun-

dings, as well as in the interpretation of the sounding curves. Firstly

there was the problem of extremely dry surface layers which caused very

high contact resistance at the electrodes. A second problem that had to

be solved was due to the geological succession in the area. Almost from

the onset of the survey it became apparent that only the Upper and the

Middle Kalahari members of the Kalahari Group occur in this area and that

the lower zone of the Middle Kalahari generally rests on Karoo Sequence

rocks. The resistivity distribution in the Middle Kalahari and Karoo rocks

is such that the Upper Middle Kalahari is the most resistive, the Karoo

rocks the most conductive and that the Lower Middle Kalahari unit has an

intermediate resistivity. The last-mentioned geoelectrical zone therefore

forms a suppressed layer on the sounding curve. Had the Karoo rocks occurred
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over the whole area with a sufficient thickness, the soundings could have

been terminated at current electrode spacings around AB= 1000 m which

would have meant sounding penetrations well into the Karoo strata. How-

ever, since the Karoo strata have thicknesses varying from zero to more

than 500 in the soundings had to be expanded to AB = 2000 m, where the pre-

sence of the basement rocks are evident on the sounding graphs, to get

an indication of the development of the Karoo Sequence. In this way the

effects on the sounding curve of thicker Kalahari could be distinguished

from those of the thinner Karoo which could be misidentified if the soun-

ding curves were not expanded to large enough AB separations,

Almost all the sounding curves to the west of 21°15'E represent four or

more layers. Curves of the type QHKQH and HKQQH occur frequently and

pose major problems during the interpretation due to the suppression of

the Middle Kalahari layers. For this reason several boreholes have been

sunk for calibration purposes, Another difficulty encountered during the

interpretation was due to the fact that the resistivity method is gene-

rally not a good detector of the water table. In the eastern sector of

the study area this was especially true as the aquiferous target layer

was typically 20 m thick and occurring below a cover of 100 m.

The sounding curves were firstly interpreted semi qualitatively by construc-

ting contour maps on a logarithmic scale of the total longitudinal conduc-

tance S, of the curve and the total transverse resistance T of the Kalahari

strata. The S-value includes the contributions of both the Kalahari and

the conductive Karoo strata where the latter occurs. In the eastern

sector, the S-values increase in a westerly direction indicating either a

thickening of the Kalahari Group sediments deposited in valleys in the
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Dwyka or an increase in formation resistivity although the latter seems

to have only a minor effect. Initial borehole sites were selected where

zones of high T-values, local minima on the S-map and areas of high appa-

rent resistivities at specific AB/2 distances, coincide. With the aid

of the findings obtained at these boreholes, quantitative interpretations

were done for the whole eastern sector and an isopach map of the inferred

water-saturated thickness of the Kalahari Group sediments was constructed.

On this basis an area where the thickness of the saturated Kalahari sedi-

ments exceed 40 m was delineated. Subsequent drilling confirmed to a great

extent the saturated thicknesses expected although the permeability seems

to be very low.

In the western sector drilling for calibration purposes is still underway

and the interpretation is mainly qualitative. However, it seems at this

stage that the saturated thicknesses of the Kalahari sediments at places

exceeds 70 m. A factor that complicates matters in the western sector is

the occurrence in the Kalahari sediments of fresh water overlying brackish

water. It is often difficult to distinguish electrically between Kalahari

sediments saturated with brackish water and the conductive Dwyka sediments.

The water found in the Dwyka is for the entire region as a rule unsuitable

even for stock purposes, and it is thus not so important from a practical

viewpoint to be able to distinguish between the two formations in this case.

A limited number of short pumping tests have been completed to data utili-

zing the exploratory boreholes. Permeabilities and storage coefficients

calculated from these vary between 0,1 and 5 m/d and 3x 10~3 and 2x 10~2

respectively, On the basis of all the information available at this stage
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(April 1982) the calculated volumes of abstractable good quality ground-

water amounted to 8,4x 106m3 and 50x 106m3 for the eastern and western

sectors respectively. These figures should, however, be considered as a

first estimate and may change considerably as more information becomes

available.

The problem of the recharge mechanism still remains unsolved, The avail-

able data indicates that recharge most probably takes place during flood

events in the Kuruman River, but age- determinations currently conducted

of the groundwater will hopefully lead to a better understanding of the

recharge mechanism.

The extensive geoelectrical survey complemented by a limited amount of

borehole information, groundwater conductivity measurements and puciping

tests has proved to be successful in delineating areas where thick Kalahari

sediments saturated with good quality groundwater occur, This together

with data on the age of the water will eventually lead to a better under-

standing of the complex geohydrological regime of this portion of the

Kalahari "sandveld" to ensure a lasting supply of water to the farming

community.
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BOREHOLE DEVELOPMENT AMD REHABILITATION

South West Africa is, as you all know, a rather dry country with only

limited surface water resources. Irrigation excluded, more than 80$

of the 140 Mm3 used for mining, farming, industrial and household purposes

during 1981 came from underground sources. With most of the inland sur=

face water resources fully utilised and with rising energy costs local

groundwater resources become more and more important, especially for the

small consumer such as the farmer.

In South West Africa we have three types of aquifers: the alluvial deposits

of the larger rivers, formational aquifers like the artesian sandstone or

certain strata of the Kalahari beds and finally the structural aquifers

such as faults, jointed zones or contacts of dykes or other intrusive bodies.

These latter ones are area—wise the most important ones although they often

yield only small amounts of water and many dry boreholes have already been

drilled.

Now that drilling has become more and more expensive, and in order to possi=

bly reduce the number of unsuccessful holes and to increase the yield and

the efficiency of newly drilled and existing boreholes, a study of the rele=

vant literature and some trials were done during the past years. According

to the literature quite a number of different methods do exist, which all aim

at increasing the yield of boreholes. I shall name a few like the mechani=

cal surging, jetting, the use of compressed air, dry ice, explosives or

hydraulic fracturing. Chemical methods use acids, chlorine or detergents.

The objective in all cases is to increase the permeability either by the

removal of the fines such as silt and clay, by the opening of new passages

in the surrounding of the borehole or by widening existing ones.

Unfortunately one does not find details in the literature how the borehole

development should be done. It would seem, for instance, that it depended

very much on the temperament of the person in charge whether one stick or

100 kg were detonated in a hole when tests with dynamite were done in South

West Africa some years ago. Successes with blasting were not reported,

however, and systematic tests have never been carried out in the past.

Consequently the widespread opinion is that borehole development is not
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really effective. This of course is in contradiction with overseas

experience where between 30 and 60% of the cost of a borehole is spent

on development techniques. The first systematic tests to improve the

permeability and efficiency of boreholes with the aid of chemicals were

done in South West Africa at the end of the seventies.

CLARATAL TEST

During this test 50 kg of sodium hexametaphosphate was used whilst surging

for 24 hours in a borehole sunk in micaschist and marble some 50 km west

of Windhoek. Considerable amounts of mud were bailed and pumped out of

the hole but the yield of the borehole after nine hours of pumping remained

at an unsatisfactory 0,4 m3/h although the total quantity pumped from the

borehole during the nine hours of the second pumptest had increased by

4 m3, showing that the open pore space had been enlarged considerably.

Government funds were not available at that time and the farmer could not

be motivated to finance further trials.

A second series of tests was carried out in the past year in another bore=

hole drilled on the farm Colorado approximately 80 km north west of Windhoek.

Particulars of these tests are given in detail because they show the effects

of changing methods and the importance of repeated treatments and tests.

COLORADO TEST

The borehole is situated approximately 200 m north of the homestead on the

left end of the wall of the dam in front of the homestead. The drilling

site was selected on a fault striking H-S and dipping steeply towards the

west. The hole is 88,1 m deep. Between 35,7 and 41,1 m the fault was

struck. Because of caving the hole was reamed to a depth of 41,5 m and

150 mm diameter casing inserted which was slotted between 17,7 and 29,6 m and

from 33,6 m onwards. Water was struck at 21,6 at 45,7 (?) and 54,9 m (?)•

No water had apparently been encountered in the fault zone and although 4 m3

of water was stored in the zone where caving had occurred, bailer tests

indicated that the yield of the hole was relatively small.
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W W - Numbor A427 G - Numbor
COLORADO 326 District V/ITOHOSKFarm and number __

Borehole site 200m north of homestead, on western end of dam
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Wator struck at_
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m Duration of Tost
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0-88 88
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Biotite schist

Iron staining in samples at: 6-12m
36-58ra
62-66m
67-S9m
75-76ni
82-85m

Staining probably along j o i n t / f a u l t zones

KÜIS2B F0HMAII0I7; SWAKOP GROUP

Dato : 24/3/61
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A f i rs t pumping tes t was carried out on 5 March 1981 when the pump was
installed at a depth of 86 m. The water level before the tes t was 14,37 m
fcelow surface. The tes t started with a delivery of 7,2 m'/h. Within
11 minutes the water level dropped to a depth of 35»0 m where i t stayed
for 12 minutes. Thirty minutes after the s tar t the level was 40»4 m.
For the next 11 minutes the water level remained nearly unchanged. There=
after i t dropped - with decreasing yield - and reached the intake of the
pump 55 minutes after the star t of the t e s t . i l f ty-s ix minutes after the
s tar t the discharge rate was 1,6 m3/h and after two hours when the tes t
ended i t was 1,3 m*/h.

1. Treatment

As there were no signs of water 'being struck "below the fault zone, the

•borehole was pluf.-jed at a depth of 42 m. By means of a plastic pipe

112 kg of inhibited hydrochloric acid (Hibitol) was injected "between 36

and 41 m. Two hours later the still acid solution was "bailed out and

40 kg of sodium hexametaphosphate (Calgon) dissolved in warm water was

poured into the hole. The solution was agitated for a period of appro=

ximately 15 hours. Thereafter the depth of the hole was measured again

and it was found that the plug had dropped to a depth of approximately 51 ">•

A pump was installed at a depth of 49,4 m and a test was carried out. After

just over an hour of pumping at a rate of 5,5 ms/h the water level had

dropped to the intake of the pump with the yield decreasing to 0,95 m3/h.

From this result it had to "be deduced that passages had either "been "blocked

or that additional water was indeed struck below 42 or 51 m respectively.

2. Treatment

The plug was removed and some micaceous silt with fragments from the fault

zone was removed from the hole. A solution of 60 kg of Calgon was now

poured into the hole and the water was again surged for 12 hours at a

depth of 17 m.

As during the first pumping test the pump was installed at a depth of 86 m.

The discharge rate was again kept at 7,2 m'/h and as in the first test the
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water—level was temporarily constant at 35»0 and 40,4 nu The water—level

dropped to the intake of the pump after 58 minutes. The yields measured

and the improvement with respect to the first test are listed below.

Time
(min)

11

12,5
24

26

32

36,5

44
55
56

58
59
82

120

150

180

210

480

ELrst test

Yield
(m'A)

7,2

7,2

7,2

1,6

1,35
1,31

Level
(m)

35,00

35,05

40,40

86,0
86,0

86,0

86,0

Second

Yield
(»7*)

7,2

7,2

7,2

7,2

1,8

1,8

1,53
1,42

1,42
1,36

1,14

test

Level
(m)

35,00

35,05

40,40
40,70

86,0

86,0
86,0
86,0

86,0
86,0

86,0

86,0

Improvement over first
test

(per cent)

33

17

Within two hours 3 m3 had additionally been pumped during the second test

and the improvement of 33$ and 17$ calculated for 82 and 120 minutes respec=

tively lead to the decision that the test should be continued.

3. Treatment

On 12 March 1981 162 kg of Hibitol was injected between 50 m and the

bottom of the hole. Two m3 of water was then poured into the hole in

order to press the acid into the fissures-. With a recharge rate of
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+ 3,5 m'/h the water-level rose to the surface. After injection the

hole was plunged intermittently for a period of 15 hours mainly "between

50 m and the bottom of the hole.

During the following pumping test the measured acidity of the water of

pH = 1 showed that too much acid had been used although some drilling

samples had reacted strongly with the acid. The following comparisons

can be made in respect of the previous tests.

Time
(min)

1

62

63
120

180

210

Third

Yield
(n'A)

7,2

1,95

1,65

1,49

1,43

test

Level

(»)

16,9

86,0

86,0

86,0

86,0

86,0

Improvement over

Test 1

(30

26

Test 2

(50

8

5
5

4. Treatment

After the pumping test 100 kg of dissolved Calgon was applied and again

2 m3 of water was injected into the hole thus causing the water—level to

rise to the surface. Agitating occurred at 17, at 37 m and during the

last three hours of the 15 hour period between 42 IT and the bottom of the

hole. During the successive pumping test again the water was not very

dirty. For comparison with the previous test the following data is given:
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Time
(min)

6

14

58

68

120

180

210

Eburth test

Yield

(m'A)

7,7

7,2

2,37

2,13

1,87

1,80

Level
(m)

30,0

35,0

86,0

86,0

86,0

86,0

86,0

Improvement on the respective yield of

Test 1

62,2

Test 2

%

39,2

31,7

32,4

Test 3

%

29,1

25,5

25,9

The quantities pumped from the borehole within the first two hours compare

as follows:

Test

Quantity

1

7,36

2

•)

3

7,58

4

8,57 m3

(*: The value for the second test cannot accurately be determined
because of varying readings caused by a piece of rubber temporarily
blocking1 the valve of the cylinder.)

5. Treatment

A final treatment was done on 26 March using 85 kg Hibitol and injecting

1 m3 of water. The acid was left in the borehole for a period of 15 hours.

The acid solution was then bailed out (pH = Oi) and a pumping test was done

which showed no improvement over the previous test. Thereafter 150 kg of

Calgon S solution was injected and the borehole then surged for a period

of 18 hours. During the test which followed no further increase of the

yield could be observed and it was decided to discontinue the treatment.

The final improvement over the original yield achieved was 69$ after 1 hour,

62$ after two hours and 50$ after 8 hours (see graph). It may be concluded

that inhibited hydrochloric acid and sodium hexametaphosphate assisted bjr

surging are suitable agents to improve the yields of structural aquifers.
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Injection of limited amounts of water enhances the action of the chemicals.

Large and/or repeated doses and prolonged reaction times of the acid do not

seem to improve the result of the treatment. Control pumping tests are

necessary to determine whether further treatment will still foe effective.

•EEST WEIHNACHTSBHOT

The borehole was drilled in i960 and had originally yielded 9 ms/h. During

the drought at the end of the sixties its yield had decreased to 3 m3/h.

When the Spes Bona Water Scheme came into operation in the early seventies

the "borehole was no longer used.

During the present drought the hole had to toe taken into operation again.

An inspection showed that the cover had been removed and that the hole had

teen completely filled with stones and other material. The borehole was

cleaned and then repeatedly flushed with 100 kg dissolved Calgon toy means

of repeatedly pumping_+ 4 m3 out of the hole and then injecting it again.

This procédure was continued for a period of 16 hours. Although the water-

level was 1,7m lower than originally the hole could after treatment toe

pumped at a rate of 14>5 m3/h which shows a considerable improvement over

the original figure.

Including pumping test it takes approximately 2 days per acid treatment

plus surging with Calgon. The cost for the chemicals used is relatively

small - between R100 and R150 - were required for each treatment cycle.

Borehole treatment is therefore not very expensive and overseas it is con=

sidered important: one of the subjects dealt with during the IWSA Conference

in Zurich this year is the 'Development, Improvement and the Maintaining

of well efficiency'. I hope that this paper serves as an incentive to

look more after borehole development and rehabilitation.

J . Kirchnar
C-eohydrological Division
Department of Water Affairs
Private ?zg 13 193
9 OCC VrDKCCK / 3WA
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MAINTAINING SAFE WATER SUPPLIES

MARTIN N SARA - Managing Principal - Dames & Moore. JHB.

Groundwater serves the great majority of people who live in rural areas and have

* water-supply system of one type or another. The reason is that, among the

various sources of supply, groundwater is by far the most practical and safe in

nature. Even in a highly industrialized country such as the USA, municipal

groundwater installations far out number surface-water supplies.

The advantages of groundwater can be listed:

1. it is likely to be free of pathogenic bacteria;

2. generally, it may be used without further treatment;

3. in many instances it can be found in the close vicinity of rural communities;

4. it is often most practical and economical to obtain and distribute;

5. the water-bearing stratum from which it is drawn usually provides a natural

storage at the point of intake.

The disadvantages are:

1. groundwater is often high in mineral content;

2. it usually requires pumping;

3. in rainfall deficient fractured rocks it may be difficult to locate in

sufficient quantities.

Even with the above disadvantages it is likely much of rural Southern Africa will

require continued development of groundwater resources. There are, however,

many lessons to be learned from countries where groundwater has been in use for

virtually hundreds of years. These lessons are primarily in maintaining what we

would call "safe and wholesome" water supplies. Safe and wholesome water can be

defined as that which will not yield harmful effects upon consumption. Fair S

Geyer (1954) described wholesome water as:

(a) uncontaminated and hence unable to infect its user with a waterborne disease;

(b) free from poisonous substances;

(c) free from excessive amounts of mineral and organic matter."
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Through many years of research and study, the characteristics of a water vhich

satisfied the requirement cited above - ie. that it be safe and wholesome - have

been scientifically determined. Many countries have now developed standards of

water quality based on knowledge and experience and designed to protect users of

public water-supplies. However, the application of these standards of water

quality to rural groundwater supplies is difficult at best, since if the only water

available comes from questionable sources people will still use this supply rather

than go without any water.

BACTERIAL POLLUTION

During the last half of the nineteenth century through the observation of such men

as John Snow (1854), William Budd (1873) and William Sedwick (1900) it became clear

that certain infectious diseases were associated with fecal material and that

drinking water was an important vehicle in the transmission of these diseases.

These observations gave impetus to the development of the art and science of water

treatment as we know it today. However, 'since groundwater in rural areas is

commonly not treated via modern water treatment methods, those professionals

responsible for the development of groundwater supplies must ensure that all bore-

hole installations comply with basic construction methods for the protection of the

water supply from pollution.

Examples of disease outbreaks due to water sources were reviewed for the period

1971-1977. A total of 192 waterborne diseases affecting 36,757 persons were reported

(Craun, 1979) in this period for the United States. The etiology of these waterborne

disease outbreaks are given in Table 1. with the causes of the waterborne disease

shown in Table 2. Almost half of all out-breaks (49%) and illness (42%) were caused

by the use of untreated or inadequately treated groundwater. Table 3 gives the '

causes of 4539 cases of the groundwater related disease outbreaks. More than half

of these cases were due to direct overflow or seepage of animal oz human waste into

borehole systems.
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Rather than going into details there are 41 types of bacteria,. 10 types of fungi/

10 types of protozoa, 5 rickettsia, 11 nematodts, 3 centodes, 3 tremetodes and

approximately 100 viruses them can be of concern in waterborne diseases. In most

rural areas keeping water sources safe from pollution boils down to one item -

protection of the source fron pathogens.

When there is a question about whether a water supply is providing safe drinking

water or not, usually the first impulse is to have the health department or Department

of Water Affairs check a sample. But before a sample is checked, you need to make

sure - if it is a well or spring - that provisions have been made to keep it from

being polluted. If not, even though a water sample may check as being satisfactory,

the likelihood of future pollution still exists. For that reason the adequacy of

well and spring protection must be considered first.

Some wells are much more likely to become polluted than others. For example, water

dug or hand-bored wells, which are supplied with water from near the surface, are

more likely to become contaminated than those supplied with water from greater depths.

Also, boreholes in fractured rock often do not have the benefit of the filtering

action of stream sediments and nearby bacterial pollution sources such as privies can

quickly pollute. But even the best under-ground water sources can become contaminated

if you do not provide the right kind of protection. If an underground water supply

becomes polluted, you will usually find that one or more of the conditions exists

given in Table 4.

GEOLOGY AND SANATARY. PROTECTION

When new wells are Co be drilled it is important to locate it where it will be as

free from pollution as possible. As general guide lines, the following criteria

apply to properly constructed boreholes since there is no safe distance from

bacterial pollution sources if the borehole is poorly constructed.

Romero (1972) describes a large number of studies performed to define movement of

bacterial & viries through unconsolidated materials. The biological pollution
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travel distances (Figures 1 & 2) are for area of nonsaturation (above water table)

and in the water table. Documented case histories have shown that bacteria can

move in excess of twenty metres even in unconsolidated granular materials. Table 5

gives distances various pollutants have been known to travel in groundwater with

Table 6 showing the distances and times of travel of some contaminants through

various geological formations. In these cases pathogens were effectively filtered

out in granular materials, however, bacteria can move great distances in fractured

and karst rocks.

A well should, in any case, be always located uphill 15-30 metres away from a latrine,

barnyard or other source of pollution. If the area is flat, the flow will probably

be toward any nearby body surface water or stream drainage. Always locate a well in

the upstream direction from any pollution sources. When wells must be constructed

in consolidated formations (limestone, fractured rock, lava etc) extra care should

always be taken in the location of the well and in setting safe distances, since

pollutants have been known to travel great distances in such formations. The owner

should request assistance from the State Health Agency or the Department of Water

Affairs.

PROTECTION OF A WELL FROM POLLUTION

Your first concern in protecting a well from pollution, involves 3 safety precautions.

They are:

Protection against surface water entering directly into the top of your well.

Protection against surface water entering below ground level without filtering

through at least 3 metres of earth.

Protection against surface water entering the (annular) space between the

well casing and the soil around it.
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Protection from surface pollution can be accomplished by:

1. extending the casing, or sleeve 20 to 80cm above ground level;

2. building up the ground level around the well so it slopes from the

well in all directions, and

3. sealing around the well casing with cement grout to keep surface and

groundwater from moving down through the space between the well casing

and the surrounding soil and entering the water-bearing area with very

little filtering action.

A very important additional protection is the use of a sanitary well seal where

the pump connections enter the well.

In addition to these precautions, if the borehole is on the side of a hill, build

a diversion ditch about 15 metres above your pump. This keeps surface water from

reaching your pump area during periodic rains. Be sure the diversion ditch has

enough capacity to take care of run-off from the heaviest rains. If the area

around your well is open to live-stock, build a fence around it so they cannot

.jet closer than 30 metres.

CONCLUSIONS

In rainfall deficient areas often the main consideration is finding sufficient

groundwaters. However, it is more often true that rather than quantity, quality

is the important factor in development of adequate water supplies.

Upon completion of a borehole, protection of the well f rota bacteria pollution is'

of prime importance in maintaining a reliable, safe water supply for rural

populations.
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DISTANCE FROM SOURCE (m)
FIG.1 BIOLOGICAL POLLUTION TRAVEL IN NON SATURATED MATERIALS.



DISTANCE FROM SOURCE (m)
FIG.2 BIOLOGICAL POLLUTION TRAVEL WITH GROUND WATER ZONES OF MAXIMUM LENGTH OF

TRAVEL OF BIOLOGICAL POLLUTANTS AS DESCRIBED IN DOCUMENTED CASE HISTORIES.
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TABLE ti Etiology of Waterborne Disease Outbreaks in the
U.S. 1971 - 1977

Acute Gastrointestinal Illness

Chemical Poisoning

Glardiasis

Shigellosis

Hepatitis A

Saloonellosls

Typhoid

Entexotoxigenic E coli

Outbreaks
(Percent)

57

12

10

9

8

2

2

1

Cases of Illness
[Percent)

SB

3

18

14

1

3

1

3

25

57

a

90

6,060

4,539

935

11,534

100 100

TABLE 2i Causes of Watarborne Disease in the U.S. 1971 - 1977

Outbreaks Cases of Illness

1. Uia of Untreated Water:

Surface water*

Ground Water

Springs

2. Treatment Deficl«nc«i:

Surface Water. System

Ground Water Systems

Spring Hater Systems

3. Distribution System:

Deficiencies: 26 9,058

4. Miscellaneous and Unknown 15 558

• Includes outbreaks of giardiasis in which surface water was
chlorinated but not filtered.

19

38

4

61

3,599

10,829

1 179

15,607
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TABLE 3: Waterborne Disuse in the U.S. Due to Source Contamination
of-Untreated Ground W»ter Systems, 1971-1977.

Cases of
Outbreaks Illness

Flooding. l 8 8

Contamination through limestone

or fissured rock

Chenical contamination

Contanination by surface runoff

Overflow or seepage of sewage

Oat* insufficient to classify

57 4,539

4

6

5

20

21

138

102

231

3,100

800

TABLE •!•: Conditions Leading To Groundwater Source Pollution,

The well casing or spring housing is open, or not water tight, at the

top. Humans and animals can pollute it directly.

The well or spring Is located where surface water can drain directly

into it.

Water is entering the well after passing through only a few feet of

soil. Water that filters through soil is exposed to sooe pollution

at the ground surface. Completeness of filtering will depend on how

many feet of soil tne water passes through and the character of the

soil particles.

The well is being supplied with water from close to the top of the

water table.

Groundwater found in unconsolidated formations (sand, clay, and gravel)

and protected by similar materials from sources of pollution, is more

likely to be safe than water coming from consolidated formations

(likestone, fractured rock, lava, etc.) ,

There is some underground pollution source near the well such as a

cesspool, septic tank, privy or an abandoned well.
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TABLE 5: Distances Various Pollutants Have B u n Known to
Travel in Croundwatar.

Contaminant

Detergent

Chloride

Fluoride

Minerals

ABS

Weed killer

Typhoid bacteria

Californ bacteria

Uranium

Garbage leachings

Garbage leachings

Industrial detergent

Bacteria

Suoar refinery waste

Point of
Origin

Sewage pond

Sewage pond

Industrial lagoon

Garbage dump

Sewage lagoon

....

River entering
Abandoned well

Polluted trench *

Polluted trench *

old garbage duap

Sand pit dump

Spraying on gravel bid

Washed into karat
formation

Soaked into around

Distinct
Travelled

1.2 ka

1.2 km

3.2 ka

7.6 km

242 a

32 km

242 a

70 B

137 a

450 a

610 a

550 D

10 km

4.S km

* Intersecting ground water.
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TABLE 6: Distance! and Times of Travel of Soaa Contaminant» Through
Various Geological formation».

Contaminant Geological Formation

Tine
Distance of
Travelled Travel

Picric Acid

Gasoline

Phenol

Gasoline

Microorganisms

Colifom bacteria

Chemicals

Bacillus prodlgiosus

Collforo bacteria

Iron bacteria

Sludge effluent

Chromate wastes

7

Fractured limestone

Sand and gravel

Sand and gravel

Sand, particle size 0.17mn
dry soil, uniforaity
coefficient 1.65

Sand, effective six* 0.13mm

Sand, effective size 0.03mm

Aquifer, porosity, 32.8%

Fine sand

Tine sand

Fine sand

Glacial drift

4.8

3.0

457

700

3

20

35

21

122

757

457

305

km

kn

a

•

m

m

m

B

m

a

m

B

4-6

5

4-5

7

27

27

9

years

years

year*

years

7

weeks

weeks

days

7

7

7

3
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THE USE OF RESISTIVITY MEfflODS 'IP EVALUATE GROUND WATER

POLLUTION IN SOUTH Ai'RICA

by J N Faurie
Steffen, Robertson and Kirsten L K

AN EXTENDED ABSTRACT

The eleccrical resistivity method has been used overseas to assist in

locating pollutant plumes in ground water. This paper presents the

results of some preliminary research in applying the technique under

South African conditions.

Earth resistivity measurements were done at a suitable site below che

wall of a vraste disposal dam "o evaluate the role of the resistivity

method in loca-ing and defining the plume of contaminated ground water.

A total of 16 boreholes were drilled en tha sice during a previous szudy

dealing with the water quality, flow direction and extent of pollution

in the area. Piezometers were installed and the ground water table can

be measured. The results obtained from this study were usad to select

areas for resistivity measurements.

2 GEOLOGY

The geology of the area is uncomplicated and consists of sandy colluviuin

overlying residual granite with fresher granice occurring at depths

ranging from 6 to 15 metres. The aquifer is near surfaca and the depth
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to water table varies from a few centimetres to 3-5 metres.

3 RESISTIVITY SURVEY

The surface resistivity burvey as carried out comprises the following:

- Seven vertical electrical depth soundings using the Schlumberger

array.

- One electrical profile with constant electrode separation.

- One electrical profile using the dipole-dipole array.

Depth soundings were done close to boreholes and piezometers, where

water samples had been taken and analysed. The results from the sound-

ings reveals large variations in surface and aquifer resistivities over

the area investigated while resistivities of the deeper and fresher

granites appear very constant (650-800 ohm.m). A comparison of the

aquifer resistivities and chemical analysis of water samples shows very

low resistivities corresponding to high TDS values (40 ohm.m ccnpared

with 1610 ppm TDS) and higher resistivities corresponding to lover TDS

values (130 ohm.m compared with 45 ppm TDS).

The electrical profile with constant electrode separation was done just

below the dam wall and parallel to it and reveals the same correlation:

low resistivities in areas where the TDS and Ca concentrations are

extremely high and higher resistivities where the concentration of

impurities in the water is much lower.
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The dipole-dipole traverse follows the same trend although it was done

further away where the effect of pollution is not as great.

4 OCKCLUSIOKS

The results seam to indicate the surface resistivity method cculd be a

very useful tool in ground water contamination studies. However/ much

work needs to be done in more geolagically complex arsas. In one other

area tested, very poor quality natural ground water produced such low

resistivities that the various geological horizons could not be identi-

fied.

The method can not be propose.! as an end in itself bur provides a non-

destructive guide for optimising on the siting of ez-qaensive nonitoring

holes. Our research is continuing to irore complex situations.
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THE CONTRIBUTION OF GROUNDWATER AND SUBSURFACE FLOW TO THE

STORMFLOW HYDROGRAPH AS INDICATED BY THE RESULTS OF A

RAINFALL RUNOFF PLOT

G.J. Mulder,

University of Zululand

Introduction

Runoff contributions to stonaflow production vary from one catch=

ment to another of which the mechanisms involved are as yet not

fully understood. Horton ('33) implied that most rainfall events

exceed infiltration and the stormflow is the result of surface

runoff. Dunne and Black ('77), Harr ('77), Betson ('66} and others

have found however that rainfall capacities seldomly exceeded

infiltration capacities.

Recent ring infiltrometer studies on soils under natural grassland

near the University of Zululand also indicated this. The average

final infiltration capacities of the dominant soil type (Robmore

serie) is 67 mm h"1 . Minimum infiltration capacities varied

however from 4 to 760 mm h~^ with a 90 mm h~* median for soils with

topsoil textures varying from sandy to a clay loam.

0.1
1 10

Max 30 mm rainfall intensities (mm h~'!

100

Fig. 1 : Cumulative relative frequency of daily
maximum 30 mm rainfall intensities in
mm h~l
(Autographic data obtained from the
University weather station.)

. I
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The maximum daily 30 mm rainfall intensities in fig. 1 indicate

that very few events exceed 76"nmh~l (0,6%) for a 30 min

duration. Infiltration capacities also recover rapidly from the

minimum rate to a higher value during dry intervals and periods

of lower intensity rainfall. The infiltration values could

however have been over or yftider estimated due to the limitations

of the ring infiltrometer. It seems however that there is very

little chance of surface flow occurring except for over saturated

or highly compacted areas.

Benson ('64) propagated the partial area concept where stormflow

is only produced by direct precipitation on areas adjoining stream

channels that have been saturated from above.

The variable source area concept (Hewlett & Hibbert, '63) gives

the most likely explanation for stormflow production in this area.

Variable source areas are not stationary but expand and contract

and are saturated from below due to subsurface or groundwater

flow. Subsurface flow is considered to be too slow to be able

to contribute to stormflow. This was alsc confirmed by Dunne

et al ('70) and Benson & Kirkby ('79) but Harr ('77) fou_.d how=

ever that subsurface flow and channel interception averaged 97%

and 3% respectively of the stormflow without any overland flow.

Previously stored water could however move very quickly downwards

through the soil profile towards the expanded stream area through

the process of displacement or translatory flow (Hewlett et al

'63) and thus contribute to the stormflow hydrograph.
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Study area

Fig. 2 : Position of the runoff plot in relation
to the Northern Natal coastal belt.

Figure 2 indicates the position of the runoff plot situated on the

university grounds. This area is situated on the southern end of

the Ngoye hills. These hills have developed from a horst bound

North and South by post Karoo faults (Beater & Maud, '60). The

horst is of the Tugela complex (Geological series '75) mainly con=

sisting of biotite granite gneiss and less resistent biotite quartz-

veldspathic schists.

The soils in this area have been classified and mapped (Hope &

Mulder, '79) according to the Binomial system (MacVicar et al, '77)

with the Glenrosa form being dominant on the interfluves and Kat=

spruit and Fernwood dominating the bottomland areas.

The climate can be described as subtropical with the maximum rain»

fall period occurring during the summer. Rainfall records at the
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University indicate that the highest rainfall month is February and

the lowest being June giving respective average figures of 166,8

and 55,6 mm. The average rainfall being 1344 min per year which

is very high compared with the rest of the country.

Experiment

The aims of the study is to determine to what extent surface, sub=

surface and groundwater flow along a hillslope in this area contri=

bute to the stonnflow hydrograph.

A runoff plot therefore had to be chosen that was representative of

the average conditions prevailing in this area. It was also neces=

sary to be able to seal off the drainage trench at the bottom on a

solid rock surface in order to draw off the maximum amount of ground=

water seepage.

Fig. 3 Contour map and cross-section of the
runoff plot.

The chosen plot indicated in fig. 3 is east facing, 130 m long with

an average slope of 25%. The slope is slightly convex and adjoins

a flat bottomland sedge area. This type of bottomland area is

found along all the perennial streams in this region and serves as

a permanent partial or variable source area for producing overland
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stormflow. The trench is however situated above the sedge area

and surface flow production from the saturated area has been exclu=

ded from this study.

The underground granite-gneiss rock surface has a concave slope as

the depth of weathering along the midslope is deeper than at the

top or bottom of the slope. This became evident after the recent

drilling of a number of boreholes down to the rock surface to deter=

mine the variation of the groundwater table.

The soils that have been identified according to the binomial system

(MacVicar et al, '77) are the following :

The Swartland serie (Westleigh form) on the bottom slope changes

gradually to the Sibasa serie (Westleigh form) on the lower midslope

with another gradual transition from a deep to shallow phase of the

Robmore serie (Glenrosa form) on the upper midslope towards the

crest.

Covered concrete trough

Polyethylene sheeting

50mm drainage
pipe

Fig. 4 Cross section of the interceptor trench.

Water is being withdrawn from a filled in interceptor trench at

three levels as indicated in fig. 4, i.e. surface flow from a

surface trough, subsurface flow at 1 40 cm on the B-horizon (having
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a substantially higher clay content) and groundwater from the rock

surface which is t 2 m deep. The surface trough has been covered

with a galvanized roof to eliminate channel interception.

Three tipping bucket flow recorders (built according to specifica=

tions described by Chow, '77) measuring 1,5 liters per tip had been

installed in a recorder hut. The number of tips were recorded

manually on a daily basis. Daily records over a year and a half

showed virtually no subsurface flow and two additional magnetic

tape counters to record surfcice and groundwater flow on a continuous

basis were subsequently installed during January 1982.

An autographic raingauge and a check gauge was installed next to the

trench. The soil moisture variation was deternrned twice weekly

from gypsum blocks that had been installrd (depths of 50, 100, 300,

500 and 1000 mm) at 4 sites along the sljpe.

Results

The experiment started during an abnormally dry period at the begin=

ning of 1980. Table 1 is a summary of the daily recorded flow for

the '80-'81 hydrological year. The recorded flow volume has been

converted from liters to indicate depth in mm per plot area. The

response is a comparison of the amount of flow generated by an amount

of rain falling on the runoff plot. The subsurface flow is not

indicated as no flow at that level was recorded during this period.

A small amount of flow however, was recorded during the previous

year during a period of extremely high intensity. The groundwater

table extends ± 25 m upslope from the interceptor trench during

average summer conditions. Groundwater flow is
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Month

October '80

November

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September 'SI

TOTAL

Rainfall
(mm)

38,1

69,3

47,7

205

179,7

68,3

95,6

292. 4

29,0

60,6

102,1

135,3

1322,6

Surface

0

0

0

0,209

0,190

0

0,003

0,114

0,050

0,069

0,387

0,325

1,355

Runoff- in

Groundwater

0,678

0,329

0,038

4,359

7,564

3,793

0,467

28,331

18,063

1,930

13,491

25,262

104,325

mm

Groundwacer
Contribution (%)

100

100

100

95

97,5

100

99,3

99,6

98,7

96.5

97.2

93,7

98,5

Runoff
response
to rainfall
(ï)

1,78

0,47

0,08

2,23

4,31

5.55

0,49

9.73

62.56

3,30

13,39

13,88

7.99 1

*Area contributing to groundwater runoff is assumed to be 1388 m2.

Table 1 : Monthly rainfall-runoff data of the
runoff plot recorded during the 1980-81
hydrological year.

also clearly the main contributor to the total flow.

The total response of 8% is low compared to the average yearly stream=

flow response of 30% in this region as determined by Whitmore ('70).

The low antecedent rainfall and subsequent soil moisture conditions

during mid 1980 is the reason for the low response from October to

December '80. This was also indicated by various other authors

(Lynch '79, Dunne &t at, '70).

Conditions improved however, the maximum being during May to June

•81. The high rainfall figure during May was concentrated at the

and of the month causing an increased flow during June, therefore

giving an abnormally high response of 63%.
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Quick flow total — 810.8 litres
Quick flow rasnonse — 10.1%

Fig. 5 : Hydrograph of groundwater flow compared
with the hourly rainfall intensity.

Fig. 5 is a hydrograph of a stormflow event that commenced during

the 15th of February 1982. No surface or subsurface flow was

recorded during this event. A standard procedure was used as

described by Hewlett & Hibbert ('65) whereby the Quickflow is

separated from the delayed flow with a line projected from the

beginning of the stormhydrograph increasing the delayed flow by

1/13 mm day""2. The stormflow is represented by the quickflow

contribution.

The quickflow responded very rapidly after t 2 hours of the com=

mencement of the rainfall event and reached a peak 2 hours later.

Other quickflow events responded up to 4 hours after intense rain=

fall events depending on intensity and antecedent moisture condi=

tions. The quickflow ended 12 hours after the rainfall had stopped.

The quickflow response is in this case 10% compared with the average

quickflow response of 15% for small stream catchments in this area.
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Discussion

The low response could be attributed to various factors, the main

ones being the followingl

Firstly, it is very difficult to determine the area contributing

to groundwater flow as seepage through joints and diversion of

flow along quartz veins could distort the downslope flow lines.

Inaccurate rainfall measurements could also be a factor as the

apertures of the raingauges are horizontal. The dominant incoming

angle of rain is from the south-west and the plot faces east thus

possibly giving an over estimation of rainfall.

The most dominant factor can possibly be explained by means of

Hewlett's variable source area concept. He ascribes the "lain

source of stormflow to the production of surface flow due to low

infiltration capacities on saturated bottomland areas. Weyman, '70

describes the upslope groundwater stormflow response to rainfall as

the result of rapid increases in throughflow output as saturated

areas extend upslope. The quick response being the result of so-

called translatory flow (Hewlett, '75). There is still some un=

certainty about the extent of saturation above the drainage trough

but it does not look as if the soil ever gets saturated right up

to the surface as very little flow has been generated at E-horizon

level. The push through mechanism of unsaturated flow due to the

process of displacement of water from previous rain events seems to

be much faster than was supposed by Benson & Kirkby ('79) and

Dunne & Black ('70).

Conclusions

The low overall response compared to the average streamflow is due

to the fact that most of the streamflow is generated from the

variable source areas.

There is a large contribution of groundwater flow towards the

stormflow hydrograph. The surface flow contribution however, is
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very low due to the fact that the infiltration capacities usually

exceed rainfall intensities.

The project is to continue and the following aspects will be moni=

tored :

1. The determination of groundwater surface flow will be conti=

nued.

2. The variable extent of the groundwater area upslope of the

drainage trench will be recorded on a weekly basis.

3. A slanted raingauge has been erected to monitor the influence

of slope aspect to rainfall.

4. The possiblity of constructing a weir downstream is to be

investigated.
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OPTIMIZING THE CONJUNCTIVE USE OF
SURFACE AND GHQUNDWftTER

B J Middleton Pr Eng Steffen, Robertson and Kirsten inc

C Langhout Pr Eng Steffen, Robertson and Kirsten Inc

INTRODUCTION

Conjunctive use is defined as the combined use of both groundwater and

surface water.

Over the world there are numerous examples of conjunctive use. Some typical

examples are quoted for illustrative purposes. In irrigation, surface water

may be used in areas which can be commanded by gravity while adjacent areas

can be irrigated from boreholes. Alternatively surface water may be used

during periods when streamflow is plentiful and groundwater during periods

of the irrigation season when streamflow is insufficient. Conjunctive use

can therefore be both areally and temporally or time distributed.

In some parts groundwater has become an important augmentation source for

municipal supplies. Municipalities can punp groundwater directly into their

distributions when insufficient surface water is available. This pumping

could coincide with peak demand periods or to meet water demands during dry

periods.

Grourviwater and surface water may also be combined to control water quality.

Low quality surface water may be improved by mixing with high quality ground

water or vice versa.
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Conjunctive use is obviously dependant on the availability of water

from each of the sources an?, on the economic costs associated with their

development. A thorough study of both surface and groundwater resources

and the economic implications must be made to optimise the balance of

development and usage of each reserve. Seme of the salient points which

are important parameters in the optimization procedure are summarised.

First and foremost is the aquifer and its properties. Its extent,

storage coefficients, transmissivity and recharge potential. These will

govern the safe yield from the aquifer either on a continuous abstraction

rate or an intermitant abstraction rate. The latter can be considered as

temporary mining of the groundwater after which extensive periods of re-

covery may be available.

Aquifer characteristics also play a major role in the economics of develop-

ing a groundwater supply.

Surface water is defined as direct streamflow or water stored in a surface

reservoir and released when required. There is, in effect, no difference

between the two, stored water is only a modified form of streamflow. The

most iitportant factor in utilizing surface water as a resource is the time

distribution of varying streamflow quantities.

Most participants will probably have come across this type of problem in a

slightly different form. Here we are thinking, for example, of the annual
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rainfall distribution which is such a major factor in recharging an aquifer.

Streamflow, howsver, is nuch more variable than rainfall. As an example it

may be interesting to quote the following figures:

In a small catchment in the North-eastern Orange Free State the range of

annual rainfalls over a period of 56 years is 80% of the mean annual rain-

fall. This means that the difference between the maximum annual rainfall

recorded during the period and the minimum rainfall recorded during the

period is 80% of the mean annual rainfall. For the same catchment the range

of streamflows during the same period is almost 800%.

With such high variability of surface flow it is almost impossible to supply

any quantity of water from direct streamflow at a high level of assurance.

It is generally imperative that some form of regulating storage be built

which will conserve water from periods of high runoff to be used during

periods of low runoff. Alternatively it is possible to supply water from

direct streamflow at very low assurance and to make up the shortfalls from

ground water. This usually places a heavy load on the ground water resource.

An infinite range of combinations between these extreme alternatives exist.

By providing some storage the assurance of surface water is increased and the

load on ground water is decreased. To determine a suitable combined system

it is necessary to optimise.
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OPTIMIZATION

A brief definition of optimization is: the process of finding the best

solution to a problem under a given set of constraining conditions. This

process we all apply many tines each day in our lives. The reply to each

question we come up against which could have a non-singular answer is, in

fact, the result of optimization. The implication of this statement nay not

be immediately clear/ but think about it.

Optimizing the conjunctive use of ground and surface water is best illustra-

ted by sone examples. Two examples are illustrated which are similar but

will demonstrate different aspects. For reasons of confidentiality names

have been omitted in the first example and figures are expressed in a

dimensionless form. They still illustrate the concept clearly.

In the first example water supply to a proposed mine is considered. From

the outset it was clear that neither the surface water resources nor the

ground water resources would be sufficient as a stand alone supply. A

combined supply was therefore proposed. The problem was to determine the

optimum development ratio of the two resources. The approach adopted for

the solution of this problem was to select discreet values of storage for

the surface reservoir. By optimizing the operational procedure applied to

each of these systems the minimum cost of supplying the total demand from



such a system was obtained. The results are graphically represented in

Figure 1. For the purposes of this paper the cost of each of the two compo-

nents, ground water and surface water, were separated to illustrate the

effect of each component on the total cost. From the graph a reservoir

with a storage capacity of 60% of the mean annual runoff is the optimum.

This will supply about 80% of the total demand while 20% will be supplied

from ground water.

In the second example the problem is to extend the existing water supply to

the town of Schweizer Reneke. This problem was investigated by one of the

authors while in the Planning Division of the Directorate of Water Affairs.

Part of the water resources of the Schweizer Reneke Dam, which is situated

on the Hartz River, has been allocated to the town and part is reserved for

irrigation. The water demand in the town has now reached the point where,

during dry periods, the supply is insufficient. A numner of alternatives

are available among which are the raising of the existing dam and/or de-

velopment of the ground water resources. For the purpose of this paper only

these two alternatives are compared. This does not imply that they are

better than any of the other alternatives not mentioned.

In order to increase the safe yield from surface water it is necessary to

increase the effective storage capacity of the dam by raising the wall.

This is a straight forward water resources problem and the estimated cost
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versus increased yield is shown in Figure 2.

By changing the operating rule for the dam it is possible to increase the

utilization of surface water during periods of high runoff at the cost of

shortages during periods of low runoff. The cost of developing ground water

resources to supply these intermittent shortages in surface water supplies

is also indicated in Figure 2. The sharp rise in the cost curve for

increased ground water utilization is due to the effect of artificial re-

charge. It was estimated that the natural recharge would become insufficient

and additional abstractions from ground water would result in mining.

Although the results do not indicate a clear optimum it is considered a use-

ful tool for the decision maker, the town council/ as to what can most

economically be implemented. Factors such as finance, politics etc may

temper the final decision.

CONCLUSIONS

The authors feel that conjunctive use of ground and surface water should

receive more attention than it has in the past. This paper tries to illu-

strate some of the fields in which conjunctive use could be applied, how it

could be applied and, by proper optimization, what the economic irnplications

are.
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In the examples given/ studies have shown that aquifers may be heavily over-

drawn for short controlled periods and allowed to recharge during the

remaining time. By this method the need to provide or increase expensive

surface storage is eliminated. Conjunctive use has therefore provided an

economic solution to the water supply problems.
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DIE TOEPASSING VAN KRIGING IN GRONDWATERSTUDIES

G.J. van Tonder

Instituut vir Grondwaterstudies, U.O. V.S., Bloemfontein

1 INLEIDING

Die gebruikmaking van interpolasietegnieke in die daarstelling van kon-
toerkaarte het algemene praktyk in die afgelope dekade geword. Voor
die koms van die elektroniese rekenaar is kontoerkaarte met die hand
opgestel deur gebruik te maak van lineêre grafiese interpolasie. Hierdie
proses is baie omslagtig en tydrowend. Om hierdie rede is outomaïiese
kontoermetodes ontwikkel wat neerkom op die berekening van waardes
op 'n ruitpatroon.

Pomptoetse vir die bepaling van die transmissiwiteite (T) en bergings-
koëffisiënte (S) van 'n akwifeer is gewoonlik beperk tot 'n paar boor-
gate. Een van die oogmerke van so 'n geohidrologiese ondersoek is dik-
wels die opstel van 'n numeriese model vir die voorspelling van water-
vlakke in die sisteem as 'n funksie van tyd. So 'n numeriese model
vereis gewoonlik verteenwoordigende waardes van T en S by 'n groot
aantal punte oor die gebied wat die sisteem beslaan. Daar moet dus van
een of ander interpolasiemetode gebruik gemaak word om hierdie waar-
des te vind. Aangesien hierdie parameters die voorspelde water/lakke
tot 'n baie groot mate befnvloed (sien Fig. 1), moet daar altyd gepoog
word om hierdie parameters so akkuraat as moontlik te ken. Metodes
wat dikwels vir die doel gebruik word, is : (Davis, 1973) kleinste kwa-
draat en geweegde kleinste kwadraat passings, dubbel Fourierreekse,
afstandsmetodes en gewone lineêre interpolasie. 'n Groot nadeel van
al hierdie metodes is egter die gebrek aan doeltreffende foutskatting
van die geihterpoleerde waardes by nie-eksperimentele punte. 'n Me-
tode wat egter hierdie probleem oorkom, is kriging. Hierdie metode
lewer nie net 'n geihterpoleerde waarde nie, maar ook 'n foutskatting
met 'n gegewe betroubaarheidsinterval. Gebiede waar onvoldoende
inligting bestaan, kan dus maklik afgebaken word.

2 DIE BASIESE BEGINSELS VAN KRIGING

Die metode van kriging soos ontwikkel deur die Fransman, G. Mathe-
ron (1963), is gegrond op werk gedoen deur die Suid-Afrikaner, D.G.
Krige (1951), i.v.m. ertsbepalings op die Witwatersrandse Goudvelde.

Inherent aan die metode is die idee van ruimtelik afhanklike verander-
like. Vir so 'n veranderlike bestaan daar 'n nou korrelasie tussen waar-
des wat die veranderlike aanneem by twee punte op 'n afstand h uitme-
kaar. Die metode van kriging maak gebruik van die statistiese aanname
dat hoe nader twee punte aanmekaar lê, hoe groter is die korrelasie
tussen die waardes by die twee punte.
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Indien die ruimtelik afhanklike veranderlike Z(x) 'n konstante verwagte
waarde het en die kovarians daarvan bestaan en slegs afhanklik van die
afstand h tussen punte is (intrinsieke hipotese), kan die ruimtelike ver-
band van Z(x) bereken word uit die semi-variogram funksie (Matheron,
1971):

_ 1

Gestel daar bestaan 'n versameling van n waardes Z(xp van die verander-
like Z(x), en dat 'n waarde ZQ, wat nie noodwendig met die Z(xj) saam-
val nie, verlang word. Die metode van kriging bestaan nou daaruit dat
hierdie waarde ZQ bereken word uit 'n lineêre kombinasie van die

V- (1)

onderhewig aan die volgende voorwaardes :

Die berekende waarde moet onsydig wees, d.w.s.

E [ Z 0 * - Z 0 ] = 0

en die beramingsvarians moet 'n minimum wees, d.w.s.

C K
2 = E [ ( Z Q * - Z Q ) 2 ] = minimum

Hierdie doel word bereik deur die beramingsvarians,

E[(ZQ* - Z Q ) 2 ] = 2 2 ajajCy -2 2 a ^ g + C(0)

n
te minimeer m.b.t. die aj sodanig dat die onsydige voorwaarde 2 a$ = 1

geld. (Cy = kovarians tussen punte Z(xp en Z(xp; CJQ = kovarians tus-

sen punt Z(XJ) en ZQ en C(0) = varians van punte Zj).

Die voorwaarde van onsydigheid word die maklikste bevredig deur 'n
onbekende sogenaamde Lagrange vermenigvuldiger y. in te voer en dan
die volgende uitdrukking te minimeer :

(2)

S2a i a j C i j -2 +C(0) (3)

Differensiasie m.b.t. die aj en /*, en deur die afgeleides gelyk aan nul te
stel, lei tot die volgende stelsel van (n + 1) vergelykings in (n + 1) onbe-
kendes :

=C i 0

=1

waar die koëffisiënte Cy en CJQ uit die semi-variogram verkry kan word.
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Die beramingsvarians

C K
2 = C(0)-2a i C i 0 -M

wat verkry word deur (3) in (2) te stel, staan bekend as die kriging-
varians.

Die 95% betroubaarheidsinterval van die waarde ZQ, word in tenne van
die beramingsvarians gegee deur :

V ^ a i Z j + 2CK

Indien hierdie krigingmodel geldig is onder die intrinsieke hipotese,
geld die volgende toetsstatistieke (Journel en Hujjbregts, 1978) :

-

Indien die verwagte waardes egter nie 'n konstante is nie, maar afhang
van die ruimtelike posisies van die waardes (m.a.w. 'n dry wing bestaan),
moet universele kriging toegepas word. Dit kom in breë daarop neer
dat die dry wing uit die data gefiltreer moet word deur van intrinsieke
funksies van orde k (Matheron, 1973) gebruik te maak.

3 MODELLE VIR PASSING VAN SEMI-VARIOGRAM

Die eksperimentele semi-variogram is slegs puntgewyse bekend. Om die
waarde van y (h) by enige punt te bereken, vereis dat 'n mens een of
ander kromme deur die eksperimentele punte moet pas. Konvensionele
modelle van passing is die sferiese-, eksponensiè'le-, Gauss-, de Wijs- en
paraboliese semi-variogramme (sien Fig. 2).

In die praktyk word egter eksperimentele semi-variogramme verkry wat
nie deur bogenoemde semi-variogramme gepas kan word nie. In sulke
gevalle is gevind dat latfunksies met groot vrug gebruik kan word.

4 'N GEVALLESTUDIE

As voorbeeld sal die Kaapse Vlakte beskou word. Henzen (1973),
Gerber (1976) en Wessels en Greeff (1980) het hierdie gebied geologies,
geohidrologies en hidrologies ondersoek.

Fig. 3 toon die ligging van 70 boorgate waarby pomptoetse uitgevoer is
vir die bepaling van T- en S-waardes (Gerber, 1976). Die T-waardes wis-
sel tussen 30 en 890 m^/dag. Die eksperimentele semi-variogram
(Fig. 4) toon 'n sonale effek. Hierdie eksperimentele semi-variogram
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word die beste gepas deur van kleinste kwadraat latfunksies gebiuik te
maak (Fig. 4) . Die kontoerkaart van T-waarc JS wat m b.v. kriging met
hierdie semi-variogram model verkry is, wora in Fig. 5 getoon, terwyl
die ooreenstemmende standaardafwykingskontoerkaart in Fig. 6 getoon
word. 'n Gemiddelde krigingafwyking van 0,2 en 'n standaardafwyking-
stabüiteit van 0,86 is met hierdie krigingmodel verkry, wat statistics
aandui dat 'n betroubare model gebruik is. Leemtes van data in die
akwifeer kan duidelik uit Fig. 6 gesien word. By gebiede waar die stan-
daardafwyking groter as 150 is, sal ekstra boorgate gesink moet word
om 'n beter betroubaarheidsinterval vir die T-kontoere te vind. 'n
Driedimensionele voorstelling van die T-waardes word in Fig. 7 getoon.

Die eksperimentele semi-variogram (Fig. 8) van die soortlike Ie wering
(S) toon dat die beste passing weer eens met latfunksies verkry kan
word. Figure 9 en 10 toon onderskeidelik die kontoerkaarte van die
soortlike lewerings en standaardafwyking daarvan. Gebiede waar on-
voldoende data bestaan, word weer eens duidelik weerspieël in hierdie
standaardafwykingskontoerkaart.

GEVOLGTREKKING

Die nut van kriging in grondwaterprobleme kan kortliks soos volg
opgesom word:

Omrede kriging die strukturele verband van 'n veranderlike in
ag neem, word dit allerweë as die beste metode beskou vir die
opstelling van outomatiese kontoerkaarte van die veranderlike.

Saam met hierdie kaart word 'n ooreenstemmende standaard-
afwykingskaart verkry wat die maksimum fout wat gemaak kan
word met voorspelde waardes, weergee. Gebiede waar onvol-
doende data bestaan, word hierdeur gedefinieer.

Aangesien die krigingvariam slegs afhang van die relau'ewe
posisies van datapunte en die varians daarvan en nie van die
spesifieke waardes nie, kan die koste van 'n boorprogram aansien-
lik besnoei word deur die krigingvarians vooruit te voorspel en
dus die beste posisies vir boorwerk te bepaal.
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ABSTRACT

GROUND-WATER DATING: USES, LIMITATIONS, AND NEW DEVELOPMENTS

by Stanley N. Davis
Department of Hydrology and Water Resources

University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721

United States of America

The age of ground water is the length of time the water has been

isolated from the atmosphere. Theoretically, ages can be estimated

by (1) the travel time of ground water from the point of recharge to

the subsurface point of interest as calculated by Darcy's law com-

bined with an equation of continuity, (2) the decay of radionuclides

which have entered the water from contact with the atmosphere, (3)

the accumulation of products of radioactive reactions in the subsur-

face, (4) the degree of disequilibrium between radionuclides and

their radioactive daughter products, (5) the time-dependent changes

in the molecular structure of compounds dissolved in water, (6} the

presence of man-made materials in ground water, (7) the correlation

of paleoclimatic indicators in the water with the known chronology

of past climates, and (8) the presence or absence of ions which can

be related to past geologic events that have been previously dated.

Owing to large uncertainties in each of the methods, as many methods

as possible should be used in every field situation.

Dating ground water is of interest primarily as a means of

determining long-term rates of water movement. This basic information

is then used, for example, to help study natural ground-water recharge,

to evaluate the safety of disposal sites for hazardous wastes, to

calibrate ground-water transport models, to test various theories of

the formation of mineral deposits, to estimate total ground-water

reserves, and to determine the extent of mixing due to hydrodynamic

dispersion and molecular diffusion in the ground-water system.
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Limitations of dating relate to the nature of the natural system,

problems of obtaining and preserving representative samples, and ana-

lytical errors. Only the first limitation will be discussed. Natural

hydrodynamic dispersion together with molecular diffusion will always

produce samples of mixed water ages. Also, the natural neutron flux

in the subsurface is large enough to produce significant amounts of

radionuclides which are normally assumed to originate only in the earth's

atmosphere. The extent of these limitations varies greatly with the

lithology of the water-bearing materials.

New developments in analytical methods have been centered on the

use of accelerator mass spectrometry. Developments in theory have been

related to the recognition of subsurface production of "atmospheric"

radionuclides. Developments in interpretation have been related to the

construction of realistic geochemical models. In general, if dispersion,

diffusion, and cross-mixing of water in wel 1 s are minimal, then water

ages up to about 30,000 years can be determined and rough approximations

of ages up to about one million years appear possible.
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THE ISOTOPE HYDROLOGY OF GROUND WATERS OF THE KALAHARI, GORDONIA

BY

B.Th. VERHAGEN

Nuclear Physics Research Unit

University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg.

INTRODUCTION:

The ground waters of Gordonia, although generally of poor yield
and very variable quality, have played an important role in making
of the thirstland a productive pastoral region. Ground water is
being exploited privately by individual farmers and often piped to
areas of poor water quality. Recently, positive steps have been
taken towards the establishment of well fields in areas of good ground
water quality and a region-wide distribution scheme.

During 1980/81 an intensive hydrological and geophysical
survey of fresh water occurrences was conducted by the Division of
Geohydrologv, DEA and the CSIR. This survey, in the vicinity and
to the south of the ephemeral Kuruman River, promoted a parallel
study of the isotope hydrology and hydrochemistry of both the fresh
and saline ground waters of the area. An attempt is made to elucidate
the recharge mechanisms of and relationships between the different
water bodies.

ISOTOPE OBSERVATIONS;

Measurements of C, H, C and O as well of major element
hydrochemistry were conducted on numerous samples. The spread of
sampling points, divided into a number of different areas, is shown
in Fig.1.

Radiocarbon concentrations range from 6pmc to 111pmc the
highest concentrations (90-111pmc) are observed in areas B,C,D and E.
Intermediate values (75-89omc) are found along the river beds as
well as at some points away from rivers. Lower values are scattered
over the project area.
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Figure I. Map of Gordonia showing river beds, sampling points
and areas discussed in text.

Area A is underlain by a trough in the pre-Kalahari surface,

filled with Kalahari deposits (mainly sand) to depths greater than

100m, trending south-westwards away from the Kuruman River bed.

Ground waters in the trough are mainly of good quality, but deterio-

rate raDidly outside. Sampling was done from existing boreholes as

well as from different horizons in newly-drilled holes.

Radiocarbon concentrations are generally lower than in the river

bed itself but no sDatial trend is observed. Ranging from 37-75pmc

they are more or less randomly distributed, covering a distance of

some 50km from the river. There is therefore no evidence of a gradual

ageing of waters away from the riverbed.

Some of the higher radiocarbon concentrations were found in

first-strike waters of newly drilled boreholes, at depths of up to

100m.

14

Significant tritium is only observed in cases where C concen-

trations are significantly higher than 90pmc. Radiocarbon values

>80pmc, which are taken as indications of areas of active recharge,

are therefore not the result of a single exceptional recharge event,

but maintained by a succession of rainfall outliers, the tritium

decaying away during the passage through the unsaturated zone.
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Figure 2. Electrical conductivity of different samples plotted
against radiocarbon concentration.

A generally accepted model for the regional behaviour of ground

water is that salination occurs during underflow from the presumed

recharge areas, such as C, the Kuruman River bed and ore-Kalahari

outcrops D and E, in the absence of significant vertical recharge

elsewhere. On the basis of such a regional ohilosoohy, the total

salinity of the different waters sampled is plotted against radio-

carbon concentration or effective age in Fig.2. The distribution

is essentially random.

There is also no correlation between C concentration and

chemical composition, except that the few Ca, Mg (HCO3)2 dominant

waters are all recent.

Lower radiocarbon concentrations (<50pmc), or greater ages,

are often associated with fresher (E.C. <, 2000umho) water whilst

higher salinities ( E.C. >4000umho) are often associated with

values >50pmc). The four boreholes in Group B, a relatively small

area, have radiocarbon concentrations ranging from 89-111pmc, and

conductivities from 1550 to 16700ymho. Salinities can therefore

build up very rapidly.
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The carbon-13 concentration in dissolved bicarbonate is determi-

ned principally by dissolution and exchange processes in the unsat-

urated zone. Further isotopic exchange in the saturated zone is

generally regarded as being minor.

In the study area, <S C values range from -10,9%oto -3,5%O
and show hardly any correlation with radiocarbon concentration,

or residence time. Values of around -10%o are associated with

minimal Kalahari Beds cover and can be regarded as the minimum

values for this environment. Values of S C > - 1 0 % 0 can therefore

be ascribed mainly to isotopic exchange processes in the unsaturated

zone.

For all cases in which 6 C - -5%0» the conductivity of

the waters is *j 4000ymho. An important source of salination is

therefore to be sought in the unsaturated part of the Kalahari Beds,

during vertical recharge.

In the Kalahari trough area (A) values range from -4,2%O to

-10,4%o with no areal trend discernible.

0 -2 -4 -6 -8

1 8
Figure 3. Histogram of 5 0 in Gordonia ground waters,
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The oxygen -18 concentrations for the ground waters measured_

lie in the range of <518O = - 1,9%0 to -7,4%O. The frequency

distribution, shown in Fig.3, is bi-modal. Geographically, the

samples in the group of median value -4,5%O form a narrow distrib-

ution and are predominantly of sampling points away from the river

beds for waters of varying radiocarbon concentrations and salinities.

The second group, of median value -6,5%O and of wider spread

is found predominantly along the Kuruman River bed at radiocarbon

concentrations > 60pmc and low salinities.

These two groups are strongly suggestive of two different

recharge processes. The ground waters in or near the Kuruman

River bed can be assumed to be derived mainly from occasional
18

flood waters, reflecting the lightest end of the 0 distribution.

All the samples from the Kalahari trough (area A) fall in the first

group. They are derived from a different and uniform source,

lying closer to the rainfall average. This is compatible with

direct rain recharge.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS;

As was to be expected, waters along the riverbed were found

to be recent, sometimes with measurable tritium.fresh and with
13 18

low but variable 6 C and 6 0. They are therefore fairly well
characterised.

Away from the riverbed the waters have variable and generally

lower radiocarbon and vanishing tritium contents, highly variable
13 18

salinities and 5 C values and higher and much more uniform 6 O

values. In the fresh water body of area A, no evidence is seen

of ageing away from the riverbed, but it shows a common recharge

mechanism in all sections which is different from flood

infiltration along the river. There is therefore no evidence that

the river is an important recharge source for the Kalahari trough

area.

High <5- C values are associated with high salinities, which

can build up rapidly and are at least in part associated with process-

es in the unsaturated zone.
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It can therefore be concluded that:

1. Direct rain recharge occurs to ground waters, also in areas

of thick Kalahari Beds cover, away from river beds and bedrock

outcrops.

2. At least part of the salination of ground waters occurs during

such recharge. This salinity may be derived from incompletely

leached evaporite horizons, closed surface basins and salt

loads built up in the unsaturated zone during yoars of low

rainfall.



GEOHYDROLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF AN URANIUM ANOMALY

NEAR VANZYLSRUS IN THE NORTHERN CAPE PROVINCE

M. Levin*; A.S. Talma** and J.C. Vogel**

1. Introduction

An anomaly located by airborne radiometric survey near the

Kuruman River in the Vanzylsrus area of the northern Cape

was investigated on the ground and reported on by Levin

(1980). It was found that the cause of the anomaly was

low-grade uranium accumulations in organic-rich

diatomaceous earth deposits situated near the confluence of

the Kuruman River and a palaeodrainage called the Madala

Drainage. Low-grade uraniferous calcrete also occurs in

the vicinity of the anomaly.

Following this discovery, a groundwater sampling program

was initiated and a significant uranium anomaly was found

along the whole course of the palaeodrainage with the

highest values occurring behind a dolerite dyke a few

kilometres south of the confluence. Together, the

radiometric and groundwater uranium anomalies constituted a

likely target area for the location of a hidden uranium

deposit. A multidisciplinary approach incorporating

geohydrology, water geochemistry, isotopic data and

radiometric borehole logging studies was used to evaluate

its potential.

2. Geomorphology and Geology

The poorly defined Madala Drainage rises in the Koranna

Mountains at an elevation of 1 200 m above sea level and

joins the Kuruman River about 100 km to the northwest at a

height of about 950 m above sea level. The very flat

gradient of 2,5 m/km gives an indication of the flat

country through which the drainage passes. The sub-JJalahari

* Geology Division ** Natural Isotopes Division
Atomic Energy Board National Physical Research Laboratory

C.S.I.R.
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geology of the area consists mainly of north-south-trending

folded quartzite and interbedded schist belts of the

Olifantshoek Group with overlying tillite and shale of the

Dwyka Formation being preserved in glacial troughs as

suggested by Du Toit (1916) and Smit (19 72). As inferred

from airborne magnetic data, a dolerite dyke with an

east-west strike cuts across the palaeodrainage just south

of the Kuruman River.

The whole area is covered with a veneer of Kalahari

Formation consisting of sandstone and sometimes, in the

lower portions, of clay at the bottom followed by calcrete

and Kalahari sand with occasional lenses of surficial

diatomaceous earth and calcrete.

3. Hydrology and Hydrochemistry

The depth of the groundwater level is greater towards the

central portions of the drainage. The elevation of the

water level above sea level suggests possible recharge into

the drainage from both the northern and southern ends,

which is in contrast with the expected, normal,

down-drainage flow.

There is an increase in both electrical conductivity and

chloride content towards the central portion of the

palaeodrainage, which is indicative of stagnancy and very

little groundwater movement in the central area, confirming

the water level data.

4. Isotope Studies

Isotopic fractionation of both the stable i ~otopes and

those in the uranium decay series provides a means of

characterising differenct groundwater bodies and assists in

the interpretation of migratory patterns. For this purpose
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selected samples were taken along the drainage on which the

isotopes C and 0 were determined as well as the
234„ . 238„

uranium isotopes U and U.

14
There is a positive correlation between the C age of

the groundwater and the depth of the groundwater level,

with the higher ages in the deeper portions.

18
Evidence from the 0 isotope data does not support a

one-way movement of groundwater from the Koranna Mountains

northwards towards the Kuruman River, but instead suggests

only local infiltration of groundwater from surface.

Using the method of Cowart and Osmond (1980), a plot of

U/ U activity ratio (AR) versus uranium

concentration suggests the possible accumulation of uranium

in the aquifer.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Taking all the above evidence into consideration, we have

come to the conclusion that the anomalous uranium along the

Madala Drainage may be explained as follows:

(a) During the young stage of the Madala Drainage, surface

waters enriched by uranium (source unknown at present)

flowed down the drainage.

(b) Pans and vleis formed along tne drainage in which

low-grade surficial uranium deposits formed and were

subsequently covered by Kalahari sand.

(c) Rainfall and local infiltration slowly enriched the

groundwater with uranium, the highest concentration of

surficial material and uranium values being at the

lower end of the drainage.
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SOLUTION-MINERAL EQUILIBRIA IN THE STAMPRIET ARTESIAN BASIN

by

G. TREDOUX

National Institute for Water Research, P.O. Box 109, SANLAMHOF, 7532

INTRODUCTION

The mineral composition of the host rock largely determines the grouridwater

chemistry in the saturated zone. This factor is significant in the case of con-

fined aquifers such as the Auob and Nossob sandstones found in the Stampriet

Artesian Basin in South West Africa. Mineral-water stability diagrams are widely

used for studying the hydrochemical control exerted by silicate minerals. The

construction of these stability diagrams and their application to the Stampriet

Artesian Basin are described. The apparent equilibria in the various water-

bearing formations are discussed.

HYDROCHEMICAL EQUILIBRIA

Groundwater in the saturated zone is exposed to a relatively constant chemical

environment. The low speed of groundwater movement, particularly through fine-

grained sediments as is found in the Stampriet Artesian Basin, ensures prolonged

contact between the groundwater and the solid phase mineral surface. Conditions

in the aquifer are therefore favourable for the attainment of chemical equilibrium

between the liquid and solid phases, even in the case of reactions proceeding at

an extremely slow rate. However, as a result of groundwater movement through the

aquifer the system is not closed and thus does not fulfil all the requirements for

stoichiometric chemical equilibrium. Despite this restriction, free energy and

equilibrium are valuable bases for setting limits to geologic processes (Krauskopf,

1967).

ACTIVITY DIAGRAMS

Interpretation of grounfiwater chemistry requires careful consideration of all the

chemical species in a system. Except in cases of extreme dilution, equilibrium

calculations should be based on the activities of these components. Aqueous

complexes lowering these activities and modifying the solution-mineral equilibria

require special attention. Due to the interdependence of the concentrations of
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the chemical species computation of chemical activities is accomplished by

means of iteration procedures.

Probably the most significant reaction governing the chemical composition of

virtually all groundwaters, is the dissolution of calcite in the presence of

carbonic acid. The corresponding chemical system is complex due to the fact

that carbonic acid is a weak diprotic acid. Dissolution of calcite commences

in the unsaturated zone and proceeds rapidly towards equilibrium. In the

saturated zone the equilibrium adjusts to the prevailing conditions, including

temperature and pressure. Should the solution become supersaturated with respect

to calcite due to the addition of calcium ions, e.g. as a result of the dissolu-

tion of gypsum, precipitation of calcite will take place. Conversely, calcite

will be dissolved if the solution becomes undersaturated, e.g. as a result of

ion exchange lowering the calcium concentration.

Other relatively soluble minerals of geohydrochemical importance are fluorite,

gypsum, strontianite and celestite. The activity diagram in Figure 1 serves as

an example and indicates the degree of fluorite saturation observed in the

various aquifers in the Stampriet Artesian Basin. Two saturation lines were

constructed based on the different values for the equilibrium constant established

by the indicated authors (Fig. 1). The value given by Helgeson (1969) is pro-

bably more accurate, but indicates a larger saturation deficit with respect to

fluorite. This is considered to be in agreement with the observations of Garrels

and Christ (1965) with respect to the diminished activity of an impure solid

phase. Nowhere in the artesian basin was pure fluorite observed.

SILICATE MINERAL STABILITY DIAGRAMS

The sediments in the artesian basin consist for the greater part of quartz and

clay minerals which are the weathering products of silicates. A geohydrochemical

investigation would therefore be incomplete if these minerals were excluded.

Silicate mineral systems are complex and equilibrium constants for mineral-water

interaction are not readily available. In addition to the problem of extremely

slow reaction rates, pure end members of these mineral systems rarely exist.

Montmorillonites, for example, are often interstratified with illites and these

mixed layer minerals form a continuous series (Hower and Mowatt, 1966). These

difficulties are circumvented by applying thermodynamic principles to derive the

required equilibrium constants.
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Weathering reactions were originally considered to be too slow for chemical

equilibrium to be attained in the aquifer, but during the past two decades it

was established that at least some reactions involving silicate minerals take

place at a measurable rate, even at 25 °C. Thus a chemical system incorporating

these minerals could approach equilibrium on a time-scale compatible with the

residence time of groundwater in the aquifer. This observation led to the con-

struction of low temperature solution-mineral equilibrium diagrams for aqueous

systems by various researchers. Over the past two decades these diagrams were

developed until they could be utilized with confidence to indicate the minerals

controlling the hydrochemistry of any particular system. The stability fields

for the respective minerals are defined by limits derived from the equilibrium

constants pertaining to the chemical reactions in which the mineral partakes.

Examples will be provided to demonstrate the computation of stability fields for

minerals in an aqueous environment from thermodynamic data.

RESULTS AMD DISCUSSION

Figure 2 represents a typical mineral-water stability diagram (developed by Garrels,

1976) showing the plotting position for water from the various aquifers in the

Stampriet Artesian Basin. The graph indicates that the water in all three aqui-

fers tends to be in equilibrium with kaolinite. Some of the water in the Kalahari

beds seems to be in equilibrium with montmorillonite. Both illite and kaolinite

are present in the sediments of the Karoo Succession and although illite has a

pronounced effect on the potassium concentration, kaolinite seems to be controlling

the hydrochemistry.

It was concluded from other stability diagrams that the water in the Kalkrand

basalt displayed a distinct chemical relationship with montmorillonite. The occur-

rence of montmorillonite is in agreement with the weathering of igneous rocks

under alkaline conditions and the limited leaching of divalent cations (Keller,

1957).

CONCLUSIONS

An investigation of the solution-mineral equilibria, based on the activities of

the chemical species indicated that a distinct relationship exists between the

hydrochemistry and the mineralogy of each aquifer in the Stampriet Artesian Basin.

Substantial quantities of calcite occur in all the geological formations in the
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artesian basin and calculations proved that the groundwater in all the aquifers

is saturated with respect to calcite. Carbonate equilibria provide mechanisms

for regulating the concentrations of calcium* magnesium and bicarbonate, as well

as the pH.

Silicate minerals determine the silica concentration in solution. These minerals

also control the sodium, potassium and magnesium concentrations to a certain

extent. Minerals of the kaolin group evidently exercise the hydrochemical con-

trol in the artesian Auob and Nossob aquifers. In the case of the Kalkrand basalt

the hydrochemistry is determined by minerals of the montmorillonite group.
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DIE CHEMIESE BESOEOELING VAM WATER AS GEVOLG VAN MYNAKTIWITEITE

Na aanleiding van wydverspreide klagtes wat die Munisipaliteite van

Klerksdorp, Stilfontein en Orkney ontvang het van die inwoners oor

ft bruin neerslag in die drinkwater was die Wes-Transvaalse Streeks-

Watermaatskappy (wat 80% van die totale verbruik van die drie dorpe

voorsien) en later die Departement van Omgewingsake genader om on-

dersoek in te stel.

Die bruin neerslag wat as mangaan geïdentifiseer was, veroorsaak die

verkleuring van voedsel, wit wasgoed en die van die drinkwater self.

Die probleme ontstaan wanneer oplosbare mangaan (Mn +) in konsen-

trasies van hoer as 0,1 mg/€ in drinkwater voorkom. Oksideermid-

dels (bleikmiddels) wat in die mangaan bevattende water opgelos

word of wanneer die pH bokant 9 verhoog word met behulp van was-

poeier of deur die verhitting van voedsel met opgelosde mangaan

daarin, veroorsaak dat die mangaan na onoplosbare mangaan dMn

of MnO2) geöksideer word. Die onoplosbare mangaan veroorsaak die

bruin verkleuring.

Alhoewel die oorsaak van die probleem gou vasgestel was, was dis

oorsprong daarvan meer gekomplekseerd. Dat die mangaan in die drink-

water afkomstig was van slegs een van die watersuiweringswerke van

die drie dorpe (kyk FIGUUR 1) was duidelik. Weens die feit dat

die rou water van die Wes-Transvaalse Streeks-Watermaatskappy in

totaal onttrek word vanuit die Vaalrivier vir suiwering was besluit

dat die oorsprong van die probleem in die omgewing of stroomop van

die iniaatwerke moet wees.

Vir volledigheidshalwe was alle oppervlakstrome en fonteine stroomop

van die meetstasie C2M07 (kyk FIGUUR 1) gereeld gemonster en chemies

ontleed. As resultaat van die chemiese ondersoek was bevind dat

die hoofbron van besoedeling moontlik afkomstig kan wees vanaf h

reeks fonteine aan die noordelike oewer van die Vaalrivier en direk

stroomop van die iniaatwerke van bogenoemde waterwerke.
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Met die duidelike aanduidings dat die besoedeling wel van die omge-

wing afkomstig was, was "n deeglike studie gedoen van die Vaalrivier

en die invloeiende fonteine. Uit die ondersoek het die volgende

feite na vore gekom :

- Dat relatief lae konsentrasies oplosbare soute (konduktiwi-

teit), mangaan en ammoniak voorgekom het in die cppervlak-

water van die Mooirivier, die Vaalrivier stroomop van dic

samevloeiing met die Koekemoerspruit en die van die Koekemoer-

spruit bokant die invloeipunt van die uitvloeisel vanaf die

verhelderaar van Buffelsfonteinmyn. Die konserrtrasies van

die volgende- determinante is van die orde van :

Konduktiwiteit : 70 - 180 mS/m

Mangaan : 7 - 400 (ig/-6

Ammoniak-N : 0,04 - 0,80 mg/«

- Dat die mangaankonsentrasies van ongeveer 1,5 mg/-e by verskeie

geleenthede by die meetstasie C2M07 gemeet was.

- Dat mangaankonsentrasies van die orde van 0,1 tot so hoog

as 2,5 mg/« waargeneem was in die rou water van die suiwerings-

werke.

Dat die meeste fonteine aan die noordelike oewer van die Vaal-

rivier tussen die inlaattoring van die suiweringswerke en

die Koekemoerspruit relatief hoë oplosbare soute, mangaan

en ammoniak bevat het. Veral fontein 10A/F (kyk FIGUUR 1)

waarvan die vloei ongeveer 5</sekonde was, was die grootste

bydraer tot die besoedeling. Die orde grootte van die konsen-

trasies van die volgende determinante in die water van die

fontein, is soos volg :

Konduktiwiteit : 400 - 42 mS/m

Mangaan : 105000 - 164000 p.g/i

Ammoniak-N : 20,93-25,70
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- Wanneer laagvloei toestande in die Vaalrivier heers dan ont-

staan dtratifikasie van die Vaalrivier se water en die water

afkomstig vanaf die fonteine. Die duidelike stratifikasie

patroon is by elke ondersoek waargeneem en dit strek vanaf

il punt regoor fontein 1OA/F tot by die inlaatwerke van die

suiweringswerke en verdwyn daarna as gevolg van vermenging.

Die diepte van die Vaalrivier vanaf die invloei van die Koeke-

moerspruit tot ongeveer 1 km stroomaf van die inlaatwerke,

wissel tussen 5 en 7 meter tydens die laagvloei tydperke.

Omdat die fonteine alleenlik aan die noordelike kant van die oewer

van die Vaalrivier en ook slegs in die gebied tussen die inlaatwerke

en die samevloeiing van die Koekemoerspruit voorkom, was vermoed

dat die besoedeling afkomstig mag wees vanaf die nabygeleë slikdamme

of opgaardamme van die Buffelsfonteinmyn.

Die Buffelsfonteinmyn ontgin goud en uraan. Om uraan uit die erts

te ekstrakeer word onder andere gebruik gemaak van swaelsuur (wat

uit piriet op die terrein vervaardig word), mangaan en ammoniak.

Alhoewel die uitvloeisels van die proses na die slikdamme geneutra-

liseer word (na wat verneem word) kon dit nie deur ewekansige monster-

neming en ontleding bevestig word nie.

Heelwat monsters op die slikdamme en opgaardamme van die myn is

wel verkry en ontleed. .Die orde grootte konsentrasies van die vol-

gende determinante van dié uitvloeisels, is soos volg :

Konduktiwiteit : 472 - 898 mS/m

Mangaan : 253000 - S52000 ng/4

Ammoniak-N : 0,54 - 43,45 mg/«

pH : 3,0 - 3,2

Die besondere hoe" konsentrasies asook hoë konsentrasies sulfaat

en yster tesame met die lae pH dui op twee moontlikhede. Een dat

die uitvloeisels na die slikdamme nie geneutraliseer is nie en twee,

dat die heroplossing van mangaan en yster veroorsaak kon word deur

die aktiwiteite van die bakterië Thiobacillus Ferrooxidans en ver-
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wante spesies. Inligting wat ingesamel was om beide oorsake vir

die hoë konsentrasies in opgeloste soute te verklaar was te min

om ïi eenduidige antwoord te verskaf. Die beskikbare gegewens dui

egter daarop dat beide faktore h invloed gehad het. Die hoë ammoniak

konsentrasie dui ondubbelsinnig dat dit van die myn afkomstig is

omdat die konsentrasie daarvan nie deur die neutralisering of die

bakteriese werking beïnvloed word nie.

Die finale stap in die voltooiing van die ketting was om aan te

toon dat die besoedelde water wat by die fonteine uitvloei langs

•n bepaalde vloeipatroon via die grondwater vanaf die slikdamme en

opgaardamme afkomstig is.

Om die doelwit te kon bereik was gebruik gemaak van sowat 50 boor-

gate waarvan sommiges deur die myn en die Departement van Omgewing-

sake vir die doel geboor is. 'n Aantal prospékteer- en privaaïboor-

gate in die omgewing was ook gebruik vir monsterneming en ontleding.

Die verspreiding van die boorgate was sodanig dat die mocntlik be-

soedelde gebied omsluit was.

Die chemiese resultate van die verskillende boorgate kon in twee

hoof groepe verdeel word naamlik die met "n karakteristieke dolomi-

tiese eienskappe en die wat ooreenstem met die kwaliteits eienskappe

van die water op die slikdamme en die wat uitvloei uit die fonteine.

Die verskille in kwaliteit blyk uit die volgende :

Die konduktiwi te it van die dolomitiese water is in die orde

van 100 mS/m terwyl di<? van die besoedelde water van die orde

van 250 mS/m en hoer is.

- Die sulfaatkonsentrasie van die dolomitiese water is oor die

algemeen laag (laer as 1 000 mg/<) terwyl die besoedelde

water heelwat hoer konsentrasies bevat (2 000 mg/t en hoer).
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- In die besoedelde water is die alkaliniteit oor die algemeen

byna nul terwyl die dolomitiese grondwater hoer konsentrasies

bevat.

ïi Besondere eienskap van die besoedelde grondwater is die

buitengewone hoë ammoniakkonsentrasies daarin.

- Mangaankonsentrasies van meer as 1 000 |ig/€ of 1 mg/l word

beskou as besoedeld omdat die dolomitiese water van nature

nie sulke hoë konsentrasies sal bevat nie.

Al die swaarmetale kom in hoer konsentrasies voor in die be-

soedelde water in vergelyking met die dolomitiese grondwater.

Die besoedelde grondwater is hoofsaaklik van die kalsium-

magnesium-sterksuur tipe' water terwyl die dolomitiese water

van die kalsium-magnesium-swaksuur tipe is.

Volgens hierdie gegewens is daar vasgestel dat al die boorgate tussen

die slik- en opgaardamme asook die boorgate aan die oostekant van

die opgaardam of rooidam en die tussen en onder die slikdamme oor

die algemeen besoedeld is. Die boorgate aan die westekant, noorde-

kant, verder oos en die aan die Vrystaatse kant toon dolomitiese

eienskappe. Sommige boorgate toon duidelike tekens van beide.

Dié boorgate 1§ egter in duidelike grensgebiede.

Die grondwater se vloeipatrone in die gebied dui daarop dat die

vloeirigting vanaf die opgaardamme ("Tarmacdam") en slikdamme na

die Koekemoerspruit en na die Vaalrivier gerig is. Dit pas mooi

in by die chemiese bevindinge.

Aanbevelings in verband met hierdie grondwater besoedeling wat oor

"n tydperk van twintig jaar ontstaan het was gedoen. Moontlike oplos-

sings oor die lang- en korttermyn was voorgestel. Die aanbevole

korttermyn oplossing kom daarop neer dat die deurvloei van grondwater
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in die besoedelde gebied onderskep word.

Die besoedelde grondwater wat op dié wyse onttrek word se pH moet

verhoog word na minstens 9,5 om presipitasie van mangaan en enige

ander swaarmetale in oplossing te laat plaasvind. Die uitvoering

van die taak kan of by die myn se verhelderaars óf by die bogenoemde

watersuiweringswerke uitgevoer word.

Dit is bereken dat die proses een jaar sal duur om teen 'n pomptempo

van 30 S/sekonde die water uit te pomp en te behandel. Die berekening

berus daarop dat die toevoerbronne dadelik gestop word.

L.H.W. VERHOEF

APRIL 1982
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THE GEOHYDROLOGY AND GROUND WATER RESOURCES OF THE SISHEN
COMPARTMENT

by

ZM Dziembowski

Division of Geohydrology, DEA

INTRODUCTION

A brief description of the geohydrology and ground water resources
of the Sishen Compartment only is presented. The scope of this
paper does not allow a discussion of the geohydrolcgy of the two,
closely associated areas namely the North Mine and Kathu-Bestwood-
Gathlose area. However, some geohydrological aspects of those two
localities u/ill be discussed in other papers.

The hydrochemistry of ground water is not discussed as the water
quality seems not to be a problem so far.

The Sishen Mines, the townships of Sishen and Kathu, local
irrigation company and users of the northern section of the Vaal-
Gamagara pipeline have utilized this source of water for a number
of years. It permitted a postponement of the expensive completion
of the pipeline and resulted in significant saving of the state
funds.

1. Locality

The mining town of Sishen is situated in the Northern Cape Province,
approximately halfway between Vryburg and Upington. A large deposit
of haematite iron ore is being exploited there by ISCOR for the
domestic needs and export.

2. Hydrography and Climate

The area forms the central part of the Gamagara River catchment
bounded by the Kuruman Hills in the east and the Langeberge in the
west. The Sishen mines straddle the northernmost end of the
Gamagara Ridge which subdivides the upper catchment. The area has
a moderate gradient to the north.

The climate is hot, semi arid with an average annual summer rainfall
between 350 and 400mm. Surface run-off occurs only during above
mean rainfall seasons.
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3. Geology

The Maremane Anticline of which the Ghaapplato dolomites
form the core dominates the area. It is bordered in the east
by the Dimoten syncline vith the banded ironstone of the
Asbesberge Formation and the Ongeluk lavas forming its centre.
In the west the Maremane anticline abruptly plunges under the
shales and quartzites of the Gamaqara Formation which then,
further west, are covered by the Ongeluk lava. To the north,
the anticline plunges gradually under thick cover of the
Ongeluk lava. There is evidence of tillites and shales of the
Dwyka Formation, below the Kalahari Group sediments in the Sishen area
They occupy approximately a north-south trending trough of
glacial origin stretching from south of Kathu in the NW direction.
The Kalahari sediments occur in patches in the south of the
catchment but form a thick cover of the older formations in the
area north of Sishen. The group consists of basal gravels, red
clay, upper gravels, calcrete and sand on the surface. Dykes
of various types and age intrusive into the pre-Kalahari formations
form compartments. One such, the Sishen Compartment, has an area
of approximately 200 km2. The Sishen South Mine is located in its

north-western, lower corner.

4. Geohydroloqy

4.1. Aquifers
Primary and secondary aquifers occur in the Sishen area.
The pre-Kalahari Formations form secondary aquifers, of
which the most important are the karstified, brecciated,
cherty dolomite and the brecciated banded ironstone, the
latter is called Blinkklipbreccia.

The conglomerate, shales and quartzites of the Gamagara
Formation are well jointed but their permeability appears
to be several orders lower than that of the chert breccia.

The Ongeluk lava is only water-bearing in its weathered
thin upper zone, below which the lava is fresh and impermeable.

The shales and tillites of Dwyka act as an aquiclude
Kalahari sediments have generally two primary aquifers,
separated by impermeable layer of up to 30m thick red clay.
The bottom one is formed by clayey basal gravels up to 20m in
thickness. The top aquifer consists of clayey gravels covered
by calcrete. Both aquifers have low permeability but s.\gnifi=
cant storage.

The Kalahari aquifers occur in the northern most part of
the Sishen Compartment. Further north and north-west their
thicknesses increase asdo the Kalahari sediments.
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4.2 Ground water flow

The natural direction of groundwater Flow to NW is controlled
by the surface gradient. The groundwater flow in the
dolomite banded ironstone and associated rocks is in the
area north of Sishen obstructed by presence of solid Ongeluk
lava and low permeable Du/yka formations. As a result the
bedrock groundwater feeds the lower Kalahari aquifer.

The abstraction of groundwater at the Sishen Mines created
a large cone of influence which distorted the natural flow
pattern by intercepting a substantial part of the regional
underground flow.

4.3 Rainfall recharge

Smit (1978) calculated the average annual recharge of the
Kuruman Eye dolomitic compartment and estimated it to be
approximately 2,5?ó of the average annual rainfall of 346mm.
His value is adopted for the outcrop areas of the pre-
Kalahari Formations south of Sishen. (The rainfall recharge
of the area covered by the Kalahari sediments appears to be
far lower and of a more complex nature).

The annual average rainfall recharge of the Sishen Compartment
is estimated to be of the order of 2 million m'. The recharge
to the catchment area of approximately 400 km2, upstream of
the Compartment and potentially contributing to the Compartment
by underground flow through the southern bounding Macarthy
Dyke, might be in the order of 4 million m3 . The total average
annual groundwater input to the system is thus approximately
óxlQ^m'. This represents a potential source of exploitable
groundwater.

4.4 Groundwater abstraction of the Sishen Compartment

Groundwater is being abstracted for supplies and for de=
watering purposes out of two localities, viz. the South Mine
(boreholes concentrated in the s.c. Hill No. 2) and the North Mine
(boreholes spread over some larger area). The two areas are separated by an
impermeable dyke which forms the northern boundary of the Sishen Compartment

Since 1977 when the annual abstraction in the South Mine
increased from 6,7 to 13,6 and gradually up to 19,2 million m3

during 1981, - the groundwater level in the vicinity of the
dewatering boreholes has been lowered by about 70m.

4.5 Determination of the storage coefficient

In order to determine the average storage coefficient of
the Compartment, - the volume of the dewatered rock formation
during two periods viz. July-December 1977 and June 1978 -
June 1979 was calculated. Neglecting the insignificant
rainfall recharge during July-December 1977 period and allowing
some 2 million m' for the water leakage through the Macarthy
Dyke, the average storage coefficient was calculated to be
1,1%. In a second calculation of the storage coefficient,
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was calculated to be 1,1%. In a second calculation
of the storage coefficient, some allowance was made
for rainfall recharge and leakage. The calculated
coefficient was 1,28 which compares well with the
former.

Capacity of the Sishen Compartment

The estimation of the volume of the water stored in the
Sishen Compartment in June 1977 was subsequently made,
allowing 50m for the average thickness of the water
saturated rocks. At that time approximately 110 million m'
groundwater was stored within the Compartment.

Since June 1977 till December 1981, approximately 80 million
m3 groundwater has been abstracted from the Compartment.
Over the same period only 70?ó of the average rainfall
was recorded. The recharge into the Compartment was thus
expected to be considerably lower than normal, estimated
at some 14 million m3.

The volume of water stored in the Sishen Compartment at
the beginning of 1982 should be:

110 - (80+14) = 44xl06m3.

This value might be an over estimate in the light of the
results of the recent extended geophysical investigation
of the chert breccia in the south of the Compartment.

It is anticipated that a more refined estimate of the
ground water storage within the Sishen compartment will be
made in the near future.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISOTOPE OBSERVATIONS ON SISHEN GROUND WATERS

by

B. Th. Verhagen

Nuclear Physics Research Unit/

University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg.

INTRODUCTION

Various attempts have been made to quantify the storage

of ground water in the Sishen compartment and to predict the

exhaustion of the reservoir to a critical level i.e. the point

at which the present supply - and dewatering - system would fail.

Since 1974 environmental isotope measurements have been

conducted on the outputs of some of the main dewaterinq points

in both north and south mining areas as well as on numerous other

observation points. The inital study was conducted under contract

to the Water Research Commission. Over the last three years a

baseline observation programme is maintained in co-operation with

ISCOR.

Some of the findings of the earlier programme were:

1. The hydrology of the north mine is quite distinct from that

of the south mine. This fact was confirmed after extensive

pumping.

2. Water pumped from the south mine is a mixture of at least

two components of different age, the proportions being pump

rate dependent.

3. The estimates of storage derived from drawn down figures were

very conservative. These estimates have since been updated.

4. The effect of the dykes bounding the compartment could be

observed from the behaviour of the isotooic composition of
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ground waters in the conduit zone. (Lylyveld area.)

The more recent observations are presented below and the
implications are discussed.

«SW118 SCALE

0 1 2 3 4 5 km

Figure 1. Map of the Sishen area showing regular sampling
points and approximate position of dykes.

ISOTOPE OBSERVATIONS:

Measurements of radiocarbon, tritium oxygen-18 and carbon-13

are done on two-monthly samples taken from a number of supply and

observation boreholes shown in Fig. 1. The first two parameters

are plotted against time in Fig.2a and 2b respectively.

Significant amounts of tritium are observed in the shallow

dolomite well at Lohatla (25km south of Sishen) with seasonal
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Figure 2. Isotope data for the different sampling points:
a. Radiocarbon and b. Tritium.

fluctuations; also at Lylyveld mine borehole and at SW303, Sishen

south mine. Occasional measurable tritium is observed at SW280,

Kathu.

Radiocarbon concentrations in the dewatering boreholes

SW275 (later SW258) and SW240 & 241 {later SW330) initially fluc-

tuated in response to pump-rate changes, but have remained effect-

ively constant over the years 1980 and 1981, at constant pump rates.

Since the major increase in dewatering rate in 1977, when 14C levels

rose from 55pmc to 65pmc at HÜ12, average values have remained un-

changed .

The small difference in oxygen-18 values between north and

south mine waters, observed in early sampling (1974-77), has per-

sisted ut> to the oresent.
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Since early 1979, a gradual drop in 14C concentrations is

observed in the Lylyveld mine borehole. The presence of measure-

able tritium initially cast doubt on these observations and was

probably due to admixtures of recent, fresh water from the river

bed. The high-yielding borehole SW374 was sampled since late 1980,

and showed the same gradual decline in 14C levels, amounting to some

8omc over a period of 3 years. The decline therefore seems to be

general for the Lylyveld area.

DISCUSSION

The chert breccia, which forms the upper section of the

Ghaap Plateau dolomite constitutes an excellent quifer. There

is evidence of widespread (oalaeo-) karst in the dolomite itself.

With the spreading area of rest level drawdown due to pumping

in the south mine, the hydraulic gradients in the Lylyveld area

have remained surprisingly small. A high-yield pump test conducted

on Lylyveld in 1978 failed to produce a measurable drawdown.

Although not yet quantified, the aquifer is known to have a h.-gh

transmissivitv.

Recently, a small drop in the drawdown rate, which was constant

over the last 3 years, was observed in certain observation boreholes.

This may be indicative of additional storage in the deeper,

sections of the dolomites. Such karstic conditions have been

suspected in the dolomites underlying the Gamagara formation in

the mining area itself.

The ground waters at Lylyveld, which clearlv contribute to the
14

pumped output of Sishen south mine, were at at C concentration

of just above SOpmc up to a few years ago. This was the value taken

for the recent component of the water pumped from Hill 2; the older

component was assumed to be at 48pmc, the value for north mine waters.
14The reason for the steady decline in C levels may be open to

different hydrological interpretations. However, it is clear that

changing proportions of a mixture are observed. One mechanism

would be that, with the release in pressure due to declining

piezometric levels, increasing proportions of older, deeper storage,

possibly at a value of about 50pmc are being released. Extrapolating
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1 4

the presently observed linear time relationship of C concentrations,

it would take about 9 years, at an unchanged pump rate of 1,5 x 10

m per month to exhaust the younger component.

Taking this as a rather arbitrary limit to the availability

of water to the south mine, there would still be some 160x10b m in

effective storage. Lack of hydrogeological information makes it

uncertain what part of this estimated storage would be able to reach

the pumping set-up in the south mine.

14
The drop in C levels at Lylyveld suggest that the

compartmentalising dykes impede the inflow of more recent

water from the catchment to the south. Inspite of this drop

since early 1979 in a major contributor to the pumped

output from Sishen south mine, no downward trends observed

in the water pumped from the Hill 2 boreholes up to late 1981.

In the aquifer between Lylyveld and Hill 2 alone, there should

therefore be a storage of at least 3 years' pumpage at

1,5 x 10 m per month.

As yet, no such analysis is possible for the north mine

as no trends in isotopic levels are observed in this area,

with its completely separate hydrological regime. However,

the completely unchanged mean radiocarbon levels observed in

dewatering boreholes over many years, with much younger waters

in fairly close proximity, such as at Kathu, points towards a high

storage/pumpage ratio.
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t- P E V E U H : zrM.iww> MODEL roR PREDICTING THE FUTURE DRAWDOWN

J.WILLEMINK

DIVISION or GEOHYDROLOGY

INTRODUCTION

The results from previous geo-hydrological investigations in the Sishen area have proved that two hydro-
logical systems,separated from each other by a dyke acting as a perfect aquiclude,can be distinguished,
viz. the northern mine area and the southern mine area,i.e. the Sishen compartment.

The area affected by the dewatering operations in the southern mine is delineated fairly accurate using
an extended network of observation boreholes.Consequently it was quite possible to estimate the ground-
water sipply of the Sishen compartment fairly accurate with the aid of the available geo-hydrological
data Oit.1).

Concerning the northern nine area both the delineation of the aquifer and the spreading of the depression .
cone of dewatering can not be established properly for lack of sufficient geo-hydrological information.
Hence a model is developed to predict the future drawdown of the groundwater level inside the northern
mine area«which reflects the depletion of the groundwater supply,by correlating the variable daily pumping
figures and the measured drawdown.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CORRELATION MODEL

On the ground of available borehole information the jointed and fissured rocks of the Gamagara - and
Asbesheuwel formation and the chert breccia are considered to form part of the same bedrock aquifer with
the solid dolomite as a hydrological base.
In the bedrock aquifer sub-artesian conditions prevail,save in the immediate vicinity of the open cast
workings where water table conditions are present.

Gravity drainage of groundwater out of the overlying Kalahari sediments into the bedrock will be neglected
in comparison to the abstraction rate because of the very low permeability of the continuous thick layer
of heavy red clay.

Hence it appears justified to correlate the variable daily abstraction quantities and the drawdown in the
northern mine based on Theis's formulae.

A value for transmissivity and storage coefficient obtained by means of the Theis equation for the bedrock
aquifer will differ from the values of these hydraulic parameters for any given small portion of the aquifer.
However,the bedrock aquifer aquifer as a whole will behave as if it was homogeneous if the fissures and
joints are relatively numerous and sufficiently evenly distributed ( Venter,lit.A).

The northern nine is dewatered by means of various pumped wells at a rather long distance from each other
and not all of them penetrate to the buttom of the aquifer.Hoever,for the sake of simplicity this cluster
of wells will be considered as one hypothetical centre well penetrating the whole aquifer.

With continuing dewatering the area in which water table conditions are arising will become progressively
greater.Strictly speaking this feature,continuing change from sub-artesian to water table conditions,
should be inserted in the Theis equation.Such an adjustment would be very complex.Further on in this paper
will be returned to this subject.
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The development of a suitable correlation «del «based on Theis's formulae,f or long t i n pumping and
variable pumping rates will be complicated dm to the series

, C - i r 1 ^ C in W(u)

The convergent series can be approximated by an exponential function f or u ̂ 2 .The codified Theis
formulae ( see note ) reads •"

] 2 - 0.5772 - In u - 2e~<j/ 2 J , u

The daily abstraction diagram (fig.1) illustrates the variability of the daily total abstraction in
the northern mine.

A constant pumping rate (1/s) is assumed during one day.

The change in the abstraction 0. (m /day) on the i-th day ( A Q ) . • Q -;Q. ; ( i » 1, ,n-1 )
can te considered as : * i i* 1

or
a. the abstraction of an additional imaginary well after the i - t h day,in case ( A Q ) . p> 0

b. the recharge of an additional imaginary source after the i-th day,in case ( A Q ) . < ^ 0 ,

Fig. 1 illustrates the pattern of abstraction and recharge.

Assuming the principle of superposition is applicable,the real drawdown at the end of the n-th day is the
sum of the drawdown caused by the pumping of each (imaginary) well and the recharge of each imaginary source.

. After some mathematical operations the following equation can be derived

where

h s the elevation of the groundwater level at the end of the n-th day Gn.a.m.s.l.)

0. «the abstraction on the i-th day (m /day)

n * the number of days since pumping started; n 2

o* 'f9-iy92
 anifi* ar' parameters

Stallman (lit.2) has adjusted the basic Theis equation to the condition,where the aquifer is crossed by
- one straight,fully penetrating barrier boundary within the zone influenced by the pumping.
It appeared however,that charging this boundary condition doesn't change model A essentially.

Anticipating on the discussion of the results model A has turned out to be invalid to produce a realistic
future drawdown.
This is comprehensible if one realizes that model A is based on assumed sub-artesian conditions,while in
the mine water table conditions exist.

NOTE : The simplified Jacob variant of Theis's formulae can be used in stead of the modified Theis
formulae.lt appeared however,that the correlation based on the modified Theis formulae gave a
better result.
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Therefore an additional head loss is introduced which is increasing progressively because of continuous
dewatering of the bedrock.This feature is illustrated in fig.2.Thc graph of the groundwater level in an
observation veil in the nine is running down steeper than the graph of the potentionetric level in the
observation well on the far* Woon ( about 7.5 k» fro» the pulping centre ) .

The proble* concerning an unsteady flow to a pimped well in a phreatic aquifer «while the aquifer is dewatered
considerably,can not be solved analytically <lit.3).The following approximate solution is often used in
practice

s«(t) = s(t) - s2Ct)

IT
where u* is the average saturated thickness (n) of the aquifer outside the sphere of influence of the
pumping.
It will be readily apparent that the derivation of an equation according to the procedure as explained
before will be cumbersome.

The tern s (t)/2(T can be regarded as being the additional head loss caused by decreasing of the satu-
rated thickness of the aquifer in the vicinity of the punping centre.
Fron the practical point of view this additional head loss is assutied to be proportional to some power
of the tine since pumping started and the weighted sun of the previous daily abstraction quantities.
Consequently the final mathematical expression for h. can be written as

-2e (model S)

CALCULATION Of THE MODEL PARAMETERS

One needs asephisticated computer progran for optimizing the parameters.
A practical computational procedure is outlined.

Tor a relative short period the paraneter/3 , » - r S/8kO can be obtained by application of the Cooper-
Jacob method for step-type punping ( Oe Ridder and Kruseman have elucidated this method in detail;lit.Z).

It should be noted that in case of a cluster of pumped wells the position of the hypothetical centre well
should be determined in order to know the distance r between the observation well and the hypothetical centre
well.This position can be fixed approximately by computing the weighted average of the x- and y coordinates.
of the pumped well positions with an average figure for the pumping rate as weight.

The value of the parameter/? - in model S can be deternined with a programmable calculator using linear
regression applied to equation

log - log/9 ̂ +/Sjlog n ( eq. 1)

The other parameters can be solved using the multiple linear regression technique.
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RESULTS

Fro» mid-1977 the northern mine is dewatered on a large scale,but continuous records of daily pumping
figures and daily groundvater level readings are available from november 1978.
Correlation calculations have been carried out for the period between november 1978 and October 1960.

The spatial distribution of pumped wells is changing in course of time.This attendant circumstance
could influence the correlation to a certain extent,but for the sake of simplicity this matter have been
ignored.
Another practical problem is the regular destruction of observation wells because of proceeding mining
operations,so that long tern records of one observation well are scarce.

For the application of the modified Jacob-Cooper method for step-type pumping the oeriod between december
1978 and april 1980 is selected because of a constant network of abstraction points in that period.
The results are : kO ̂ 7 0 0 m /day and S -sf 0.0095 , with" r « 825 «.It should be noted that a relative
physical meaning must be attached to these values.

Linear regression applied to equation 1 has shown a fairly good correlation between the two variables
(r = 0.9263).

The best fit procedure (multiple linear regression) applied to the correlation models A and B resulted
in 0.9*165 and 0.9856 as the respective multiple correlation coefficients and 2.51 n and 1.13 m as the
respective values for the root mean square deviation between the observed elevations of the groundwater
level and the computed ones.
These values are fairly good if one realizes that the groundwater level has dropped nearly 30 m during
the concerning period.

The hydrographs resulting from the optimized correlation models A and B are drawn in fig.2 .
The optimized parameters of model 8 are listed below

« « T H 7 . 7 1 ; 13, = 5.77805*1 x 1 0 ^ ; (3X = -2.662^86 x 10"* ; fis a - 1 . 1 5 ;

fiH * - 1.829528 x 10~
9 ; fia s 1.68

For the period between October 1980 and november 1981 the trend of the groundwater level in the northern
mine is reconstructed as a response to the actual daily pumping quantities with the aid of the optimized
ciodels A and 6.
The extrapolated hydrograph based on the correlation model A is sticking at a fluctuating level and doesn't
show consequently any agreement with the observed hydrograph.
The explanation is,that this feature is inherent in the Theis assumption of an extensive confined aquifer.
As long as the aquifer is effectively infinite the rate of drawdown decreases continuously as the area in-
fluenced by the pumping expands,and will become negligibly small in the long run which can be considered
to be a steady state situation.
This mechanism is reflected by the series in the model.The series is convergent,i.e. +he-series has a finite
limit value.

An infinite extensive confined aquifer doesn't exist in the northern mine area.Moreover,the groundwater system
doesn't show the tendency to establish a constant hydraulic gradient,on the contrary the gradient is get-
ting steeper gradually (compare the two observed hydrographs of Woon and the northern mine).

For the same period model 6 has proved to satisfy.
This model can be used to calculate the future drawdown for several pumping rates.Integrating a particular
puaping rate over a period between a certain date and the time on which the groundwater level has reached
a defined critical level gives the total groundwater volume which can be abstracted.
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DISCUSSION

It has turned out that a correlation model purely based on the Theis formulae doesn't work at all for
a limited aquifer which is uewatered on a large scalt.
To cope with the continuing change from sub-artesian to water table conditions an additional time-dependent
term in the model was needed.
The developed correlation model B has proved so far to be a fairly good mathematical tool for calculating
the future drawdown of the groundwater level in the Sishen northern mine.

The bedrock aquifer is supposed to be homogeneous.There is,huever,some evidence that the lower part of
the aquifer (chert breccia) is more permeable,so one can expect a rapid increase of the rate of drawdown
as soon as this section will be dewatered.

It should be realized that the correlation is based on daily pumping figures ranging from about 10.000 to
20.000 m /day.The question is how far the optimized model B will satisfy in case of remarkable higher or
lower abstraction rates.
The correlation model is based on the assumption,that the rate of drawdown will increase progressively in

i course of time at a constant daily abstraction rate.Consequently this model will fail in case the ground-
water level is tending to stabilise.

: . ' Although the area influenced by pumping has reached some boundaries already,the effect by the intersection
by the expanding cone of depression of further boundaries is not involved in the model.
The boundaries which are not reached yet by the depression cone are considered to be situated at a great
distance from the centre of pumping and the effect of these boundary-conditions will not reduce seriously
the computational accuracy.

One thing is clear,however.To develop a reliable correlation model for forecasting the future trend of
the groundwater level in an area with continuous large scale dewatering operations,one needs long term
records (at least 2 years) of reliable groundwater level readings and pumping figures.
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A CftSE HISTORY OF OPEN PIT MINE DEHATERING

AT LETLHAKfiNE MINE, BOTSWANA

R J Connelly

fiN EXTENDED ABSTRACT

1 INTRODUCTION

The Letlhakane Mine is part of the Orapa diaitond province 250 km west

of Francistown, Botswana. Letlhakane mine consists of two small

kimberlite pipes DK1 and DK2.

DK1 is currently actively mined and is 30 metres deep. Water was

intersected at about 20 metres below surface. The locality and site

plan is shown in figure 1.

2 DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

Ground water affects mining in many ways. The main influences can be

sunnarised:

. large inflows to a pit can result in flooding and interruption

of production

. the presence of water increases the cost of drilling and

necessitates the use of more expensive, water resistant

explosives
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. water pressures and flows in pit side slopes, promote

instability

. wet pit conditions increase wear and tear on equipment and

provide uncomfortable working conditions

. in weathered kimberlites, the presence of water aids in dete-

rioration of running surfaces which became very slippery» and

make handling of ore difficult.

The problem is to compare a wst and dry pit in terms of costs. A

decision can then be made as to whether a dewatering system may be

warranted. If so, what type of system is suitable.

3 APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM

At Letlhakane it was decided that a dewatering system was warranted.

The first requirement is to define the hydrogeology of the area to

identify the possible sources of ground water. This requires identi-

fication of the various aquifers and then to test them for piezometric

pressures and hydraulic characteristics.

It was already well known, that the Clarens Sandstone formation was a

sub-artesian aquifer in the area, and was probably of major importance.

Based on available information a hydrogeologic model was compiled.

This is illustrated in figure 2.
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4 QUANTIFYING THE M3DEL

Test wells were drilled around the pits with observation wells. The

observation wells were packer tested to:

. obtain a permeability profile

. locate sites for piezometer installation

Piezometers were installed in the calcretes, basalts and Clarens Sand-

stones. Existing exploration holes within the kimberlites were also

used for observation.

Step drawdown tests and 72 hour constant rate tests were carried out.

The range of yields was as follows:

Borehole

P1

P2

P3

YIELDS mVhr

Blowout
during drilling

40

30

20

Constant
rate test

43,5

15,3

25,5

Pumping tests in the kimberlites were not very successful due to the

low permeability, and tended to take the form of upset tests, for

which permeability values could be estimated.
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The greatest response to pumping was shown in the sandstone, but

responses were also shown in the basalts, calcrete and the kimberlite.

Static water levels in piezometers showed the piezometric levels in

the Clarens Sandstone formation to be 10 to 20 metres below the

'perched' water levels in the calcretes. The basalts tended to be

closer to the levels in the calcretes.

Transmissivity of the sandstone was calculated to be 16,7 ma/day.

Permeability of the kimberlite was calculated to be 0,05 rn/day.

5 SELECTION AND DESIGN OF A PESTERING SYSTEM

Two approaches to dewatering were possible:

. a perimeter deep well system

. a peripheral drainage gallery.

The necessity to provide immediate dewatering and the fact that the

calcretes were causing the major problem in the early stages of mining,

precluded the use of a drainage gallery because:

. it would require two years to implement

. temporary dewatering wells would be required anyway

. much higher capital cost.
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The construction of the wells had to be such that:

. ground water was collected from all horizons

. the full thickness of sandstone had to be penetrated as packer

testing had shown significant contributions of water from -

below the upper few metres of the aquifer which had been the

traditional source of supply.

Calculations were done for various arrays of wells spaced geonetrically

around the pit. Designs for up to 9 wells were tried, assuming the

kimberlite to be a partial barrier boundary.

The distance the wells were placed from the edge of the pit, was

constrained by mine planning. The wells were placed outside the peri-

meter of the 10 to 15 year mine plan. This was because it was a

reasonable life expectancy for the wells but primarily because at this

stage the pit would be sufficiently deep to be within effectively

impermeable, unweathered kimberlite and ground water control could be

achieved by gravity toe drains into the pit side slopes. This water

could be drained into sumps and pumped out. This would eliminate the

relatively inefficient well pumping and toe drains are more flexible

and can be drilled directly into problem areas.

6 WELL CONSTRUCTION

Figure 3 shows the typical well construction.
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The wells penetrated to the base of the Clarens sandstone formation at

a depth of about 200 metres. The base of the sandstone is not well

, defined but grades into the underlying 'red beds'. Water quality is

poor in the red beds, therefore penetration was avoided where possible.

Should deeper wells be required at a later date it may be worth con-

sidering the use of separate wells to dewater the red beds, if water

quality becomes an important criterion.

A special feature of the walls is the oravel packing in the calcrete

horizon. 150 mm slotted casing was installed, for the full depth of

hole but the top 25 metres was drilled 300 w. to place the gravel pack.

This was to avoid removal of material from this horizon through the

relatively wide slots in the casing. A further feature was a slotted

PVC pipe in the gravel pack/ through which acid can be placed if

Calcium Carbonate precipitation in the gravel pack seals off the

aquifer.

7 COMPUTER MODEL

Letlhakane Mine is dependent on ground water for which a wellfield has

keen established. In order to predict the long term performance of

the dewatering system and influences on existing wells, a computer

model has been set up.

A finite element model was used initially for calibration purposes.

The full dewaterinq system has not been running long enough for full
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calibration. When sufficient data is available the system will be

modelled using a more simple finite difference progranre and trans-

ferred to a computer on the Mine. This will enable the Mine to

monitor the effects of variations in the system. For instance, the

addition of new wells or the effects of switching off wells.

8 CONCLUSIONS

1. Pre-xiewatering was considered desirable on mining and economic

grounds.

2. A deep well system of seven wells was designed.

3. The wells were designed to accept water from all aquifers.

During testing it was noted that drawdowns occurred in all

aquifers and that vertical flow must be active.



PUMPTEST-AND PIEZOMETER LOCATIONS



FIG. 2 HYDROGEOLOGIC MODEL OF THE DK1 PIPE



FIG 3 DESIGN OF DEWATERING WELLS
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DEWATERING OF STRIP CQftL MINES IN SOUTH AFRICA

by

R Yelf*

Coal is one of South Africa's most important natural resources and the

sharp increase in production frcm some 40 Mt per aravm in 1962 to 114 Mt

in 1980 has largely been through the development of open-cast strip

mining methods.

Groundwater plays a significant role in determining the operating costs

of strip coal mines. The presence of groundwater in blast holes neces-

sitates the use of more expensive slurry explosives/ while pore water

pressures in the highwall may cause slope stability problems resulting

in decreased coal extraction. Seepage water in the pit produces poor

runnning surfaces and hence increased machine operating costs. Contact

with sulphides in the coal and shales produces acid mine waters Which

cannot normally be discharged into local streams due to strict water

quality control legislation. This polluted water must therefore be

impounded, or undergo expensive treatment prior to discharge.

Conventional dewatering systems are not feasibile due to the low

permeability of the Middle Ecca coal formation.

*Steffen, Robertson and Kirsten (Civil) Inc
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Alternative methods of dewatering were sought by modelling the complex

multi-aquifer system using permeability values derived from packer

testing. Multiple piezometers indicate that a perched water table is

normally present at the base of the weathered overburden, whereas

sub-artesian pressures may exist in the fractured coal and sandstone

aquifers if these are confined by mudstone aquicludes.

Blasting a presplit line approximately 60 m back from and parallel to

the crest of the highwall is suggested as a practical method of dewater-

ing. The whole presplit block some 300 m long is moved laterally

towards the pit by up to 50 cm by the force of the blast. A crack is

thus opened up along the line of the presplit which prevents further

groundwater recharge to the presplit block. Lateral movement normally

occurs along a bedding plane contact near the base of this block.

Existing tight joints may also be opened up by the presplit blast, thus

accelerating the process of gravity drainage. When the main blast holes

are drilled sane three weeks after the presplit, these lioles are com-

monly found to be dry and may be charged with less costly non-waterproof

explosives. Other benefits of presplitting include a cleaner,

straighter highwall, increased coal extraction and improved operating

efficiency.

Current research in the Witbank/Middelburg coalfield is aimed at de-

lineating both those areas where presplitting will be effective as a

dewatering method, and also those areas which may be successfully

blastei using AUPO type explosives without any prior dewatariny.

•***



DEWATERING BY PRESPLITTING
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HYDROLOGICAL DISTURBANCES ASSOCIATED WITH
INCREASED UNDERGROUND EXTRACTION OF COAL

by

F.D I. Hodgson*

1 INTRODUCTION

Coal is a resource offering opportunity for economic, social and poli-
tical benefit (Leach, 1981). For this reason, and also because the
world's energy resources are limited, as much coal as possible should
be extracted. For many years coal has been mined extensively in the
northern Orange Free State, south-eastern Transvaal and northern
Natal. Apart from these vast resources others yet to be tapped exist
in the Springbok Flats, Waterberg, Soutpansberg and Limpopo Ba-
sins, also along the western side of the Lebombo mountain range and
in the Indwe-Molteno area.

Currently coal in South Africa is mined at depths ranging from the
surface down to 200 metres. Deep coal mines similar to those in
Europe where coal is mined down to 1 000 metres, do not exist in
South Africa as yet.

At depths down to 50 metres coal is presently extracted by surface
mining, the extraction rate associated with this type of mining being
currently 85 - 90 per cent. At depths below 50 metres more conven-
tional mining methods such as bord-and-pillar extraction have been
used since mining operations commenced. Because South Africa's
coal resources are so vast, the extraction rate of only 35-75 per cent
associated with bord-and-pillar mining was deemed adequai. in the
past, but the recent energy crisis has highlighted the necessity for
higher extraction rates in underground coal-mines. Since 1973 im-
proved underground extraction methods have been introduced on
an increasing scale in a number of South African coalfields. Stooping,
with an extraction rate of 70 - 80 per cent, and longwall mining with
extraction rates of the order of 70 - 85 per cent, have been introduced
in several new and existing coal-mines. Although stooping and long-
wall mining were practised on a limited scale prior to 1973, the
equipment now used is highly mechanised and radically different
from that used previously. Stooping and longwall mining are now
the main underground methods used in South Africa to achieve a
higher extraction percentage. These two techniques will be referred to
as 'increased extraction'. Surface mining methods such as opencast or
strip mining will not be considered in this paper.

Although it would be advantageous to practise increased extraction
of coal in as many areas as possible, several constraints operate in lar. ,„
portions of the various coalfields. Geological, hydrological, ecological
and legal factors as well as rock mechanics are but a few of these con-
straints, other considerations being mining methods, the availability
and cost of equipment, market factors and the role of coal prepara-
tion.

institute for Ground-water Studies, University of the Orange Free State,
POBox 339, Bloemfontein 9300
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Where increased extraction is practised, the natural support cf the
overlying layers is temporarily-replaced by hydraulic supports which,
in turn, are removed again to allow the overlying layers to collapse.
This collapse is an essential phase of increased extraction, as it releases
the stress in the overlying and adjacent formations. However, collapse
of the overlying strata results in geological, hydrological and ecologi-
cal disturbances of which the more important are :

fracturing of the overlying strata,

influx of ground water from overlying water-bearing forma-
tions,
short and long term pollution of this water,

dewatering of overlying and adjacent ground-water systems,

cracking and subsidence of the surface,

interference with land use,
disturbance of the hydrological balance.

The various geological conditions affecting increased underground
extraction of coal have been described by Erasmus et al (1981), and
include :

depth of coal-seams,
thickseam of coal-seams (i.e. too thin, too thick, or variable),
parting thickness between coal-seams,
geological structure : primary (original floor)

: secondary (dykes, sills and faults),
in-seam partings and split seams,
selected quality horizons,
floor rolls and roof rolls,
wash-ins and wash-outs,
roof and floor conditions.

GROUND-WATER DISTURBANCES

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Available literature throws little light on the effect of increased ex-
traction on local aquifers. An investigation into differential strata
movements and water-table fluctuations during longwall operations
at Somerset Mine No. 60 in Pennsylvania was completed in Novem-
ber, 1978 (Sarla and Boshkov) and revealed that the fracture of
impermeable layers inevitably leads to a sudden drop in the water-
table. Other references such as Hamilton and Wilson (1977) and Ma-
nula and Ovili-Eger (1975) deal with the calculation of ground-water
influx into disturbed areas.
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Extensive geohydrological investigations have been carried out in the
Highveld and eastern Transvaal coalfields for various companies during
the past five years. The conclusion reached is that the hydrogeological
information gathered from the South African coalfields, and the
calculations and predictions of dewatering effects and rates of influx
into areas of increased extraction, are equal in merit or superior to
similar data obtained in other coal mining countries.

2.2 ROCK MECHANICS AND GROUND-WATER INFLUX

Increased underground extraction of coal often causes the overlying
strata to collapse. The degree of collapse is primarily a function of
the competence of the overlying strata, the depth at which increased
extraction is performed, the thickness and number of seams mined
by increased extraction, and the area in which support for the over-
lying layers is removed. Effects of increased extraction of coal on the
overlying strata can be summarised thus :

The argillaceous sediments, and to some extent also the are-
naceous sediments, immediately above the coal-seam will col-
lapse soon after removal of the hydraulic supports.

Where a dolerite sill is present or a significant thickness of sand-
stone overlies the coal-seam, the effect of this collapse will be
dampened, and will only become visible at the surface once
an area of about 200 x 200 metres has been excavated.

At this stage, cracks will penetrate into all the overlying rocks
and increase their permeability greatly. Ground water in the
overlying rocks will drain into the area of increased extraction
where it will be contaminated.

As increased extraction advances, further cracks will be gene-
rated in the overlying rocks, so that the amount of water
draining into the mine workings is likely to increase.

The degree of fracturing of the overlying rocks will probably
decrease progressively upwards until only single cracks show
on the surface.

Cracks on the surface are normally circular and may be regu-
larly spaced, but in other instances they may form an irregular
pattern.

Influx of ground water from overlying strata may complicate
mining operations considerably, there being four problems in
particular:

(i) Ground water interferences with mining operations, and even
though there is not always a danger of flooding, problems in
handling wet coal may slow down operations.
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(ii) Influx of ground water is likely to continue for lengthy periods
of time, and may deplete the yields of boreholes on farms in
the vicinity.

(iii) The quality of water in surrounding boreholes is normally of a
high standard. This water may become so contaminated in the
new environment as to become unsuitable for farming purposes.

(iv) Where there is appreciable annual recharge of ground water
from rainfall, influx of ground water into abandoned areas of
increased extraction might continue indefimi'dy.

SURFACE DISRUPTIONS

The depth of mining, thickness of the coal-seam, and overlying litho-
logy are major factors determining the effect of increased extraction
on topography. There are indications in the Vereeniging coalfield
that shallow increased extraction (at 100 m) leads to severe distur-
bance of the surface, such as prominent cracks up to 5 cm wide
and obvious subsidence. Deeper mining (at depths of 160 - 200 m)
results in less disturbance at the surface, in that cracks may be absent
although subsidence still occurs.

The thickness of the coal-seam subjected to increased extraction
will obviously have a marked influence on the amount of subsidence
and the degree of fracturing of the overlying rock. Competent rock
types such as dolerite sills and sandstones resist fracturing whereas
shale disintegrates easily when exposed to water and air. The surface
effects of increased extraction will be less where the overlying suc-
cession consists mainly of dolerite and/or sandstone than where shale
predominates.

Surface subsidence is less noticeable in areas of varied topography.

Increased extraction affects surface run-off in two ways. Firstly,
infiltration of rain-water increases in areas where cracks exist at the
surface. Secondly, in areas of flat surface topography, pans will
develop above areas of increased extraction, and these depressions
will intercept surface run-off. In both cases less run-off will be avail-
able for use downstream.

The cracking and subsidence of the surface associated with increased
extraction makes it highly unlikely that longwall mining with a span
sufficient to fracture the overlying rocks can be carried out success-
fully beneath streams and surface structures containing water. Sur-
face cracks should preferably be filled in as soon as they appear, so
as to prevent surface water from infiltrating into the mine workings.
If the area affected by increased extraction is extensive, most of the
surface run-off may be intercepted by the elongated pans that form
due to subsidence, depriving reservoirs downstream of adequate run-
off.
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4 GROUND-WATER POLLUTION

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Although widely distributed throughout South Africa, the coalfields
often lie in areas where pollution of surface water resources could
constitute a serious problem. Government Notice R.553 of 5th April,
1962, as amended by Government Notice R.I567 of 1st August,
1980, lays down minimum standards for effluents that are discharged
into rivers or portions of rivers specified in the Government Notice, or
effluents discharged in other areas. In some areas such as the catch-
ment of the Barrage, which falls under the jurisdiction of the Rand
Water Board, mines may be required to adhere strictly to these spe-
cifications.

Chemical degradation of ground water in coal-mines being a world-
wide problem, extensive investigations to find a solution have been
conducted during the past five years, especially in the United States
of America and the United Kingdom. Most of .hese investigations
pertain to problems associated with acid mine dranage. The reports
by Moebs and Krickovic (1970), Knight and New<on (1977), Houns-
low et al (1978), Wahler and Associates (1979) and Sgambat et al
(1980) serve as examples of investigations carried out in the United
States of America over the past ten years. In the United Kingdom
tlic problem of water-table rebound is being studied extensively at
present by various authorities. Henton (1976), (1979) and (1981)
has indicdtt i that the problem of acid formation has by no means
been solved. The ecological effects of the water-table rebound are
also discussed.

Other general reports containing information that could apply to the
South African situation are those by Emrich (1969), Roffman (1975),
Keeley (1977), Corbett (1977), Rae (1978) and Miknis and Lovell
(1978). These reports deal with various aspects of short and long
term pollution of ground water and discuss a number of means of
alleviating the pollution problem.

4.2 SHORT TERM POLLUTION EFFECTS

The severity of short term pollution of ground water which flows
into areas of increased extraction hinges mainly on the quantities of
contaminants present in the overlying rock and in the mine workings.

The amount of contaminants in the overlying strata varies from one
area to another. The sediments, more particularly the argillaceous
sediments, constitute the main source of short term pollution. Ar-
gillaceous sediments such as shale and mudstone are impermeable to
ground water under natural conditions, but are known to contain
vast amounts of elements which can be released during movement
of ground water through these media. There are two kinds of proces-
ses that bring about contamination. The first relates to base exchange
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reactions whereby monovalent cations such as sodium and potassium
which are adsorbed on to clay particles, are exchanged by bivalent
cations such as calcium and magnesium Thus the calcium and mag-
nesium content of ground water passing through the argillaceous
sediments will decrease with a corresponding increase, more parti-
cularly in the sodium content, of the water. Under natural condi-
tions base exchange reaction is a very slow process. Under disturbed
conditions such as obtain where increased extraction is practised,
base exchange is very rapid, so that the calcium and magnesium values
of ground water may decrease from about 50 mg/1 to less than 10 mg/1
over a distance of 100 metres in extreme cases.

Ions which can dissolve directly into the ground water without re-
quiring the process of base exchange constitute the second source
of short term pollutants in the sediments overlying the coal-seams.
These are predominantly sodium, potassium, chloride, carbonate
and, to a certain extent, sulphate. The degree of contamination
from this source depends on the availability of the salts, in other
words, the concentration of salts within the pores in the argillaceous
sediments.

By contrast, ground water discharging from arenaceous overlying
rocks into areas of increased extraction is usually not so heavily
charged with pollutants. It can be concluded that the coal horizon
and the overlying arenaceous rocks do not contribute to the same ex-
tent towards short term pollution of ground water.

It must be stressed that the base exchange capacity and other chemi-
cal properties of argillaceous sediments vary from one area to another,
depending on differences in the environment at the time these sedi-
ments were deposited.

4.3 LONG TERM POLLUTION EFFECTS

Long term pollution of ground water flowing into areas of increased
underground extraction of coal is synonymous with acid mine drain-
age. The root of the problem is the chemical and bacterial oxidation
of pyrite in the coal-seams. Ivarson, Ross and Miles (1978) describe
three main reactions involved in the production of sulphuric acid from
pyrite, namely :

2FeS2 + 7O2 + 2H2O — 2FeSO4 + 2H2SO4 (1)

4FeSO4 + 2H2SO4 + O 2 -* • 2Fe2(SO4)3 + 2H2O (2)

3Fe2(SO4)3 + 12H2O - * • 2HFe3(SO4)2(OH)6 + 5H2SO4 (3)

Of importance is the fact that reactions (1) and (3) are chemical
reactions whereas the second reaction is the result of bacteriological
action. Another important distinction is that (1) and (2) are oxida-
tion reactions whereas reaction (3) is anaerobic. Exclusion of oxygen
or the elimination of bacteria (Thiobacillus ferrooxidans) will limit
the formation of acid.
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Dynamic systems are maintained in areas of increased extraction of
coal in South African mines, ground water being drained or pumped
continuously from abandoned areas. Due to the constant circulation
of water, base exchange and dissolution of salts from the overlying
sediments constitute the main sources of pollution. There is little
time for oxidation of pyrite in the coal horizon. The sulphuric acid
formed at present in the abandoned areas is diluted to such an extent
that it does not influence the pH of the water. Once increased ex-
traction ceases and the site is subsequently sealed off from adjacent
areas, the water-table will rise, culminating in a significant long term
deterioration in the quality of the ground water. This deterioration
in water quality is attributable mainly to acid formation.

Miorin et al (1977) have investigated the feasibility of flooding an
underground coal-mine so as to restore or partially restore the ground-
water table and thus reduce acid mine drainage. Flooding of aban-
doned sections of mines could have two important implications.
Firstly, as the quality of surface water is far superior to that of ground
water in the South African coalfields, flooding could effect a conside-
rable improvement in the quality of the underground water. Second-
ly, provided that recharge can be effected within a reasonably short
period of time, exclusion of oxygen will restrict acid mine drainage.
The investigation by Miorin et al was abandoned in 1977 because of
the extremely high cost of installing seals to isolate an area ir which
experiments could be conducted. Conditions in South Africa are far
more favourable for experiments of this nature, and it is suggested
that the effect of water-table rebound in areas of increased under-
ground extraction of coal be studied in the near future.

The final consideration at this stage is the rebound effect of the water-
table after mining operations have ceased. It is as yet impossible to
predict the ultimate quality of the water, or whether it would be
stratified or not. The only conclusion to be drawn at this stage is
that once the water-table has been restored in abandoned coal mines,
ground water in adjacent areas could also become polluted. Natural
movement of ground water would disperse the polluted water into
the rocks adjacent to the mining area, and the polluted water would
reappear in the form of springs in streams and rivers.

The conclusion to be drawn is that insufficient information is avail-
able to evaluate the short and long term effects of pollution in areas
of increased extraction of coal in South Africa. It is therefore recom-
mended that research on these effects be initiated.
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RECHARGE TO THE GEIAAP PLATEAU DOLOMITE AQUIfSR,

MOTHIBISTAT, BOPSiUTHATSWANA.

by

A S Harley and G T Barnard
Steffen, Robertson and Kirsten (Civil) Inc

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

The Bophuthatswana Government wish to develop the Mothibistat - Seodin area,

which lies about 8 km northeast of Kuruman in the Northern Cape Province

(Fig 1). The eventual size of the town will depend on both the long-term

availability of groundwater supplies and the danger of sinkhole development

in the dolomite aquifer.

The 'safe yield1 groundwater rate of abstraction is dependent on recharge

from rainfall, which can be very variable, falls predominantly in the sunrer

months as stom events, and has an annual average of 447 mm (Kuruman, 30-year

record).

Srait (1978) studied the recharge potential in the Kuruman groundwater com-

partment to the southeast. From a groundwater balance he concluded that the

average recharge over the period 1959-1970 was 2,5 per cent of the annual

rainfall of 346 mm. He also calculated recharge en the basis of the

Thornthwaite Method using monthly potential evapotranspiration and rainfall

figures, and obtained a figure of 3,4 per cent of the annual rainfall at

Kuru-Tan between 194Q and 1970. However, the Thornthwaite calculations cjave

zero recharge for the period 1962 to 1970, whereas the springs show seasonal
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level fluctuations indicative of recharge. It is therefore considered that

calculation of recharge on a monthly basis is too coarse.

Consequently a numerical model has been constructed to determine recharge en

a daily basis, and is based on the equation:

Recharge = rainfall - runoff - potential evapotranspiration - soil moisture

deficit

It was hoped to validate the model against recent streamflow and borehole

water level records, but this has proved to be difficult as most records from

local sampling points are unreliable. However, the Department of Water

Affairs (South Africa) maintained a continuous water level recorder on bore-

hole T1QS27 at Mothibistat between 1967 and 1980, and these level fluctua-

tions will be used to calibrate the model.

Input data are:

. Rainfall

. Runoff

. Potential
Evapotranspiration

. Soil Moisture Deficit

from the rain gauge at Kuruman

zero

calculated from the Class A pan evapora-

tion data at Kuruman

computer calculated, based on potential

evapotranspiration and waterhoLling

capacity of the soil.

Runoff in the area appears to be predominantly zero. Rainfall from storr»

events was observed to seep rapidly into die ground with no obvious overland

flow. Small areas of pending quickly dissipated due to evaporation and
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seepage. Further evidence for the lack of runoff is shown by the fact that

the Department of Urban Affairs have huts and storage facilities in the

Sweethome water course at Mothibistat.

Potential evapotranspiration proved to be the most difficult parameter to

calculate. Evaporation data from Kuruman was incomplete, and at tiitss

suspect. Consequently an average daily figure calculated from the reliable

data was used to fill the numerous gaps in the records. Potential evapo-

transpiration was then calculated as a percentage of the evaporation using

Maaren's (1979) figures from Sishen.

When the daily potential evapotranspiration exceeds rainfall the shortfall

is made up from moisture stored in the soil profile. When the soil moisture

deficit exceeds the Penman root constant (drainage factor), C, the actual

evapotranspiration becomes less than the potential because the soil moisture

becorres harder to extract, and in the model a figure of 10 per cent of the

potential is used (Lloyd and others, 1966). The deficit can increase up to

the point where permanent wilting occurs, the maximum soil moisture deficit, D.

No experimental work has been done to determine the in-situ values of the

root constant and maxiinum soil moisture deficit of the sands overlying the

dolomite aquifer. Values will therefore have to be estimated from literature

and laboratory measurements of the waterholding capacity of a few samples

collected in the area.

The nodel will be run on a daily basis for the hyolrological years 19S7 to

1978. Since it will start at the beoinninq of die wst season the soil
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moisture deficit is taken to be at maximum.

Because the dolomite crops out in places and is locally overlain by calcrete

some corpcnent of "direct recharge" will be applied, whereby seepage through

fissures, swallow holes, etc can by-pass the soil moisture deficit and

directly recharge the aquifer. The direct recharge will be calculated as a

fraction of the effective rainfall and the actual rainfall above a certain

amount (Spink and Rushton, 1979).
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CONSTRUCTION OF A FINITE DIFFERENCE MODEL OF THE ATLANTIS
AQUIFER AND A DISCUSSION OF PRELIMINARY RESULTS

DB BREDENKAMP

1. Introduction

The urban and industrial development complex of Atlantis would
For some time still have to rely on groundwater supplies as the
only water supply source.

In order to assess the performance of the coastal sand
aquifer to rather severe pumping and conditions of sub-normal
recharge, a digital model of the aquifer was compiled.

2. Model

A finite difference simulation according to the Trescott, Pinder
model (1976) was adopted. The groundwater flow region was subdivided
into rectangular subdomains for which the differential groundwater
flow equation was solved whilst maintaining a mass balance.

The line successive overrelaxation method (L5OR) was used in solving
the general groundwater flow equation, which for water table conditions
are as follows:

k

where K , Kyy ere the principal components of the hydraulic conduc=
tivity.

S is the specific yield
b is the saturated thickness of the aquifer
h is the hydraulic head

W (x,y,t), the source term represents the net volumetric flux of
recharge or discharge for each element for a specific time step. The
source term includes natural recharge, recharge from streams or lateral
flow, evapotranspiration, pumpage or leakage.

All input is related to a time base of seconds and it is assumed that
the aquifer characteristics conforms to a uniform system within each
element of the chosen grid.

Since the aquifer is not of infinite extent, boundary conditions have
to be specified in such a way that it approximates the real system
in the best way.

3. Aquifer and Finite Difference Grid

The aquifer consist of coastal sand deposits, varying in thickness
from 50 metres to less than a few metres (Fig. 1).

The piezometric head values (Fig. 2) shows that groundwater flow is
directed towards the sea. Only at Siluerstroom spring does significant
quantities of surface flow emanate. There are minor appearances of
surface water in the Kleine Springfontuyn area but it seems that large
quantities of groundwater discharge into the sea.

* Division of Geohydrology , Department of Environment
Affairs
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Although no definite groundwater barriers exist, the sands
were divided into 3 groundwater units according to apparent grounds
water divides, formed by shallower ridges of sand. These units formed
were:

1. The Silv/erstroom unit, drained by the spring, yielding about
l,5,106m3/a.

2. The Springfontuyn unit apparently draining to the sea.

3. The Wesfleur unit which drains to the Zoute River but
apparently also leaks through to the Springfontuyn unit.

In view of difficulties experienced with the initial modelling of
the total area, the finite difference grid only covered the
Silwerstroom and Springfontuyn compartments. A grid network of
20 by 22 elements, each 750x500 metres, was considered as is shown in
Fig. 3.

No flow nodes and a few constant head nodes approximated conditions
along the north eastern boundary. Along the sea constant head nodes
were introduced arid the spring was replaced by a pump yielding water
at a rate equal to the average flow of the spring. Potential production
boreholes were inserted at appropriate nodes.

4. Calibration of the Model

Having provided the necessary data input to the model, calibration
started. This was essentially an adjustment of hydraulic conductivity,
specific yield, maximum rate of evapotranspiratioh, depth at which
evapotranspiration stops and recharge from rainfall.

The specific yield and recharge were kept constant for all nodes.
Evaporative losses were governed by the depth of the water level below
surface. Most of the adjustment of heads at individual nodes was
achieved by changes of the hydraulic conductivity.

The initial aim was to produce steady state conditions, when only the
sring was "pumping" water from the system. Steady state flow was
satisfied if the water level change during any time step was less
than a specified error for each grid element. An error criterion of
0,01m was adopted for both areal and time solution of equation 1.1.

5. Results

5.1. Steady State

Although an apparent steady state could be achieved rather
easily during the initial smaller time steps, assuming a less
sensitive error criterion a steady state was only obtained
after 73 years for an error criterion of 0,01m.
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The drawdown for steady state flour is shown
in Fig. 4 which indicates poor correspondence with
initial head conditions e.g.

(i) A drawdown of 1,8m at the spring.

(ii) A general rise of the water table along the coast.

(iii) Depleted heads in the region of the Springfontuyn
production boreholes.

The permeability values which emerged from the steady
state solution are shown in Fig. 5. In the Silwerstroom
area the permeabilities agreed well with values obtained
from pumping tests, but were too low in the Springfontuyn
area.

Better correspondence in water levels could be attained
in the Springfontuyn area if permeability values were
reduced. However the permeabilities were already much lower
than values indicated by pumping tests. This discrepancy
remains to be clarified.

Attempts to improve the steady state were not very
successful and did not warrant further refinement in view
of computer costs.
The Steady state solution was used for testing the aquifer's
response to different pumping and recharge conditions.

5.2 Aquifer parameters for Steady State and -Water 8alance

The water balance obtained for steady state conditions
was as follows:

Recharge from precipitation s 14,1.10 nC/a
Constant head inflow = 3,1.10 in /a

Outflow

Discharge from spring = 1,5 .lO^m^/a
Evapotranspiration (lm) = 2,4.10^m^/a
Constant head outflow = 13,3.10bnr/a

This indicates that the recharge from rainfall amounts to 32
per cent of the average precipitation of 350 mm/a.

If evapotranspiration losses are subtracted the net recharge
is 25 per cent of the average precipitation.

Although this is much more than the assumed recharge of
value of 10-12 per cent, any lower value would not maintain
head values at the required rate of abstraction from the
spring and for permeability values indicated by pumping tests.
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A uniform specific yield of 0,12 produced the best
result, although excessive rises in heads could be
counteracted by increasing the specific yield for the
appropriate nodes and vice versa.

Although the maximum depth at which evapotranspiration
is assumed to cease, is critical to the overall water
balance, its effect on the Atlantis system is restricted
to only those nodes where the water table is shallow.
An important fact is that if the water table is depleted
below the critical depth by pumping, evapotranspiration
losses could be utilized more efficiently.

The inflow from constant head nodes appears to be more
than the flow of the spring and outflow to the sea
represents 77 per cent of the total recharge and constant
head inflow combined.

5.3 Non-steady State

As the objective of the study was to assess the performance
of the aquifer to conditions of stress, pumping was
introduced at nodes where production boreholes are located.
Simulation conditions of average recharge and no recharge was
done.

For average recharge prevailing while the spring and 8
boreholes were abstracting water from the aquifer, a
steady state emerged after 73 years. The drawdown however
increased for many of the nodes, as is shown in Fig. 6
In this case the boreholes in the Springfontuyn area could
not maintain the full discharge and G30969 pumping at node
12/19 (row/column) would suck in air right from the
start. There would however be sufficient water in storage
to sustain pumpage until steady state conditions set in.

In testing the aquifer's response to even more severe con=
ditions, the recharge from rainfall as omitted while all pumps
were running. The final drawdown at the nodes was much the
same as in the previous case, but node 12/19 (G30969 pumping),
would go dry after 4,3 years. This causes the simulation
to be terminated at once.

For pumping wells G30981 (node 12/13) and G30965 (node 12/8)
will not maintain pumpage at full capacity for the full
period of 4,3 years. This might prove to be only a
theoretical constraint as pumping tests indicated higher
permeability values for these boreholes.
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Table 1 lists the rate of drawdown for pumping nodes, while
Table 2 summarizes the water balance for the different options
considered. This indicates that the pumping will increase the
efficiency of the groundwater utilisation. For example an
additional 80 Z/s could apparently be abstracted for indefinite
periods if boreholes are well spread over the area and losses to
the sea would be reduced by 21 per cent. For shorter periods
the abstraction could be even higher.

Although it is unlikely that no recharge would occur in any year,
the aquifer could sustain pumpage for about four years without
recharge taking place (all pumping wells running) and for about
6 years if pumping occurs only from the spring.

6. Conclusions

The model cannot be regarded as a final approximation of the ground:
water system and would have to be updated from time to time.
The discrepancies in permeability values in the Springfontuyn
area should be clarified. Likewise the possibility of additional
recharge (upwelling) in the Springfontuyn area should be
investigated and water level changes in observations uellsshould
be compared with the results obtained from the model. At present
the water levels simulated by the model shows a more rappid decline
than that of the observation wells.

The model nevertheless provides a much better picture of the
dynamical interaction between the components of the water balance.
The results showed that pumpage could be extended over a longer
period and at a higher rate indicating with much greater con=
fidence that the system would provide in the water requirements
for another 3 years.
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«ABLE 1. DRAWDOWN VS TIME FOR NODES WHERE PUMPING TAKES PLACE AND AVERAGE RECHARGE FROM RAINFALL

DRAWDOWN (M) IN NODES WHERE PUMPING TAKES PLACE



PUMPING SCHEME ADOPTED RECHARGE CONSTANT HEAD EVAPOTRANS= PUMPING CONSTANT HEAD CHANGE IN TIME STEP
m V s INFLOW m3/s PIRATION m V s m3/s OUTFLOW m'/s STORAGE m'/s NO. YEARS

Case 1. Steady state solution -
average recharge + pumping 0,447 0,099 -0,077 -0,048 -0,421 0,0 27 73
from spring

Case 2, No recharge and pumping from 0,0 0,1059 -0,020 -0,048 -0,226 -0,187 21 6,4
spring

CaSe3' slllZoltlTs^^ °'"7 °.°" ~°>™ -*>*» -0'331 °'° 27 73

8 wells pumping

C a s,4. ^ ^ " T Ï Ï l l s 0,0 0,106 -0,020 -,0139 -0,219 -0,271 20 ,,,
pumping

Case 2: Program terminated when node 15/7,from which the spring is abstracting,went dry. °°

Case 3: Pumping from the Springfontuyn boreholes will not sustain yield at full capacity.

Case 4: Pumping from Springfontuyn boreholes will not sustain yield and node 12/19 (borehole G30969) will go dry.

TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF WATER BALANCES FOR DIFFERENT PUMPING AND RECfARGE CONDITIONS



ATLANTIS AQUIFER i



ATLANTIC OCEAN



ATLANTIS AQUIFER

FINITE DIFFERENCE GRID

7 5 0 x 5 0 0 m



FIG. 4 DRAWDOWN (METRES) FOR STEADY STATE CONDITIONS AFTER 73 YEARS WITH AVERAGE RECHARGE AND ONLY
ABSTRACTION FROM THE SPRING (15/7)



FIG. 5. PERMEABILITIES (m/d) FOR CALIBRATED MODEL - STEADY STATE WITH AVERAGE RECHARGE
AND ABSTRACTING WATER FROM THE SILWERSTROOM SPRING (15/7)



FIG. 6 DRAWDOWN (METRES) FOR AVERAGE RECHARGE WITH THE SPRING AND 8 BOREHOLES ABSTRACTING WATER -
STEADY STATE AFTER 73 YEARS
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GRONDWATERPOTENSIAAL VAN DIE GRGOTFONTEIN KOMPARTEMENT VOLGENS
'N WISKUNDIGE MODEL

VE COGHO EN DB BREDENKAMP

Afdeling Geohidrologie (Dept. Omgeuringsake)

1. INLEIDING

Grootskaalse toename van die besproeiing uit boorgate en verhoogde
pompery deur Mafikeng vereis dat 'n vooruitskatting van die grond=
waterpotensiaal van die Grootfontein kompartement gemaak word, sodat
alternatieve bronne betyds voorsien kan word.

Daar is besluit dat 'n grondwatermodel die beste ranting van die
grondwaterpotensiaal sal oplever.

2. GROOTFONTEIN AKWIFEER

Die dolomitiese kompartement waarin die Grootfontein ontspring, word
begrens deur 'n aantal diabaasgange, soos in Figuur 1 aangetoon word.
Die gange vorm nie ondeurlatende grense nie maar lekkasie vind plaas
na gelang die gange gebroke of verweer is. Hierdie lekkasie moet in
berekening gebring word by die model, asook aanvulling van reen,
evapotranspirasie en pompery.

3. MODEL

Die eindige verskil model van Trescott & Pinder (1978) is gebruik om
die stelsel te simuleer. Hiervolgens word die akwifeer in reghoekige
segmente verdeel en die grondwatervloeivergelyking word opgelos met
in agname van in en uitvloei, sodat die waterbalans behoue bly.

Die eindige verskil netwerk word ir Fig. 2 aangetoon met die diabaas=
gange wat saamval met nodes wat die lekkasie van die gange soos volg
benader:

1. Lekkasie deur die Blaauwbank gang is beskou as 'n konstante
invloei by elke node.

2. Elizabeth- en Grasfonteingang konstante tempo aanvulling.

3. Grootfontein- en Trekdriftgang - konstante onttrekking uit
nodes wat saamval met gang.

4. Mooimeisiesfonteingang - die tempo van lekkasie word bepaal
deur die grondwatergradiè'nt en permeabiliteit. Die u'.tvloei langs
die westelike grens wed deur konstante - hoof nodes bepaal.

5. Die Verliesgang vorm geen keerbank nie.
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4. K0MP0NENTE VAN DIE WATERBALANS

4.1. Aanvulling:

Aanvulling deur reënval word as 'n konstante invloei by alle
nodes beskou, hoewel dit in verklikheid sal verskil afhangende
van die reënval, topografie en grondtekstuur.

Die aanvulling is ook konstant oor die aantal jare geneem en
word herlei tot 'n gelykmatige invloei per sekonde vir elke node.

4.2 Soortlike levi/erinq

Die soortlike levering van die dolomitiese akvifeer is as 2%
geneem vir alle nodes behalve vir die node by die fontein (4%)
en 3?« vir nodes om die fontein. Hierdie waardes is volgens
ander gebiede 'n realistiese vaarde vir die dolomiet.

4.3 Grondvatervloei/Permeabiliteit

Die grondvatervloei vat bepaal vord deur die permeabiliteit,
dikte van die akvifeer en grondvatergradiënt, is baie heterogeen
omrede die permeabiliteit aansienlik kan verskil. Die dikte van
die akvifeer is afgelei van gravimetriese opnames en van toets=
boorgate tervyl die p&rmeabiliteit min of meer volgens die
levering van boorgate en grondwatergradiënte aanvaar is en toe
aangepas is totdat bevredigende ooreenstemming in die simulasie
van die vatefvlakpatroon verkry is.

Die permeabiliteite vat uit die model verkry is, word in Fig. 3
aangetoon.

4.4 Evapotranspirasie

Volgens die model geskied evapotranspirasie teen die potensiële
verdampingsverlies indien die vatervlak op die oppervlakte is.
Dit neem egter af met diepte en stop vanneer die vatervlak 5
meter is.

3. KALIBRASIE VAN DIE MODEL

By die kalibrasie van die model is gepoog om die beginvaardes van die
vatervlak te simuleer. Die vaardes verteenvoordig 'n tydperk vaar
min/geen pompery plaasgevind het nie. Ongelukkig is die aanvangsvaars
des (1981 vatervlakke) tot 'n mate versteur deur die voorafgaande
pompery by Blaauvbankomgeving. Deur die komponente van die vaters
balans te varieer, tesame met aanpassings van die permeabiliteit is
die stelsel geyk, met slegs die fontein as onttrekkingspunt.
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Ewewig toestande word bereik na 24 jaar en Fig. 4 toon die
verskille in watervlak wat na die tydperk voorkom. Die watervlak:
styging in die Blaauwbankgebied word aan die aanuresigheid van
pompery by die kalibrasie toegeskryf.

Waterbalans:

Die vuaterbalanskomponente vir die ewewigtoestand is soos volg:

Gemiddelde aanvulling
Konstante invloei

450 Z/s
137 -e/s

% van
totaal

11%

Fonteinvloei + konstante uitvloei
Konstante-hoof uitvloei
Evapotranspirasie

220 Z/s
50 Z/s

310 Z/s

38%
9%

53?»

Die gemiddelde aanvulling verteenwoordig 11% van die gemiddelde
reënval van 572 mm. Dit is volgens alle aanduidings 'n redelike
aanvullingsyfer. Die lekkasie oor die Grootfonteingang is 40 Z/s
met 'n hoer uitvloei (10 Z/s) by node 13/2 om die lae watervlak
vanweë uitvloei na te boots.

Die lekkasie by die gange is soos volg:

Elizabethganq
Grasfonteingang
Blaauwbankgang

- Invloei van
_ ii ii

_ " "

Totaal

- Uitvloei =
_ ii _

- Uitvloei =

30
20
87

137

18
21

50

Z/s
Z/s
Z/s

Z/s

Z/s
Z/s

Z/s

Grootfonteingang
Trekdriftgang

Konstante hoof

Die beweging van water deur die Mooimeisiesfontein is beperk deur
die lae permeabiliteite vir nodes wat daarmee saamval.

6. ONTGINNINGSPOTENSIAAL

Ten einde 'n raming van die gedrag van die akwifeer te maak, is
die simulasie uitgevoer vir konstante onttrekking by die fontein
(180 Z/s) en pompery uit boorgate (240 Z/s) met

(a) gemiddelde aanvulling deur reënval
(b) geen aanvulling deur reënval

6.1. Gemiddelde aanvulling

Met gemiddelde aanvulling word ewewigtoestande na 36 jaar
bereik. Dit toon dus aan dat 420 Z/s vir 'n onbepaalde tyd
uitgepomp sal kan word. Die aftrekking by die fontein sal
slegs 3,8m wees.
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6.2 Geen aanvulling

Die tydperk 1962 tot 1966 het baie min aanvulling
opgeIewer en derhalve is die uiterste toestand
van totale onttrekking met geen aanvulling gesimuleer
om die mees pessimistiese toestand te evalueer.

Dit toon aan dat die stelsel vir 4,8 jaar die volle
onttrekking van 420 l/s sal kan handhaaf. Die finale af=
trekking by die oog sal slegs sovat 11 meter vees terwyl
die hoogste aftrekking in besproeiingsboorgate sowat
15 meter sal wees.

'n Vergelyking van die waterbalanse vir die twee gevalle
toon die verhoogde doeltreffendheid aan indien grootskaalse
pompery plaasvind teenoor die geval waar slegs die
fontein se gemiddelde lewering benut word (Tabel 1)

6.3 Effek van Lae Transmissiwiteit by die Fontein

Indien 'n hoë aftrekking by die pomppunte om die fontein
plaasvind kan dit 'n beperking plaas op die hoeveelheid
water vat onttrek kan word. Derhalwe is simulasies ook
gedoen met laer permeabiliteitsvaardes vir die Grootfontein
node (16/3). Die resultate word in Tabel 2 (gemiddelde
aanvulling) en Tabel 3 (geen aanvulling) opgesoro.

Dit bewys dat die aftrekkings nie buitensporig hoog sal
wees nie, selfs al sou die permeabiliteit van 900 m/d
tot 230 m/d verminder word in die geval van gemiddelde
aanvulling. In dié geval sal die aftrekking van 3,87
meter na 3,6 meter vehoog. Wanneer geen aanvulling plaas=
vind nie sal die aftrekking vanaf 17,9m (900m/d) tot 19,9m
(230 m/d) toeneem (Tydstap 18 - 4,8 jr). Daar sal dus
geen probleme met die onttrekking van dié hoeveelhede water
ontstaan gedurende die tydperk nie.

7. GEVOLGTREKKING

Die Grootfontein kompartement sal volgens die simulasie vir 'n
onbeperkte tydperk 'n pomptempo van 420 i/s kan handhaaf,, indien
gemiddelde aanvulling ondervind word.

Indien geen aanvulling sou plaasvind nie sou 420 Z/s vir ten minste
4 .jaar volgehou kan word. Die totale aftrekking sou egter verhoog
omdat die kompartement geleidelik ontwater word.

Moontlike afname in die lewering van die pompgate a.g.v. van die
foutiewe raming van die permeabiliteite of ontwatering van
waterdraende sones blyk baie onwaarskynlik te wees. 'n Drastiese
afname van permeabiliteite toon volgen? die model geen beperkings
nie omdat die grootste instroming van water by die fontein dieper
as 20 meter voorkom.
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Die waardes van alle komponente van die grondwaterbalans
lyk aanvaarbaar. Die model is ook nog konserviratief ten opsigte
van die invloei deur die gange wat as konstant bes kou word terwyl
dit sal toeneem namate die kompartement ontwater word. Die uitvloei
by die gange sal eweneens afneem, maar is nogtans in die model
as 'n konstante verlies geneem.

Volgens alle aanduidings sal die Grootfontein kompartement sonder
probleme water aan Mafikeng kan voorsien vir ten minste 4 jaar
sonder dat enige aanvulling hoef plaas te vind - mits pompery vir
besproeiing nie drasties verhoog nie.

Indien probleme wel ontstaan, kan die lewe van die stelsel verleng
word, deur die ontttrekking vir besproeiing te verminder.

8. VERMYSINGS

P.C. Trescott, G.F. Pinder en S.P. Larson 'Finite-Difference Model
for Aquifer Simulation in Two Dimensions with Results
of Numerical Experiments' U.S. Geological Survey 1978.



TABEL 1. VERGELYKING VAN DIE WATERBALANSE MET EN SONDER POMPERY EN MET GEMIDDELDE AANVULLING

Slogs Fontein Fontein + Pompery

Gemiddelde aanvulling 450 ü/s 450 £/s
Konstante invloei (gange) 137 " 140 "

Fonteinvloei/pompe 220 Z/s 470 Z/s
Konstante hoof uitvloei 50 " 45 "
Evapotranspirasie 310 " 88 "



TABEL 2. AFTREKKING VAN ONTTREKKINGSPUNTE BY FONTEIN AS GEVOLG VAN LAER PERMEABILITEITE EN MET

GEMIDDELDE AANVULLING

Tydstap Aftrekking by fontein - node (16/3) en by onttrekkingspunt

2

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22 •

24

Dae

1,5

12,3

29,3

67,3

153,0

345,6

779,0

1754 (4,8 j r )

3949 (10,8 j r )

8888 (24,3 j r )

20000(54,8 j r )

P =
Node

0,6

1,1
1,5

1,6

1,7

1,9

2,2

2,8

3,4

3,5

3,5

900 m/d
Pomp

0,95

1,38

1,68

1,90

2,00

2,18

2,56

3,09

3,77

3,84

3,87

P =
Node

0,7

1,2

1,6

1,9

2,2

2,5

3 ,1

4 ,3

5,8

6,4

6,5

450 m/d
Pomp

1,38

1,93

2,31

2,64

2,87

3,19

3,87

5,08

6,54

7,24

7,26

P =
Node

0,7

1,4

1,8

2,1

2,3

2,6

3,3

4,5

5,9

6,9

7,0

230 m/d
Pomp

2,13

2,80

3,19

3,54

3,77

4,10

4,8

6,0

7,5

8,56

8,60

P =
Node

0,80

1,80

2,2

2,6

2 ,8

3 ,1

3,8

5,0

6,4

7,4

7,4

90 m/d
Pomp

4,36

5,43

5,90

6,30

6,55

6,90

7,70

8,97

10,60

11,64

11,70

Onttrekking by die fontein (180 ü/s) geskied d.m.v. 5 boorgate - effektiewe straal = 0,75m

Onttrekking vir besproeiing 240 £/s

Aanvulling 63 mm/a d.w.s. ll°ó van Gemiddelde reënval (572mm)



TABEL 3. AFTREKKING VAN ONTTREKKINGSPUNTE BY FONTEIN VIR LAER PERMEABILITEITE EN MET GEEN AANVULLING NIE

Tydstap Aftrekking (m) by fontein - node (16/3)

Dae P = 900 m/d
Node Fontein

P = 450 m/d P
Node Fontein Node

2
6

8

10

12

14

16

1,5
12

29

67

152

345

779

18 1754(4,8 jr)

0,7

1,2

1,7

2,3

3,1

4,6

7,9

17,3

1,01

1,58

2,06

2,65

3,50

5,02

8,30

17,89

0,7

1,3

1,8

2,4

3,2

4,7

8,0

17,4

1,39

2.00

2,50

3,11

3,96

5,51

8,81

18,55

0,7

1,3

2,0

2,6

3,4

4,9

8,2

17,6

230 m/d
Fontein

2,13

2,87

3,39

4,02

4,90

6,48

9,86

19,96

p -
Node

0,8

1,8

2,4

3,0

3,9

5,4

8,8

18,3

90 m/d
Fontein

4,37
5,50
6,10
6,80
7,74
9,46

13,22
24,85

IN5

Fonteinonttrekking 180 &/s

Besproeiing 240 Z/s

Aanvulling van reënval 0

Die simulasie stop by 4,8 jaar omdat een van die
nodes op die Grootfontein gang, leeggetrek word.
Dit is nie 'n werklike beperking nie.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

0,6

3

0

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

15

9

9

15

15

15

453

907

6

6

,003

3

4

0

24

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

18

24

21

30

121

393

302

6

9

003

3

5

0

54

54

54

54

60

48

42

42

36

36

30

60

151

30

15

9

003

3

6

6

0

24

24

24

24

30

24

21

21

15

18

27

60

151

15

9

,02

3

3

3

7

0

27

27

27

27

27

24

21

21

15

15

54

91

91

30

,02

3

3

3

8

0

21

30

30

24

24

24

24

24

24

30

60

151

30

30

60

,02

3

3

3

9

0

24

30

30

24

24

24

24

30

30

30

50

151

30

9

,02

3

9

6

6

10

0

24

30

27

24

24

30

24

24

24

30

24

24

24

6

,03

3

6

1

1

11

0

12

21

9

6

3

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

3

,02

6

3

3

3

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

FIGUUR 3. PERMEABILITEITE (m/d) VOLGENS KALIBRASIE VAN
AANVANGSWATERVLAKPATROON
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Evamanai OF STRESS BELATED FISSURE FLOW INTO UNDERGROUND WORKINGS

USING FINITE ELEMENTS

by

G S Esterhuizen* and J A C Diering**

1 INTRODUCTION

Considerable stress changes may be induced in the rock mass sur-

rounding underground excavations. Research has indicated that

fractures undergo non-linear deformations as a result of stress

changes. Flow through a fracture is proportional to the cube of the

fracture aperture. Therefore, the relationship between stress and

hydraulic conductivity must be accounted for when modelling fissure

flow.

This paper describes an approximate method of modelling stress

effects on fissure flow in toro dimensions using finite element tech-

niques. Methods of using field data as input to the models are also

described. A practical example is presented where seepage through

fissured rock, subject to high stresses and water pressures, was

assessed.

**

Senior Mining Engineer, Steffen, Robertson and Kirsten (Mining) Inc

Computer Scientist, Geotechnical Engineering and Mining Computing
Services (Ptv) Ltd
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2 STRESS RELATED PEBMEAEILI1Y

The effect of normal stress on the aperture of a fissure or joint

has been studied by Goodman^-. The relationship between joint

deformation and normal stress is illustrated by Fig 1.

INITIAL
STRESS

MAXIMUM
CLOSURE

JOINT CLOSURE

FIG 1 t JOINT COMPRESSION (After Goodman)

The hydraulic conductivity of a single fracture is directly

proportional to the square of the fracture aperture. Therefore, the

conductivity will decrease considerably under normal closure. The

amount of closure and the consequent change in conductivity depends

upon:

. the applied normal stress

. the initial state of stress of the fracture

. the normal stiffness of the fracture

The variation in conductivity with normal stress is illustrated by

Fig 2.
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1

g
O
O

5
v
V

NORMAL STRESS

FIG 2 : CHftNGE IN CONDUCTIVITY. VERSUS BORMRL STRESS

The effect of shear stresses are considerable vftiere the rock mass is

free to dilate. In underground applications, the rock mass at large

is restrained and non-dilatant shear vtould occur, having negligible

influence on the aperture of fissures. This does not apply to rock

close to an excavation, however. This volume of rock is considered

to be small relative to the overall rock mass volume. Ihe effects

of shear stresses have therefore not been taken into consideration.

3 COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

Initially, a stress analysis is conducted using a tw>-dimensional

plane strain finite element analysis. This analysis is conducted

for two reasons. Firstly, to see Whether the stresses induced by
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the excavations are sufficient to cause rock fracture. This would

delineate areas of high permeability, and secondly, to estimate the

stresses acting across known fissure orientations. Details of this

type of analysis are given by Zierikiewicz2.

The permeability of the rock mass is measured in the field and

related to the calculated stress magnitudes. From these results,

the mean fracture aperture and initial stress state is derived for

each joint set. This datum is then used to calculate permeabilities

at other locations Where the state of stress has been analysed by

the finite element program. The influence of joint frequency and

orientation on permeability is calculated using the tensor method

described by Caldwell^. The resulting anisotropic permeability

values are used as input for the second finite element program QSOL

which calculates flew using an equivalent porous median basis. This

method is subject to the constraints of equivalent porous medium

modelling.

Essentially QSOL is a tws-dimensional finite element program which

uses quadrilateral elements to model confined, saturated flow in a

non-honogenous, anisotropic medium. For this type of analysis,

steady state flew conditions are assumed. The output provides the

head distribution, flew velocities and flow quantities. It is

possible to model complex geometries with varying permeabilities

over the model area.

4 EXAMPLE OF PRACTICAL APPLICATION

The example described below is that of seepage through jointed rock

at a depth of 800 m in a gold mine. At this particular mine, a
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large quantity of vetter flows into disused mine workings from over-

lying dolomites. It is proposed to seal off the disused workings by

plugging all excavations passing through a major dyke which was left

essentially intact. The amount of seepage through the dyke and

surrounding rock into the dry workings had to be assessed. A schem-

atic layout of the problem is shown in Fig 3.

FIG 3 SKETCH PIAN OF MINE WORKINGS

Field data were gathered by logging drill core, conducting water

acceptance tests in the drill holes and napping rock structures in

the mine excavations. These data were used to determine the per-

meability based on a finite element stress analysis.

The water flow pattern from the subsequent QSOL analysis is shown in

Fig 4.
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WATER
- FILLED

. WORKINGS

- - DRY
- . ^ ' V/ORKiNGS

~~— BYKE ' '

FIG 4 SECTION SBCMIHG SEEPAGE

Seepage quantities into the dry workings after the proposed remedial

measures were shown to be considerably lower thar̂  the current water

inflow in the disused workings.

The example demonstrates that this method, although approximate, can

be used in practical underground aplications where the rock stresses

and hence the permeabilities vary considerably. Rirther development

of the method to model shear effects and the effects of water

pressure on the stress distribution are envisaged.
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1 Goodman, R E (1974). The Mechanical Properties of Joints, Proc
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FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING OF TWD-DIMENSIONftL SOLUTE TRANSPORT

IN GRDUNDHRTER

A C S Smith1, J A C Diering2 and J B Shopley3

1 INTRODUCTION

the management of water resources requires that any action which may

have an impact on the resource be assessed and, if possible, the

magnitude of the impact be quantified. Although impacts in terms of

quantity and quality are important both in the short term and the

long term, it is quantification of ifhe long term effects that

presents a major problem for the resource manager.

In order to assess the ultimate long term effects of actions which

may change water quality, for example, wastes disposal, it is becom-

ing increasingly necessary to use predictive tools, known as solute

transport models. This paper describes one such predictive tool,

QSOL, a finite element, tWD-dimensional solute transport model for

use on a mjM̂ rocomputer. The advantages and limitations of modelling

are emphasised, particularly with respect to the availability of

adequate field data for valid modelling.

1 Corporate Consultant, Steffen, Robertson & Kirsten (Canada) Inc
2 Computer Scientist, Geatechnical Engineering and Mining Computing

Services (Pty) Ltd
^ Envirownental Engineer, Steffen, Robertson & Kirsten (Mining) Inc
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2 CONCEPTS OF MODELLING AHD MODEL ALTERHflTIVES

Mathematical modelling of groundwater flow and solute transport has

developed over the last ten years from the analog modelling methods

of the 1960's, principally as a result of the availability of com-

puter systems capable of handling large quantities of data relative-

ly efficiently.

The bases of flow in aqueous groundwater systans were examined by

Bear (1972), and their application to groundwater pollution problems

appraised by Fried (1975). Specific applications of mathematical

modelling are numerous in the literature, such as Konikow (1977),

who predicted chloride pollution from waste disposal in Colorado,

USA.

Many workers have cautioned, however, the limitations of such

modelling. Anderson (1979) and Warivoet et al (1982), state clearly

that the basic data on which modelling is based is almost always

inadequate and the assumptions required with respect to isotrqpy and

homogeneity in aquifer systems are sometimes questionable. Studies

such as that of Sudicky and Cherry (1980), serve only to emphasise

the need for voluminous, exact data bases and to illustrate that

assumed homogeneity is, at best, an approximation of real con-

ditions, and may therefore be unfounded.

3 QSOL MODEL DESCRIPTION

QSOL is a Galerkin type, finite element program which uses two-

dimensional, linear, iso-parametric, quadrilateral elements. The
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equations governing flow and solute transport on Which the program

is based have been described in detail by Freeze and Cherry (1979)

and Frind (1980). QSOL is similar to several finite element models

described in the literature, as summarised by Anderson (1979), but

differs in that it was written for execution on a 16-bit, mini-

computer system as opposed to a large, main frame computer. As

such, this gives the program a greater potential application to a

larger number of users.

QSOL is used to model groundwater aquifers either in plan or in

section. Steady state or transient flow (with specified time inter-

vals) conditions can be modelled by the program, to which is added,

as a second step, solute transport when required. Attenuation of

solute due to effects of adsorption and/or radio-active decay can be

included in the modelling. With QSOL, the aquifer or portion of the

aquifer of interest is sub-divided into quadrilateral finite ele-

ments and material properties assigned to each element. The

boundaries of the model may be specified as either constant head or

considered to be impermeable in terms of flow. These boundaries may

be impermeable to the solute being modelled also, or may be specif-

ied as constant solute boundaries which allow the gain or loss of

solute from the system.

The data obtained by modelling with QSOL at each specified time step

includes flow velocities, fluid heads and solute concentrations at

each element corner or node. These data can be plotted by computer

permitting easier interpretation of results (QSOL interfaces with

another program GPLOT, which executes the plotting of results).
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At present, QSOL has several limitations on its applicability to

"real" systems. It assumes saturated flow and can model only one

particular solute at a time. The assumption also made is that all

water in the aquifer is of the same density and hence saline inter-

faces cannot be modelled. ffcwever, an upgraded version of the

program, QSOL2, is being developed and will permit removal of some

of the present limitations.

4 MODEL PARAMETERS

The basic input parameters for QSOL include porosity, permeability,

bulk density and dispersivity of the material being modelled, leak-

age coefficients and initial head conditions for specification of

flow, and initial solute concentrations when contaminant transport

is considered. As all parameters can be specified and varied for

each element, the quantity of data rejuired for modelling is

extremely large. It is a fundamental drawback of modelling all

groundwater pollution problems Üiat there will be inadequate data

available, as noted by Marivoet et al (1982).

In the case of applications of QSOL, inadequate data results in the

combining of elements into "regions" of interest and assigning

appropriate parameter values to the entire region. Such an approach

can be justified only if parameter sensitivity can be shewn not to

affect the ultimate result of the modelling process, hence, sen-

sitivity analysis of input parameters is required.
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5 APPLICATION OF QSOL

The application of QSOL to pollution prediction can be illu-

strated by a case history of a proposed waste disposal scheme in

South Africa. In order to restore a planned open-pit strip mine to

its natural ground level, it was proposed that waste materials be

backfilled into the pit. As these materials had a pollution

potential and the pit was above a major aquifer and adjacent to a

river, the long term effect of waste disposal required assessment.

A schematic backfilled pit gecroetry was established (Fig 1) and a

finite element mesh fitted to this geometry (Fig 2). Material, flow

and solute concentration properties were assigned to elements, using

the assumptions of "regions" of similar properties described

earlier, based on available site investigation data. The model was

run simulating total dissolved solids (TDS) behaviour until a steady

state condition was approximated and the resultant flow velocity

vectors (Fig 3) and solute concentrations of TDS (Fig 4), examined.

TDS was assumed to be hydrogeochemical ly conservative for modelling

purposes.

The model demonstrated clearly that there was potential for contam-

ination of the nearby river, but that the regional groundwater was

prejudiced significantly by the proposed disposal scheme. In terms

of solute concentrations (Fig 4), the solute entered the aquifer at

its original concentration while the groundwater adjacent to the

river had a TDS value double that of its original concentration.
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Using the results of the modelling, pollution loads to the receiving

waters were calculated allowing an evaluation to be made of the

overall long term effect of the proposed disposal scheme on the

water resources of the area.

6 DISCUSSION AMD SUMMARY

It is clear from the stress to which the limited available water

resources are being subjected worldwide that water resource managers

require predictive data to prevent the derogation of water quality

of their resource over the long term. Predictive models, such as

QSOU, have a significant contribution to make in such rranagenent, as

the results of any proposed development liable to affect water

quality can be quantified.

However, the unrestricted use of nxxtels is dangerous, as there is a

very real potential for model users to interpret and apply model

results wiüiout recognition of the model's limitations. It is

stated consistently in tiie literature and by workers in solute

transport modelling that the inadequacy of data in terras of both

quality and quantity is the largest single constraint on tha use of

models in pollution prediction studies.
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GROUND-WATER MODELLING : PRESENT AND FUTURE
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1 INTRODUCTION

The study of the behaviour of a ground-water system is hampered by the
inability of the researcher to observe the behaviour of such a system under
controlled conditions. The only remaining method to observe such be-
haviour is thus to build a model of the system supplemented by any avail-
able observational data. The available literature on ground-water research
consequently abounds with various models pertaining to describe the be-
haviour of such a system. These models range from the very simple to
the quite elaborate and include models based on analytical, numerical
and analogue techniques.

The aim of this paper is to discuss the physical and mathematical basis
of these models. The discussion will be concluded with a short discussion
of the applicability of these models to real world problems.

2 THE PHYSICAL BASIS OF MODELLING GROUND-WATER
FLOW

The basic equation describing the flow of water in a non-homogeneous
anisotropic medium is [Bear (1979) ] :

2 . [K.V«(x , t ) ] = S0Dt<Kx,t) (1)

where v is the usual nabla operator defined in terms of the unit carte-
sian vectors j ej .£2 £-3} °f three space x. = | x j ̂ ^ 3 1 and the spatial
derivatives as

3

i=l - 1 *i
K the hydraulic conductivitj' tensor, SQ the specific storativity and <t> the
piezometric head.

The flow equation is an ordinary parabolic partial differential equation
which can in principle be solved, provided that the following conditions
are met : (i) the coefficients K and SQ must be known over the whole
domain, fi , of interest and (ii) enough information must be available on
the behaviour of <t> on the boundary Q of ft.
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These constraints can almost never be satisfied in the simulation of a
real world problem. It has consequently become standard practice to
assume guessed values for the missing values and proceed as if they are
correct. It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the effect that an
error in such values may have on the actual solution of the problem.
Various methods that can be used to limit the influence of this ignorance
in parameter values will also be discussed.

The physical basis of (1), flow through porous media, is discussed and
its applicability to flow in a fractured medium investigated.

3 THE MATHEMATICAL BASIS

The next step, after the establishment of an acceptable physical basis for
a real world problem, is the derivation of a solution for (1). The com-
plexity of such a problem rules the use of analytical techniques out for
this purpose, except for a few special problems. Other techniques that
can be used include analogue, graphical and numerical methods. Electro-
nic computers, the workhorses of present-day science and engineering,
favour the use of numerical methods. This discussion will consequently
be devoted to these methods.

Available computer codes for modelling ground-water problems are
usually based on two numerical methods : the finite difference and finite
element methods. Finite difference techniques have the advantage that
the resulting approximations to (1) are easy to evaluate. They lack, how-
ever, versatility in tracing domains with complex geometries which is
rather the rule than the exception in ground-water problems. Many re-
searchers in this field has consequently turned to a finite element method.

The finite element method at present in favour amongst geohydrologists
is the Galerkin method, a member of the methods of weighted residuals
which can be briefly described as follows. Let

Lu = f (2)

be a given differential equation. If | vj | J=Q is a complete set of given

basis functions, it is possible to define a functional, called the residual,

R = Lu*-f

where u* = 5 qjVj (3)

is an approximation for u in (2). The method of weighted residuals con-
sists of choosing a weighting function w and determine the coefficients aj
in (3) subject to the criterium

ƒ (Lu* - f)wd.Q = 0 (4)
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This leads invariably to a system of equations

Aq_= B

where the elements of A and B are typically defined hy

a^ = ƒ wLu*dQ, b4 = ƒ fwdQ (5)

The Galerkin method consists of choosing w to coincide with each of the
basis functions Vj in turn.

The application of the Galerkin method requires that all elements of A
and B are calculated using (5). This can be quite time consuming es-
pecially in three-dimensional problems. Most finite element ground-water
models are consequently two-dimensional versions. One way to circum-
vent this problem would be to search for a method which does not require
the integrations necessary in the Galerkin method. Such a method is the
collocation method.

The collocation method, which is also a member of the methods of
weighted residuals, results when one chooses as weighting function the
Dirac delta function S (x, - x(). Substitution of this in (4) yields the set
of collocation equations

Lu*(Xi) =

This method will be discussed in detail and it will be shown how the
method can be manipulated to reduce any two- or higher dimensional
problem to actually solving a set of one-dimensional problems consecu-
tively, with a considerable saving in computer memory space and time.

THE APPLICATION OF A PHYSICAL MODEL

Models are at present mainly used to predict the future behaviour of a
given ground-water system. The inaccuracies present in the available
parameter and boundary data must inevitably limit the applicability of
the model. Two possibilities, a statistical and a physical-mathematical
approach to circumvent this problem will be presented.
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